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Abstract 

 

This PhD thesis investigates patterns of crosslinguistic influence (CLI) in the acquisition 

of English as a third language (L3) across two grammatical domains, namely perceived 

global accent (phonetics/phonology) and embedded wh-questions (syntax). We examine 

21 adult-aged early bilingual speakers in their three languages, namely Italian (the herit-

age language; HL), German (the majority language), and English (the L3), comparing 

their perceived accent and syntactic judgements to those of L1 and L2 control groups. By 

comparing patterns of CLI across the domains of phonology and syntax within the same 

population of speakers, the thesis responds to recent calls for studies that systematically 

assess patterns of transfer across multiple domains of the grammar (e.g., Rothman, Gon-

zález Alonso & Puig-Mayenco, 2019), while at the same time controlling for the acquisi-

tion of the relevant properties in the background languages. In addition, the thesis brings 

to the field insights from an understudied population: heritage speaker L3 learners. Not 

only are heritage bilinguals interesting from a theoretical perspective since they have two 

early-acquired language systems to draw from, but they also make up an increasingly 

large proportion of students in foreign language classrooms worldwide. In order to inves-

tigate the extent to which the HL – as the non-dominant language – can also affect the 

L3, a secondary aim of the thesis is to shed light on the role of HL proficiency and HL 

use for the occurrence of CLI, as well as for outcomes in the HL itself.  

The thesis consists of four thematically-related empirical investigations. Study I 

examines perceived global accent in the bilingual participants’ early-acquired languages, 

German and Italian. We assess the extent to which accent in both languages is affected 

by age of onset in German (AoO; range = 0-6 years) and the amount of heritage language 

(HL) use, operationalized as the ‘Italian Use Score’. In two accent rating experiments (the 
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‘German experiment’ and ‘the Italian experiment’), speech samples extracted from semi-

naturalistic interviews were judged by 47 monolingual German and Italian raters and 

compared to ratings for L1 monolingual and L2 controls. The results suggest that, when 

speaking their majority language (ML) German, the early bilinguals are statistically in-

distinguishable from German monolingual controls and were perceived as German-

sounding by most raters. When speaking their HL Italian, in contrast, they are rated as 

Italian-sounding in just over half of ratings, significantly less often than Italian monolin-

guals. The potential effects of ‘AoO in German’ and ‘Italian use’ were assessed using 

multiple regression analyses. The results indicated that ‘Italian use’ significantly pre-

dicted ‘perceived nativeness’ in Italian, but had no effect on accent in German. Mean-

while, ‘AoO in German’ did not affect accent in either Italian or German. We conclude 

that ‘heritage language use’ positively affects perceived accent in the HL itself, and is 

without negative consequences for perceived accent in the ML. In addition, even those 

with a later AoO in the ML German were indistinguishable from monolinguals by adult-

hood. 

Study II investigates the same Italian-German bilinguals’ perceived accent in L3 

English, again using accent rating methodology. The main goal was to identify the bilin-

guals’ primary source of foreign accent (i.e., German or Italian), and to compare their 

ratings to those obtained for L1 German, L1 Italian, and L1 English controls. In addition, 

we wanted to find out whether ‘Phonological proficiency’ in German or Italian (opera-

tionalized as the number of ‘native-like’ ratings attained in Study I) or ‘Italian use’ would 

predict the source of accent in English. To this end, the speech samples from a subset of 

19 bilinguals and those from three monolingual control groups (N=30) were rated by 32 

raters for ‘accent strength’ on a scale from 1–7 (1 = No foreign accent; 7 = Strong foreign 

accent) and ‘perceived origin of accent’ (‘English’, ‘German’, ‘Italian’, or ‘Other’). The 

results of a non-parametric ANOVA test showed that the heritage bilinguals were on par 

with the L1 German controls for accent strength, but that their accents were perceived as 

significantly weaker sounding than those of L1 Italian controls. In the second step of the 

rating, two-thirds of the bilingual speakers were judged as German-sounding when speak-

ing English, suggesting CLI from the typologically closer and dominant language. How-
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ever, the remaining third were noticeably less-German sounding and were rated as ‘Ital-

ian’ or ‘other’ in around half of ratings. The results of logistic regression analyses suggest 

that a non-German sounding accent in English was predicted by the amount of Italian use, 

with bilinguals who used Italian more frequently tending to sound more Italian-like in 

English. Unexpectedly, phonological proficiency in Italian did not play a role. In sum-

mary, Study II showed that the bilinguals’ accent in English stemmed predominantly from 

German, but that a notable influence from Italian was detected in speakers with high 

amounts of Italian use. 

Study III is concerned with syntactic transfer into L3 English in the same Italian-

German population, and is assessed by means of an acceptability judgement task (AJT) 

containing embedded wh-questions. This phenomenon was chosen because it displays a 

three-way asymmetry across the three languages with respect to their linear word order, 

enabling the construction of two main conditions: the Italian Transfer Condition (ITC) 

and the German Transfer Condition (GTC). To test syntactic CLI, stimuli were embedded 

into a self-led AJT, and participants judged the sentences as either ‘correct’ or ‘incorrect.’ 

The results indicated that the bilinguals accepted sentences from the ITC at a rate of 

14.7%, similar to the L1 Italian controls, but significantly more often than L1 German 

controls (just 5.4%). This is interpreted as evidence for syntactic CLI from Italian. The 

results from the GTC were problematic in that stimuli from this condition were accepted 

at similar rates by all three non-native groups, meaning that they could not be reliably 

interpreted. Nonetheless, since previous research suggests that ruling out syntactic CLI 

from German as the typologically closer and dominant language would be unwarranted, 

we argue for the availability of both syntactic systems at the later stages of L3 acquisition, 

in line with predictions made by the LPM (Westergaard, Mitrofanova, Mykhaylyk, & 

Rodina, 2017). A further observation was that syntactic CLI from Italian occurred rela-

tively homogeneously across participants, irrespective of how much Italian they used, 

which differed from the patterns of phonological CLI attested in Study II. 

Study IV pursues the role of HL use for HL grammatical outcomes in a new pop-

ulation, namely German-dominant HSs of Turkish. The study aims to identify precisely 

which aspects of ‘HL use’ predict outcomes in adolescent and adult-aged HSs of Turkish, 
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and whether or not these factors differ across the domains of lexicon and morphosyntax. 

To this end, two datasets of Turkish as a HL in Germany were examined. The results for 

the first HS group (adolescents) indicate that ‘parental language background’ was the 

strongest predictor of lexical and morphosyntactic proficiency in Turkish, while ‘Current 

Turkish use’ seemed to become more important for adult HS group – but only for lexical 

proficiency. These findings are interpreted as evidence for the varying role played by 

linguistic input across HS age groups and language domains.  

The results from the two L3 studies (Studies II and III), which constitute the main 

focus of this thesis, have implications for current theories of L3 acquisition, since they 

suggest that syntactic and phonological CLI can occur from both languages at later stages 

of L3 acquisition. This would contradict a purely typologically-driven account of transfer, 

though would be without implications for the TPM (Rothman, e.g., 2011, 2015), since 

the TPM makes predictions for the initial stages of L3 acquisition only. Specifically, the 

findings from the L3 syntax study are compatible with predictions made by the Linguistic 

Proximity (Westergaard, Mitrofanova, Mykhaylyk, & Rodina, 2017) and the Scalpel 

Models (Slabakova, 2017), which both predict morphosyntactic CLI from either language 

depending on the similarity between structures. For L3 phonology, too, our results would 

support a structurally-motivated model of phonological L3 transfer, possibly in line with 

Linguistic Proximity and Scalpel Models, but which has not yet been formally proposed 

for L3 phonology.  

Finally, the results from these two studies allow us to comment on the nature of 

CLI across two different domains: receptive syntactic judgements (arguably a compe-

tence-based phenomenon) on the one hand, and naturalistic production data (arguably a 

performance-based phenomenon) on the other. While syntactic CLI from Italian seemed 

to occur relatively homogenously across participants, phonological CLI from Italian was 

strongly linked to how much Italian the participants used. This leads us to propose a more 

dynamic role for global accent than for syntax, with the former being more noticeably 

affected by changes in the learner’s environment than the latter. This interpretation would 

be in line with the dynamic systems proposal put forward for L3 phonology by Ko-

pečková, Marecka, Wrembel, & Gut (2016).
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1 General introduction 

 Rationale of the thesis 

Over half the world’s population grows up bilingually (Grosjean, 1989), and yet we still 

know little about how growing up with two languages affects the acquisition of further 

languages in older children or adults. This is partly because the field of third language 

(L3) research has traditionally been concerned with studying L3 learners who grew up 

monolingually, for whom the L3 is the second foreign language. Recently, the call has 

been made for studies that attempt to better understand how L3 acquisition occurs in dif-

ferent learner populations, including L3 learners who were bilingual from early childhood 

onwards (Rothman, González Alonso & Puig-Mayenco, 2019, p. 249). As argued herein, 

early bilingual L3 learners are of particular interest to the field, since they have two nat-

uralistically-acquired languages to draw on, which may have implications for how these 

languages interact with the L3. 

A second aspect that has been largely unmet in L3 research to date is the need to 

investigate the acquisition of the relevant linguistic phenomena in all three of the 

speaker’s languages, rather than focusing on the L3 and assuming monolingual-like ac-

quisition in the L1 and L2. As we know from bilingualism research, differences to mon-

olinguals can be found in the grammars of bilingual speakers across domains, regardless 

of how young they were when they acquired their languages (e.g., Kupisch & Rothman, 

2016). And, as already pointed out a decade ago by Rothman and Cabrelli Amaro (2010), 

without knowing whether a property has been acquired in the L1 or L2, we cannot know 

if it is available to be transferred to the L3 in the first place. 

Thirdly, there is barely any research that examines patterns of CLI in the same 

group of speakers across two different linguistic domains. While some have suggested 

there should be no reason to assume that phonological representations are differently af-

fectedly by CLI as compared to syntactic representations (Rothman et al., 2019, p. 256), 
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others have proposed the mechanisms operating behind syntactic CLI are very different 

to those responsible for phonological CLI. For example, Sharwood Smith and Kellerman 

(1986) argued in the introduction to their seminal volume on CLI that “it is obvious that 

syntactic CLI may require at least some explanatory principles that are quite different 

from those operating in phonological CLI” (Sharwood Smith & Kellerman, 1986, p. 7). 

However, since there is a dearth of studies that systematically investigate both syntactic 

and phonological CLI within a single population (with the 2017 PhD thesis by Raquel 

Llama being a notable exception), more work is needed to validate such claims and to 

identify what exactly these “explanatory principles” might be. 

In response to the gaps in research highlighted above, this dissertation project in-

vestigates L3 English in a group of adult-aged heritage speakers (HSs) of Italian living in 

Germany in their production and perception of two grammatical phenomena, namely per-

ceived global accent (phonetic-phonology) and grammaticality judgements (syntax). At 

the same time, we control for the acquisition of accent and syntax in the background 

languages and relate this to the occurrence of CLI into the L3. This is achieved by means 

of four empirical studies, an outline of which is provided at the end of Chapter 1.  

In what follows, a brief introduction is provided to the two overarching themes of 

this thesis: heritage bilinguals and L3 acquisition. We begin by outlining the theoretical 

and practical motivations for examining language acquisition in heritage bilinguals as L3 

acquirers, and then provide a brief introduction to the relevant theoretical models of L3 

acquisition. However, this serves only as a brief introduction, and a detailed discussion 

of pertinent issues is provided at the beginning of each chapter. The section ends with 

some terminological notes, and an outline of the thesis’ structure is provided. 

1.1.1 Heritage bilinguals as L3 acquirers 

Heritage bilinguals or heritage speakers (HSs; the terms are used interchangeably 

herein), are a subset of early bilinguals who learn their HL from birth either before or 

alongside the societal majority language. When HSs come to learn their first foreign lan-

guage (referred to herein as the L3, since it is the third chronological language), they 

already have two naturalistically-acquired language systems to draw on. This makes HS 
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L3 learners different from the traditionally-studied population of L3 learners for whom 

the L3 is the second foreign language. That said, an increasing number of studies have 

begun to include HS L3 learners within the L3 research paradigm (just to name a few: 

Iverson, 2009; Westergaard, Mitrofanova, Mykhaylyk, & Rodina, 2017; Hopp, 2018; 

Cabrelli & Pichan, 2019), which is arguably a welcome development, since there are sev-

eral good reasons to study this population.  

The first reason is that the study of HSs acquiring an L3 is highly relevant from a 

practical perspective. This is because HSs make up an increasingly large proportion of 

the western world’s school population. According to the Bundesministerium für Familie, 

Senioren, Frauen und Jugend, 34% of German schoolchildren have a so-called ‘migration 

background’ (BMFSFJ, 2017). Though this statistic does not tell us anything about the 

number of languages spoken (since not all first or second generation migrants speak their 

HLs), many of these children will grow up learning their parents’ first language(s) in 

addition to German. The two populations studied herein, namely HSs of Turkish and Ital-

ian, are two of Germany’s largest migrant groups. Based on the most recent Mikrozensus 

(Statistisches Bundesamt, 2018), there are 2.7 million people living in Germany with a 

Turkish migration background, constituting the largest migrant community, and 860,000 

people with an Italian ‘migration background,’ constituting the fifth largest migrant group 

following the Polish, Russian, and Rumanian communities. Since English will be the third 

chronological language for many of these children when it is introduced at school, under-

standing how English is acquired in this population is highly relevant from a pedagogical 

and didactic perspective. 

 The second reason is that studying HS L3 acquirers can help us to better understand 

the processes that affect how L3 acquisition occurs. In the case of the ‘traditionally-stud-

ied’ L3 learners mentioned above, the L2 is learned as an older child or adult, and more 

often than not in a controlled setting. Following the procedural/declarative distinction 

(e.g., Paradis, 2004; Bardel & Falk, 2012), L1 knowledge is seen to be predominantly 

procedural in nature since it was acquired before any assumed critical period (e.g., Lenne-

berg, 1967; Curtiss, Fromkin, Krashen, Rigler & Rigler, 1974; Snow & Hoefnagel-Höhle, 

1978), while L2/Ln knowledge is subserved by declarative memory and is explicit in its 

nature. Based on these assumptions, the L2 and the L3 are cognitively more similar than 
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the L1 and the L3 are, leading to increased transfer (both facilitative and non-facilitative) 

between the later-acquired languages. This has been termed the ‘foreign language effect’ 

(Meisel, 1983), and was formalized by Bardel & Falk (2007, 2012) in their ‘L2 Status 

Factor Model.’ Remaining within the psycholinguistic paradigm, it follows that HSs 

should not have distinct knowledge types in their two early-acquired languages, since 

they acquired both languages from birth (in the case of simultaneous bilinguals) or from 

early childhood (in the case of successive bilinguals). Therefore, studying HSs allows us 

to rule out the effects of L2 Status and hone in on other variables driving transfer, such 

as typological and/or structural proximity, language proficiency, and language use.  

1.1.2 L3 morphosyntax models 

Though numerous aspects of multilingual language acquisition have been studied over 

the decades (e.g., Ringbom, 1987), it is only really in the past 15 years that formal lin-

guistic investigations have been established within the field of ‘L3 research’ with a spe-

cific focus on predicting or explaining patterns of transfer or CLI. Earlier accounts pro-

posed that CLI would always stem from the L1 (e.g., Na Ranong & Leung, 2009), given 

the fact that it was acquired from birth and due to its highly automatized nature (Ringbom, 

1987). However, scholars have more recently shied away from strict ‘L1 only’ proposals, 

given the abundance of evidence to the contrary. Instead, most of the extant L3 models 

argue for the structural or typologically similarity as the primary cue for CLI or transfer, 

but diverge with respect to whether they predict that that transfer is wholesale in its nature 

(i.e., occurring from one language only) or selective (i.e., occurring from multiple back-

ground languages). I will discuss these models in what follows, beginning with a discus-

sion of the notions of ‘psychotypological’ and ‘typological’ proximity.   

The role of ‘psychotypology’ for CLI, i.e., the idea that CLI occurs more frequently 

between languages that are perceived by the learner as typologically more similar irre-

spective of actual genealogy or typology, was introduced by Kellerman (1983). Extending 

on this notion, the Typological Primacy Model (TPM) (Rothman, 2011, 2013, 2015) later 

postulated that transfer will occur from the language that is perceived on a subconscious 

level as the structurally most similar. Structural similarity is different to psychotypology 
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in the sense that it is not established consciously by the learner (Rothman, 2015, p. 185), 

but is instead determined by the parser based on a hierarchy of cues (introduced in Roth-

man, 2013, 2015, but for the most recent discussion see Rothman et al., 2019, pp. 161–

167). According to the implicational hierarchy, the parser unconsciously searches for sim-

ilarities in the lexicon, and then moves to phonology, morphology and finally syntax. 

Once structural similarity is established, transfer occurs in wholesale manner, i.e., from a 

single source.1 More recently, this idea of structural similarity has also been referred to 

as “holistic structural similarity” (Puig-Mayeno, 2019), or as “global structural similar-

ity” (Cabrelli & Pichan, 2019) – terms which arguably better encompass the notion of 

wholesale transfer. The idea of ‘wholesale transfer’ is motivated by the understanding of 

‘transfer’ as the reduplication of representational patterns at the level of competence in 

the sense of Full Transfer/Full Access, as proposed by Schwarz & Sprouse (1996) and 

White (2003). It is argued that transfer in this representational sense can only reliably be 

evidenced at the initial stages of acquisition, since patterns of interference at the later 

stages of learning may reflect performance-related variables which would cloud the pro-

cess of transfer (González Alonso & Rothman, 2016, p. 6). For this reason, the TPM is 

strictly an initial state model, and does not make predictions for the later stages of L3 

acquisition. Nonetheless, many are not averse to the notion of typology-based CLI beyond 

the initial stages (e.g., Kellerman, 1983; De Angelis, 2007; Ringbom, 2007; Foote, 2009).  

Evidence for the TPM has been provided, for example, by Rothman’s (2010) study, 

which tested adjective placement in L1 Italian/L2 English/L3 Spanish speakers, and in a 

second group of L1 English/L2 Spanish/L3 Brazilian Portuguese speakers using an ac-

ceptability judgement task and a cloze task. In the (2010) study, Rothman’s learners 

showed positive transfer from the typologically closer Romance languages, but no nega-

tive transfer from English. Evidence for the TPM has also been strong in investigations 

that include a Romance language as the L3, and another Romance language + English as 

                                                 

1 That said, the ‘full transfer’ prediction appears to have been relativized somewhat in more recent work 

(e.g., González Alonso & Rothman, 2016; Rothman et al., 2019), in that surface level (i.e., irregular but not 

rule-based) transfer from other sources has been proposed to occur, too (Rothman et al., 2019, p. 155). 

Further, Rothman and colleagues have suggested that the notion of full transfer might be “disregarded as a 

viable option when the mind is an experienced multilingual one”, for example in the context of L4 acqui-

sition (p. 157). 
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L1/L2 (e.g., Cabrelli Amaro, 2013; 2015; Giancaspro, Halloran, & Iverson, 2015; Roth-

man, 2010; 2011). Other studies using non-Romance language pairings have also pro-

vided potential evidence. The results from two studies by Stadt, Hulk, and Sleeman (2016; 

2018) are cited by Rothman et al. (2019, p. 179) as potential evidence for the TPM. In 

their (2016) study, Stadt et al. found that L1 Dutch/L2 English/L3 French learners incor-

rectly transferred English adverb placement to L3 French, even though transferring from 

L1 Dutch would have been facilitative. Though interpreted by the authors as evidence for 

L2 Status, this finding might also be explained by the relatively larger shared lexicon 

between English and French as compared to Dutch and French, as pointed out by Roth-

man et al. (p. 179). Further, in their (2018) study on V2 acquisition in with L1 Dutch/L2 

English/L3 German learners, Stadt et al. showed that L2 English no longer transferred, 

and instead that the learners transferred the V2 structure from L1 Dutch. Again, this find-

ing could be accounted for by the overall stronger similarity between Dutch and German 

as compared to English and German.  

A central role for typological proximity has also been suggested by several studies 

that have examined HS L3 learners. For morphosyntax, Giancaspro, Halloran, & Iverson 

(2009) and Iverson (2009) showed positive transfer from Spanish into L3 Brazilian Por-

tuguese at the initial state, regardless of whether Spanish was acquired as an L1, an L2, 

or as a HL. Evidence for the role of typological proximity beyond the initial state has also 

been provided by Kupisch, Snape, and Stangen (2013), who demonstrated facilitative CLI 

from German and not from the HL Turkish in the acquisition of L3 English articles; and 

see also Siemund & Lechner (2015). The same was found by Hopp (2018) for child-aged 

Turkish-German bilinguals in L3 English sentence comprehension and production. For 

phonology, too, some evidence for the role of typological has been found. Cabrelli & 

Pichan (2019) tested intervocalic stops in L3 Brazilian Portuguese and L3 Italian, finding 

that English-Spanish bilinguals negatively transferred intervocalic stops from Spanish, 

regardless of whether Spanish was an L1, and L2, or a HL. For voice onset time, several 

Germany-based studies have shown predominant phonological transfer from German, ra-

ther than from a typologically more-distant HL (Gabriel et al., 2016; Geiss, 

Gumbsheimer, Lloyd-Smith, Schmitt & Kupisch, submitted).  
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A different stance is taken by the Scalpel Model (Slabakova, 2016) and the Lin-

guistic Proximity Model (Westergaard et al., 2017), which both predict selective transfer 

based on structural proximity. Westergaard et al. argue for continued activation of both 

linguistic systems, and the availability of both L1 and L2 for transfer across all stages of 

development.2 Based on the results of their (2017) study (see below), Westergaard et al. 

propose the LPM, which predicts selective CLI based on the structural similarities per-

ceived by the parser between the L3 input and any previously acquired language. The 

continued availability of two linguistic systems is further argued by Westergaard et al. to 

be cognitively less costly than inhibiting the typologically more-distant system, as would 

theoretically be required by the TPM. The Scalpel Model takes a similar approach, pro-

posing that the interlanguage grammar carves out the relevant and facilitating information 

from either L1 or L2 with ‘a scalpel-like precision’ (p. 3), while highlighting the need to 

give more consideration to the interplay of numerous cognitive and experiential factors 

in determining the transfer source. These include processing complexity, misleading in-

put, construction frequency, and the structural complexity of the target phenomenon.  

Evidence for selective transfer as proposed by the LPM and SM models was 

found, for example, in the Westergaard et al. (2017) study, in which Norwegian-Russian 

bilinguals were shown to be significantly better than Norwegian monolinguals at rejecting 

the V2 pattern in L3 English, indicating positive influence from Russian, yet worse than 

L1 Russians at accepting English subject-auxiliary inversion (residual V2), indicating 

non-facilitative influence from Norwegian. The authors argue that typology (in a genea-

logical sense of the term) cannot be the only explanation here, given the positive CLI 

from typologically-distant Russian. Further evidence for both the LPM and SM was found 

Clements and Dominguez (2018), who tested the acquisition of L3 Chinese null and overt 

subjects by two groups of speakers, including L1 English/L2 Spanish speakers. They 

found evidence for property-by-property transfer from both languages. Some L3 phonol-

ogy studies have also found evidence for CLI from multiple sources. For example, three 

                                                 

2 The notion of selective transfer was, in fact, also proposed earlier by Flynn, Foley, and Vinnitskaya (2004) 

for the Cumulative Enhancement Model, with the difference that the CEM predicted facilitative transfer 

only. However, a large number of studies conducted since the CEM was put forward in 2004 have provided 

counterevidence for the notion of facilitative CLI only. Accordingly, the model is not discussed in detail in 

this thesis. 
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Germany-based L3 phonology studies have shown that both segmental and suprasegmen-

tal aspects of L3 speech can be influenced not only by German, the majority language, 

but also by the typologically more-distant HL (e.g., Gabriel & Rusca-Ruths, 2014; Lloyd-

Smith et al., 2017, Dittmers et al., 2019). However, as will be discussed in Chapter 3, it 

is unclear to which extent the predictions made by the L3 morphosyntax models should 

be applied to L3 phonology (e.g., Kopečková, Marecka, Wrembel, & Gut, 2016; Wrem-

bel, Marecka & Kopečková, 2019), even though attempts have been made to apply these 

models to phonetic/phonological phenomena in the L3 (e.g., Lloyd-Smith et al., 2017; 

Cabrelli & Pichan, 2019).3  

In summary, the L3 transfer models discussed herein have in common that they 

predict (morphosyntactic) transfer from the structurally closer language, but they differ 

with respect to whether this transfer is envisaged to occur in one fell swoop (wholesale 

transfer; the TPM), or whether transfer occurs selectively, in a structure-by-structure 

manner (the LPM and the SLM). Though these models have yet been adequately tested 

with HSs, there is no reason why they should not be applied to this population. The LPM 

was itself proposed based on data obtained from HSs, and Rothman also surmised that 

transfer should obtain in the same way for early bilinguals as it does for late L2ers (2015, 

p. 184, and pp. 187-188).4 Again, the (non)significance of the L3 models for phonology 

is part of an ongoing discussion that we will return to in Chapter 3. 

 

                                                 

3 Though not discussed here, I would like to point to other L3 studies using early bilinguals from the per-

spective of, e.g., the bilingual advantage (González-Ardeo, 2001); the role of proficiency in the L1s for L3 

phoneme discrimination ability (Gallardo del Puerto, 2007); morpho-lexical processing (González Alonso, 

Villegas, & Garcia Mayo, 2016); and the role of metalinguistic awareness for the acquisition of L3 pronun-

ciation (Gabriel, Hu, Diao, & Thulke, 2012; Gabriel & Rusca-Ruths, 2014). 

4 The other possibility put forward is that, based on their very experience as bilinguals and the “growth in 

inhibitory control” that goes with this, they might be better at inhibiting L1 and L2, leading to better overall 

results when compared to late L2ers of the same constellation (Rothman 2015, p. 187). This proposal was 

investigated in a recent L3 phonology study by Cabrelli & Pichan (2019), who demonstrated no differences 

between early bilingual and late L2 speakers of English and Spanish acquiring L3 Brazilian Portuguese and 

L3 Italian. Still, it remains an interesting question for studies that compare traditionally-studied L3 learners 

to HS L3 learners. 
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 Terminological notes 

In order to facilitate the reader’s understanding of how several concepts are used in this 

thesis, relevant terminological clarifications are provided below. 

1.2.1 The early bilingual and control participants 

The bilingual participants herein are termed ‘heritage speakers’ of their parents’ first lan-

guage (Italian in Chapters 2, 3, and 4; Turkish in Chapter 5), because they are exposed to 

the language naturalistically from birth, either though one or both parents, and the lan-

guage is not a language spoken by the wider society (Rothman, 2009). The terms ‘heritage 

speaker’, ‘heritage bilingual’ and ‘early bilingual’ are used interchangeably, whilst ac-

knowledging that heritage speakers are a subtype of early bilingual. (To clarify: not all 

early bilinguals are HSs, such as those who grow in countries with multiple official lan-

guages such as Canada and Switzerland). Further, they are ‘majority language’ speakers 

of the societal majority language, which in this case is German. The majority language is 

either acquired alongside the HL from birth (often when there is only one HL-speaking 

parent) or later, when the child enters kindergarten or school (often when both parents are 

speakers of the HL). Thus, we include both simultaneous (2L1) and successive (eL2) 

speakers within this definition (cf. Montrul 2008, 2016; Kupisch & Rothman, 2018). The 

control groups used in the four studies include speakers who grew up speaking only Ger-

man, Italian, English or Turkish, and who did not acquire any subsequent languages until 

they started school. For this reason, the speakers are referred to as monolingual controls 

in order to contrast them with the early bilingual participants. However, they are not mon-

olingual in a functional sense because they are L2 speakers of other languages.  

1.2.2 L3 acquisition 

The term ‘L3’ refers in this dissertation to the first foreign and third chronological lan-

guage, and thus differs from some other L3 studies that use the term ‘L3’ to refer to the 

second foreign language in monolingually-raised speakers. In the L3, we measure both 

syntactic CLI (Chapter 3) and ‘global foreign accent’ (Chapter 2). Global foreign accent 
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is operationalized as holistic judgements obtained from monolingual native speaker 

judges. In the L3 study (Study II), these judgements pertain to ‘perceived accent strength’, 

and ‘perceived origin of accent’. In the German and Italian accent rating studies (Study 

I), judges are asked to determine whether the speakers sound ‘native’ or not (binary judge-

ment). However, we refrain from using the term ‘native-like’, using ‘monolingual-like’ 

instead. This is because our participants are all native speakers of German and Italian by 

definition, and so whether or not they are native need not be questioned (cf. Kupisch, 

Lloyd-Smith & Stangen, 2020). When speaking of ‘nativelikeness’, what is often meant 

is in fact ‘similarity to a monolingual speaker’, which is why we find this term more 

appropriate.  

1.2.3 Transfer and crosslinguistic influence 

The terms ‘transfer’ and ‘crosslinguistic influence’ have been the subject of considerable 

debate over the decades (see Odlin, 1989, Chapter 3, for a discussion), and in particular 

the term ‘transfer’ has today come to mean something quite specific to many people. As 

mentioned in the discussion of the TPM in Section 1.1.2 above, Rothman et al. (2019) 

propose that the use of the term ‘transfer’ be restricted to instantiations of the interlan-

guage that reflect representational changes at the level of competence, rather than perfor-

mance. Thus, to be classified as transfer – and thereby constitute a reflection of compe-

tence – any given pattern must occur “relatively consistently”, while CLI is limited to 

performance-based interlingual influence that may occur “inconsistently”, such as slips 

of the tongue (Rothman et al., 2019, p. 24). For the purposes of this thesis, however, I 

have chosen to use the term ‘CLI’ in the broader sense proposed by Sharwood Smith & 

Kellerman (1986), namely as “the interplay between early and late-acquired languages” 

(p. 1), which encompasses phenomena such as (positive and negative) transfer, interfer-

ence, borrowing, and avoidance (p. 1). More specifically, and in relation to the investiga-

tions of perceived global accent in Studies I and II, CLI may also refer to “the ways in 

which a person’s knowledge of the sound system of one language can affect that person’s 

perception and production of speech sounds in another language” (Jarvis & Pavlenko, 

2008, p. 62). The term ‘transfer’ is nonetheless used when referring to the work of others 

who have used this term. 
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1.2.4 Dominance, language use and proficiency 

Moreover, three concepts that will be important in the chapters to come are ‘dominance’, 

‘use’, and ‘proficiency’ – terms which are, to some extent, interrelated. The notion of 

‘dominance’ is particularly relevant when studying HSs, since HSs often become domi-

nant in the majority language once they reach adulthood, with competences in the HL 

varying across individuals and language domains (Rothman, 2009; Benmamoun, Montrul 

& Polinsky, 2013; Stangen, Kupisch, Proietti-Ergun & Zielke 2015; Montrul, 2015, 2016; 

Kupisch & Rothman, 2018). Relatedly, we know for early bilingual acquisition that CLI 

most commonly travels from the dominant to the weaker language (e.g., Yip & Matthews, 

2007; Kupisch, 2007; Bernardini & Schlyter, 2004). Thus, knowing something about the 

dominance of HSs in their two early-acquired languages may be relevant for L3 acquisi-

tion, since they it affect the amount of CLI occurring from one language or the other (see 

Chapter 4).  

In the context of this thesis, ‘dominance’ can refer to two different things: First, to 

the general circumstance that adult-aged HS grammars often converge more closely with 

those of monolinguals in the majority language than in the HL. This is the notion we refer 

to in Chapters 2, 3 and 5. Second, it can also refer to the degree of dominance in the ML, 

drawing on the notion of bilingual balance (Grosjean, 1998). This is sometimes referred 

to as ‘relative dominance’, and is often measured as relative proficiency and/or use in the 

respective language (e.g., Montrul, 2015; Unsworth, 2015; Treffers-Daller & Korybski, 

2015). This usage of the term will be relevant in Chapter 4. 

The term ‘Language use’ as it is used herein refers to the amount of HL use across 

the lifespan, which tends to be highly variable between speakers and has been shown to 

correlate strongly with outcomes in the HL itself (e.g., Unsworth, 2016). We expect not 

only positive effects of ‘HL use’ on the HL itself, but also investigate whether or not HL 

use affects CLI into the L3 (Chapters 3 and 4). ‘HL Use’ is operationalized as a compound 

score that is calculated by scoring and weighting numerous questions from a background 

questionnaire, and then used as a continuous predictor in regression modelling.  

Finally, the term ‘proficiency’ is used to refer to either self-assessed or objective 

measures of the participants’ performance in their languages. This thesis combines self-
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assessed proficiency (in Chapter 3) with objective measures (Chapters 2, 3 and 4), and 

proposes a vocabulary-based measure of proficiency (a yes/no test based on the DIA-

LANG, Alderson, 2005) that allows for direct comparison across the participants’ three 

languages, Italian, German and English. In Chapter 5, which draws on retrospective data 

in the form of transcribed interviews, proficiency in Turkish and in German is calculated 

using a type/token ratio and a morphological complexity score. 

 Thesis outline 

The current thesis consists of a background chapter (Chapter 1), four empirical studies 

(Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5), a discussion chapter (Chapter 6) and a conclusion (Chapter 7). 

Three of the four empirical studies are co-authored studies that have been accepted for 

publication in peer-reviewed journals (Studies I and III) and in published volume (Study 

IV), while Study II is an unsubmitted, solo-authored paper. To allow for a coherent read-

ing of this thesis, many sections of the papers have been rewritten and reorganised, also 

allowing for new interpretations and analyses as needed. The publication information is 

given at the beginning of each chapter, and an overview of the contributions of the co-

authors to the chapters in their current form is provided in Appendix A.  

The data for Studies I – III were collected at the University of Konstanz between 

2016 and 2017 within the framework of the LAGOHLA project (Heritage Language Ac-

quisition on the Lake), led by Prof. Dr. Tanja Kupisch. The LAGOHLA corpus contains 

experimental and interview data from 93 speakers (including 23 early bilinguals, 40 L1 

and 30 L2 controls) in three languages: Italian, German, and English. The data for the 

Study IV is taken from the TEDH corpus (Türkish-Englisch-Deutsch bei Herkun-

ftssprecherinnen), which was compiled in Hamburg from 2010–2012 within the frame-

work of the LiMA Excellence Cluster (Kupisch, Stangen & Zielke, 2012). 

The chapters of this dissertation are organized as follows (please refer to the Sum-

mary at the beginning of this thesis for a detailed outline). Chapter 1, the current chapter, 

has provided an introduction to the general background concerning third language acqui-
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sition in HSs. Chapter 2 (Study I) investigates perceived global accent in the early-ac-

quired languages, German and Italian, relating these outcomes to Italian use across the 

lifespan. Chapter 3 (Study II) examines the perceived origin and perceived accent strength 

of the same early bilinguals w L3 English. Chapter 4 (Study III) is concerned with the 

acquisition of L3 syntax (embedded wh-questions) in the same population, and seeks to 

relate the occurrence of CLI from either German or Italian to relative proficiency and 

language dominance. Chapter 5 (Study IV) examines the importance of ‘input’ for lexical 

and morphosyntactic outcomes in a second group of HSs, namely adolescent and adult-

aged HSs of Turkish.  

Finally, an overview of results and discussion of the potential theoretical and prac-

tical implications of the study is provided in Chapter 6, and the thesis ends with a conclu-

sion in Chapter 7. A summary is provided in German in Chapter 8.  
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2 Study I: Effects of heritage language use on 

accent in Italian and German5 

Abstract 

This study investigates perceived accent in the two early-acquired languages of 21 adult-

aged bilinguals with Italian as the heritage language (HL) and German as the majority 

language (ML). We test the relative ability of ‘age of onset’ (AoO) in German (range = 

0–6 years) and ‘Italian use’ to predict perceived nativeness in Italian and German. Two 

accent rating experiments were carried out (one in each language) comparing the bilingual 

speech samples to those of monolingual and second language (L2) control groups. The 

samples were rated by German and Italian-speaking judges for foreign accent (‘yes’ or 

‘no’) and for degree of certainty (‘certain, ‘semi-certain’, ‘uncertain’). The effects of 

AoO, ‘Italian Use’, and ‘Italian phonological proficiency’ were analysed using correla-

tional analyses and logistic regression. Our results show that almost all bilinguals were 

indistinguishable from monolingual controls in German, and that accent in Italian lay 

somewhere between that of the monolingual and L2 controls. Based on regression anal-

yses, we conclude that a later AoO in the ML has neither a negative effect on the ML 

itself, nor does it show up advantages in the HL. Instead, positive correlations were found 

for accent in the HL and HL use.  

 

                                                 

5 An earlier version of this section is published as Lloyd-Smith, A., Einfeldt, M., Kupisch, T. 

(2019). Italian-German bilinguals: The effects of HL use on accent in the early-acquired lan-

guages. International Journal of Multilingualism. DOI: 10.1177/1367006919826867. 
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 Background 

In the past, much attention has been given to the effect of age of onset (AoO) on the 

attainment of nativelike speech, with studies showing that perceived nativeness decreases 

with an AoO after age 4 (Flege, Munro, & Mackay, 1995; Abrahamsson & Hyltenstam, 

2009). Heritage speakers (HSs) are a special case, since they are often early L2 learners 

of the language spoken in their national society, while having been exposed to their her-

itage language (HL) from birth. Perhaps unsurprisingly, an often-encountered view is 

that, given exposure from birth or from very early on, HSs will learn to speak both their 

languages without a foreign accent, being native speakers of both languages.6 However, 

there exist only few studies to date that have looked at perceived foreign accent in both 

HSs’ early-acquired languages. These indicate that bilinguals are generally perceived as 

monolingual-like in their majority language (ML), while perceived nativeness in the HL 

varies (e.g., Kupisch et al. 2014). There is even some evidence to suggest that a late AoO 

in the ML may benefit accent in the HL, since the HL has more time to develop inde-

pendently, without pressure from another phonological system (e.g., Flores & Rato, 

2016), though such benefits are arguably better-explained by the increase in HL use that 

goes hand-in-hand with a later AoO in the ML. The aim of this study is therefore to shed 

light on the relative role of ‘HL use’ and ‘AoO in the ML’ for perceived accent in the two 

early-acquired languages, Italian and German. 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the target speakers in this study are early bilingual 

speakers of Italian and German, and they are also HSs of Italian, since Italian was ac-

quired naturalistically from one or both parents and is not the language of the larger na-

tional society (Rothman, 2009). Further, these speakers are either simultaneous bilinguals 

(2L1s) who acquired both German and Italian from birth, or successive bilinguals (eL2s), 

whose first intensive contact with German occurred between ages 3-6.7 Our two control 

groups include speakers who grew up speaking only German or Italian and acquired their 

                                                 

6 As pointed out by Kupisch et al. (2020), this is because people often confuse being a ‘native speaker’ with 

being ‘monolingual-like’, which is frequently not the case for multilingual native speakers. 

7 Paradis (2009, p. 113) suggested that phonological acquisition is complete by age 4. Research on mor-

phosyntax has shown that the acquisition patterns of eL2 learners with an AoO above 3;6 differ from those 

of children with exposure from birth (Meisel, 2016), which would justify a division around that age. For 

our study, where exactly to draw the line between 2L1 and eL2 is not crucial. 
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first foreign language at school; these speakers are referred to as monolingual controls, 

even though they are not monolingual in a functional sense because they are L2 speakers 

of other languages.  

 

 Phonological acquisition in heritage bilinguals  

2.2.1 Age effects  

It has been suggested that children pass through a ‘sensitive period’ earlier for phonology 

than for other language domains, such as syntax (e.g., Bever, 1981; Paradis, 2009; 

Hakuta, Bialystok & Wiley, 2003). Bever (1981, p. 195) argued that, in contrast to syn-

tactic and semantic acquisition, which continues into adolescence, children acquire virtu-

ally all of their phonological system during early childhood, resulting in the compara-

tively early dismantlement of the mechanisms required for phonological acquisition. Par-

adis (2009, pp. 113–114) extended this argument to include the notions of procedural vs. 

declarative learning (see also Chapter 1, Section 1.1.1), suggesting that, due to cognitive 

constraints, children exposed to input before age 4 acquire language implicitly, using pro-

cedural memory, while acquisition after this age relies on declarative memory. As pho-

nology is seen to be subserved by procedural memory, the optimal period is surpassed 

earlier for phonological acquisition than for morphology, syntax, and vocabulary. In re-

search on HL bilinguals, too, differences between 2L1 and eL2 acquisition have been 

found, for example, by Sundara and Polka (2008), who reported that simultaneous Cana-

dian-French bilinguals were able to discriminate between the Canadian French dental /d/ 

and Canadian English alveolar /d/ in line with monolinguals, while successive bilinguals 

(exposed to Canadian French from age 5 onwards in immersion programmes) treated this 

as a merged category.  

Age effects can be studied not only from the perspective of ML acquisition but 

also from the perceptive of HL acquisition and maintenance. Again, phonology seems to 

stand out. According to Benmamoun, Montrul and Polinsky, “phonology, in general, 
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seems to be the best-preserved area of heritage grammar, followed by syntax, while in-

flectional morphology, semantics, and the syntax-discourse interface are the most vulner-

able” (2013, p. 153). This follows the notion that the sound system is among the earliest-

acquired aspects of language and therefore most resistant to attrition (Montrul, 2008, p. 

71), in line with Jakobson’s proposal that what is acquired first is the least likely to be 

lost (e.g., Jakobson, 1969).8 Supporting these ideas, relatively well-preserved phonology 

has been demonstrated for HSs with extended periods of HL disuse during (later) child-

hood (e.g., Flores & Rauber, 2011; Oh, Jun, Knightly, & Au, 2003).  

However, while general phonological ability is often relatively well-preserved in 

HSs, studies on individual aspects of pronunciation show that results vary immensely 

across populations and individuals, and do not allow for generalization. Lein, Kupisch 

and van de Weijer (2015) and Nagy and Kochetov (2013) have demonstrated monolin-

gual-like voice onset time (VOT) for voiceless stops in French and Italian HSs, while 

Nagy and Kochetov (2013) found different patterns for the same sounds in comparable 

populations of Russian and Ukrainian HSs. Kupisch and Lleó (2016) report individual 

variation in the production of Italian voiceless stops in both HSs of German in Italy and 

HSs of Italian in Germany, arguing that markedness plays a role. They found that differ-

ences to monolingual baselines were more obvious in German, which has long lag VOT, 

than in Italian, which has short lag VOT – and long lag VOT is more marked than short 

lag VOT. Similarly, McCarthy, Evans and Mahon (2013) and Mayr and Siddika (2016) 

found differences in the VOT productions of second-generation Bengali HSs in the UK 

compared to monolingual and first generation baselines. For global pronunciation, 

Kupisch et al. (2014) have shown that most HSs have foreign accents in their HL, but no 

foreign accent in their ML. Similar results were reported by Stangen, Kupisch, Proietti 

Ergün and Zielke (2015) for heritage Turkish – though Kupisch, Lloyd-Smith & Stangen 

(2020) also found a detectable accents in ML German in the same group of speakers. 

Differences between HSs and monolinguals are not surprising, since phonological 

acquisition is by no means complete as early as assumed. Moreover, by the time child 

                                                 

8 Note, however, that Jakobson (1969) compared different articulatory properties rather than comparing 

different linguistic modules. 
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heritage bilinguals are massively exposed to the ML, not all phonological knowledge has 

been stabilized. This is plausible given that research in child phonology suggests that, 1) 

for specific properties, there may be a long time lag between first appearance and adult-

like production, 2) there are early-acquired properties (appearing within the first two 

years) and late-acquired properties (mastered after school-entry), and 3) acquisition pat-

terns are language specific. A few examples from segmental and suprasegmental phonol-

ogy are provided in what follows.  

A comparatively early-acquired property is length distinction in vowels and con-

sonants. Kehoe and Lleó (2003) show that vowel length distinctions in German appear 

from early on and adult-like contrasts are established by 2;6. Similarly, consonant gemi-

nation is relatively marked, yet children acquiring Finnish begin to align their consonantal 

length during the 50-word-phase (Kunnari, Nakai, & Vihman, 2001), although the dis-

tinction between long and short consonants becomes target-like only gradually with a 

growing lexicon and the maturation of motor skills (e.g., Khattab & Al-Tamimi, 2015). 

The acquisition of stop consonants is a prolonged process, determined by articulatory 

challenges (or markedness). Children acquiring aspiration languages can realize short lag 

VOT and start distinguishing voiced from voiceless sounds by age 2. However, it takes 

several months until the production of VOT is adult-like. Where prevoicing – the most 

marked of VOT categories – is required, non-target-like productions persists into school 

age (Stoehr, 2018, p. 34). For sibilants, Fox (2007) reports that production of [s] and [z] 

deviate from the target until 5;5 and are still not stable at 10;0. Finally, the properties of 

the target language play a crucial role. For instance, the age at which children produce 

target-like syllable codas is determined by their frequency. In German, a language with 

complex syllable structure, children’s first words contain codas (e.g., Grijzenhout & Jop-

pen, 1999), and coda production is close to complete by the age of 2;1-2;4 (Lleó, 2003). 

However, in Spanish, a language with less complex syllables, children’s first words (ages 

1;1-1;6) contain hardly any codas and the percentage is still low at age 2;1-2;4 (Lleó, 

2003). Another example comes from the acquisition of rhythm. The rhythmic pattern of 

syllable-timed languages is considered less complex than that of stressed-timed rhythm. 

In line with this assumption, Grabe, Post and Watson (1999) found that the rhythmic 

patterns of French-learning children at age 4 did not differ significantly from that of their 

mothers, while those of age-matched English children were significantly different.  
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These examples show that it is not reasonable to assume one single critical period 

for either acquisition or stabilization of phonology. Moreover, since the input received by 

HSs changes a lot during their early years, some early-acquired properties may already 

be in place by the time exposure to ML starts, while late-acquired properties are still in 

the process of developing, thus being more vulnerable to influence from the other lan-

guage. Relatedly, even if early-acquired properties are more likely to be preserved, they 

may still undergo influence from the speaker’s other language. Therefore, it shouldn’t 

surprise us too much if HSs end up having a foreign accent. 

 Finally, as convincingly argued by Flege, Yeni-Komshian and Liu (1999), attrib-

uting observable declines in pronunciation to age effects does not provide the whole pic-

ture. In particular, Flege et al. point out that what appears to be age-related decreases in 

perceptive ability may in fact derive from how, as L1 acquisition progresses, “L2 learners 

perceptually relate L2 sounds to the sounds making up the L1 phonetic inventory” (Flege 

et al., 1999, p. 99). Yeni-Komshian, Flege and Liu (2000) showed a negative correlation 

for speakers of L1 Korean/L2 English between AoO in English and pronunciation in Ko-

rean, meaning that as their pronunciation in English became better, their pronunciation in 

Korean became less monolingual like. Put differently, a later AoO in the L2 goes hand in 

hand with an increased state of development of the L1 phonetic system, which is likely 

to augment the influence of the L1 system on the L2 system – a process which coincides 

with, but is not caused by, increasing age. A similar result was found by Flores and Rato 

(2016) for HSs of Portuguese, who were more likely to have an accent in Portuguese if 

they were exposed to German earlier. In contrast, Kupisch et al. (2020) found that AoO 

in ML German was not in any way determinant of accent in HL Turkish.  

2.2.2 Heritage language use 

Unsurprisingly, a number of studies have shown that the extent to which individuals speak 

their HL with an accent is related to their amount of HL use. Kupisch et al. (2014a) com-

pared perceived global accent in 38 adult simultaneous bilinguals (German-French and 

German-Italian) to monolingual speakers (L1ers) and L2 learners (L2ers), and showed 

that perceived nativeness varied greatly not only between individual speakers of the same 
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HL, but also between different HL groups. While the HSs of French in Germany were 

deemed native-sounding in almost half (49%) of ratings, the HSs of German in Italy were 

rated as such in just 7% of ratings. In an analysis of multiple background variables, ‘lan-

guage use’, and ‘length of residence in the HL country’ were found to correlate the most 

strongly with perceived nativeness, thereby suggesting a positive effect of HL use on 

perceived nativeness in the HL. 

Should it seem intuitive that HL use should positively affect HL accent, the extent 

to which HL use might have (negative) effects on accent in the ML remains unclear. For 

(e)L2 acquisition, it was shown that immigrants from Italy to the US who used Italian 

frequently were more likely to speak English with a detectable accent than immigrants 

who used Italian infrequently (Flege et al., 1997). Stangen et al. (2015) found a similar 

effect for a group of second-generation HSs of Turkish in their ML German. Their study 

investigated a group of Turkish HSs using the same methodology as Kupisch et al. 

(2014a) with the 2L1 HSs of French, Italian, and German, but including both eL2 and 

2L1 speakers in the sample. Surprisingly, the HSs in Stangen et al. (2015) were rated as 

native-sounding in their majority language, German, in just 60% of the ratings. Several 

reasons were put forward for why this might have been the case. The first possible reason 

could be the high degree of Turkish use amongst these speakers – a plausible explanation 

considering that Hamburg, the setting for the study, is home to one of the largest Turkish-

speaking communities in Western Europe and the HSs in this study likely had more op-

portunities to use the language than the HSs in Kupisch et al. (2014). Indeed, in a follow-

up study on the same group of participants, Kupisch et al. (2020) showed a weak but 

positive correlation between individual participants’ Turkish use (quantified as the Turk-

ish Use Score) and perceived non-nativeness in German, suggesting – in line with the 

Flege et al. (1997) – that high amounts of HL use may negatively influence accent in the 

ML. Alternatively, and as pointed out by Stangen et al. (2015), the low native-like scores 

obtained by this group in their ML may have other explanations. First, it could be because 

eL2 speakers were included in the study, and Turkish could thus have exerted more pres-

sure on German in those speakers. Alternatively, it is possible that some participants 

spoke German with detectable traces of Kiezdeutsch, a variety of German spoken in multi-

ethnic urban environments in Germany. Though by no means restricted to the migrant 

community (since it is also spoken by monolingual Germans; Wiese, 2012), Kiezdeutsch 
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is arguably more often associated with speakers of Turkish than with other bilingual pop-

ulations and may have led raters to think that what they were hearing was a foreign accent. 

We return to these two suggestions in the discussion. 

 The studies outlined above leave open the question of the relative role of HL use, 

AoO in the ML, and contact with non-standard varieties such as Kiezdeutsch for perceived 

accent in HSs’ early-acquired languages. This study aims to shed light on these issues by 

testing a new population, namely Italian-German early bilinguals in Konstanz, a South-

German town not usually associated with Kiezdeutsch. To this end, perceived accent in 

19 German-dominant HSs of Italian is examined in two separate rating experiments: the 

German-language experiment, and the Italian-language experiment. The bilinguals’ AoO 

in German (operationalized as the ‘first intensive contact with German’) ranged from 0-

6 years (mean = 3). To investigate the role of Italian use for accent in both languages, a 

questionnaire was developed to obtain an ‘Italian Use Score’ (see Section 2.4.3), which 

was then used as a continuous predictor in a regression model.  

The research questions for this study are the following: 

RQ1   How are the accents of the early bilingual speakers perceived? 

RQ2  To which extent is perceived foreign accent in German and Italian affected 

by 1) AoO in German and 2) the amount of Italian use? 

 Participants and background measures 

The study included 199 of the Italian-German HS participants, whose speech samples in 

German and in Italian were compared to those of monolingual and L2 controls (20 per 

language), who are described in more detail in the coming sections. Speech samples from 

these speakers were played to a total of 77 raters in two separate experiments (the ‘Ger-

man experiment’ and the ‘Italian experiment). We provide details on the speakers and 

                                                 

9 The full sample consists of 21 speakers, but we left out two speakers in the accent studies (Studies I and 

II) because one had a Swiss German accent (18SAH) and a slight stutter (19MAU). 
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raters below, followed by an outline of the vocabulary test and the Italian Use Score, 

which were used as background measures. 

2.3.1 Speakers 

The early bilingual participants in this study were 19 HSs of Italian who grew up in Ger-

many to two Italian speaking parents (n = 12), or to one Italian and one German-speaking 

parent (n = 7). They were all university students in South Germany at the time of testing 

(except for one, who was at high school) and had completed their schooling in Germany 

(mean age = 23.3, range = 17-31 years). Their contact with their HL, Italian, was mainly 

through their parents, other family members, and on regular visits to Italy. In addition, 10 

participants had also attended afternoon Italian classes for between 4–13 years. Partici-

pants further reported contact with non-standard varieties from different dialect areas in 

Italy, including Northern Italy, Central-Southern Italy, and Tuscany. The bilinguals’ self-

assessments in the four skills (reading, writing, listening, and speaking) were at ceiling 

for German (mean = 8.8/9), but slightly higher for listening in Italian (mean = 8/9) than 

for writing (mean = 6.8/9), as is typical for HS populations (e.g., Kupisch et al., 2014). 

The age at which their first intensive contact with German began varied amongst 

the participants. Five participants had been exposed to German from birth, while the re-

maining 14 participants stated that their first intensive exposure to German had occurred 

between ages 3-6. English was their chronologically third and first foreign language, 

which they learned at school for between 7 and 13 years (mean = 9.3 years). Information 

their language proficiencies and language use patterns follows below.  

Since it is acknowledged that the comparison of HSs to monolingual baselines can 

be problematic, we use control groups containing both monolingual and L2 speakers of 

each language (as mentioned in Section 1.2.1, the ‘monolingual’ speakers were not func-

tionally monolingual, but monolingual in the sense that they acquired no more than one 

language before age 6, which is what is deemed important for this study). The control 

speakers were 10 German monolingual (mean age = 23.8 years), 10 monolingual Italian 

speakers (mean age = 23.7), 10 speakers of L1 Italian/L2 German (mean age = 32), and 
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10 speakers of L1 German/L2 Italian (mean age = 28). An overview of the speakers is 

provided in Table 2.1.  

Table 2.1  Overview of speakers for German and Italian AR experiments 

 AoO German  AoO Italian  

Early bilinguals (N=19)   

2L1 simultaneous (n=7) 0-3 years birth 

eL2 sequential (n=12) 3-6 years birth 

Control speakers (N=40)   

L2 German (n=10) >16 years - 

L1 German (n=10) birth - 

L2 Italian (n=10) - >16 years 

L1 Italian (n=10) - birth 

2.3.2 The raters  

The raters for the German experiment were monolingual German university students 

(n = 30), who were resident in Germany. Since we expected that the regional origin of the 

bilingual speakers might affect the raters’ judgements of their German (since they spoke 

a South German variety), we included raters from North Germany (n = 12) and South 

Germany (n = 18). The raters for the Italian experiment were monolingual speakers of 

Italian (n = 47), most of whom were academics or teachers, resident either in Italy or 

elsewhere in Europe. The raters origins were North Italy (n = 22) or South Italy (n = 25), 

which reflected the diverse origins of the bilinguals’ parents. 

2.3.3 The vocabulary test 

Though proficiency may be measured in a number of ways, we have chosen to use a 

vocabulary measure, since lexical proficiency – often measured as vocabulary size – has 

been shown to be a reliable indicator of proficiency quite generally (e.g., Alderson, 2005), 
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and has been shown to correlate with multiple grammatical skills (e.g., Meara, 1996, p. 

37; Gyllstad, 2007).  Though lexical measures have traditionally been used to assess pro-

ficiency in L2 learners, they have become increasingly popular in research on HSs, and 

positive correlations have been found between HSs’ lexical knowledge and overall profi-

ciency in the HL (Daller et al. 2003; Lloyd-Smith, Gyllstad, Quaglia & Kupisch, 2018) 

dominance patterns (Treffers-Daller & Korybski, 2015), and perceived nativeness in the 

HL (see Study I of this thesis, published as Lloyd-Smith et al., 2019). When taken to-

gether, vocabulary measures seem to offer a relatively unobtrusive means to providing an 

objective measure of proficiency, both in early and late-acquired languages. 

As a means of measuring proficiency in the bilinguals’ three languages, we used 

adapted versions of the Italian, German and English-language placement tests that were  

originally created by Meara and associates (Alderson 2005, p. 80) for the DIALANG test 

battery (available on https://dialangweb.lancaster.ac.uk/). The tests each consisted of 50 

real words (full verbs) 10 and 25 pseudo-words11 that required a Yes or No response (the 

stimuli for all three tests are contained in Appendix C). In our adaptation, the items ap-

peared on the screen one at a time in a self-led task (programmed using Presentation®), 

and participants’ responses were recorded via the two buttons on a mouse (the left-hand 

button was labelled in green for Yes, and the right-hand button in red for No). The par-

ticipants were instructed to click Yes if they thought the word existed or No if they did 

not. Taking the items off the DIALANG interface allowed us to present them one at a 

time, and it also meant we could score the answers ourselves. Scoring consisted of giving 

one point to each correctly identified word or non-word, and corresponds to the ‘Simple 

Total Score’ suggested in Alderson (2005, p. 80), but differs from the ‘Meara algorithm’, 

                                                 

10 The ‘real word’ items for each language were selected by Meara and associates from bilingual learner 

dictionaries. Word frequency was not used as a criterion because the aim was to make the test ‘as parallel 

as possible’ across 17 test languages, and no comparable frequency list is available. Extensive piloting of 

the test by its developers showed it to be a reliable predictor of performance on the other DIALANG tasks 

(reading, listening, vocabulary, grammar; Alderson, 2005). 

11 The Italian and German tests consisted of just 74 items, since we had to remove one word from each (the 

verb ‘tenzonare’ was recognized by less than half of L1 controls in Italian the pseudoword ‘verhutzeln’ was 

perceived as a real word by half of L1 German-speaking controls). 
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which penalises the acceptance of non-words more severely and is used to score the online 

version of the test.  

Table 2.2  Mean scores (and SDs) by the two monolingual control groups for the Italian 

and German vocabulary tasks. 

Group Mean SD Reliability  

(Cronbach’s alpha) 

Italian (N = 20)  70.40 6.05 .91 

German (N = 10) 71.60 2.76 .62 

 

To assess the relative difficulty of the tests in each language, the monolingual 

Italian, German and English control groups completed the test in their respective L1s (an 

overview of scores is provided in Table 2.2). In a comparison between the German and 

the Italian tests (see Chapter 3 for scores for the English test), a test of normality (Kol-

mogornov-Smirnov) showed that the data were not normally distributed, and therefore a 

Kruskal-Wallis test was used as a means of comparison. A check of homogeneity of var-

iance (Levene’s) showed that variances were equal F(2, 37) = .75, ns. The Kruskal-Wallis 

test indicated that there was no statistically significant difference between the means H(2) 

= 2.52, p = .28, and the tests were thereby comparatively difficult when taken by NSs of 

each language (mean = 70.4/74, SD = 6.05 for the German test; mean = 71.6/74, SD = 

2.76 for the Italian test).  

Next, we compared the bilinguals’ performance in German and Italian to gain a 

picture of their relative proficiency. As shown in Figure 2.1, the bilinguals performed on 

par with German monolinguals in the German vocabulary test (mean = 70.52, SD = 3.40). 

In the Italian test, their scores display a much larger degree of variation (mean = 58.52, 

SD = 8.44), and the mean ranges considerably below that of the Italian monolinguals.  
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Figure 2.1 Bilingual and monolingual scores in Italian (left) and German (right) vocabu-

lary tasks 

 

2.3.4 Italian Use Score 

Since we were also interested in assessing the potential role of HL use for increased CLI 

into the L3, we needed to find a way to operationalize HL use in our adult speakers. The 

challenge of measuring heritage language (HL) experience has been addressed in a num-

ber of investigations to date (e.g., Montrul, 2008; Unsworth, 2016, 2019, for early bilin-

guals), and numerous parental questionnaires have been developed that attempt to quan-

tify HL use across a wide range of acquisition scenarios. These include questionnaires 

such as the UBiLEC, for use with early bilinguals (Unsworth, 2013), the Leap-Q (Marian, 

Blumenfeld & Kaushanskaya, 2007), the Bilingual Language Profile (Gertken, Amengual 

& Birdsong, 2014), and the LSBQ (Anderson, Mak, Keyvani-Chahi & Bialystok, 2018). 

One limitation of the existing questionnaires is that they are often intended for use with 

parents of younger bilinguals (such as the BiLEC; Unsworth, 2013), which may no longer 

be practicable for the unique contexts in which older HS individuals find themselves, or 

they provide a measure of dominance on a scale between the two different languages 

(e.g., the LSBQ, Luk & Biaystok, 2013, Anderson et al., 2018; the LEAP-Q, Marian, 

Blumenfeld & Kaushanskaya, 2007). Thus, they do not have a specific focus on HSs, and 

there is arguably a room for a new adult HL questionnaire that attempts to capture all 
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contexts, situations or limitations under which HSs gain access to or engage with input – 

from the most informal to the most formal levels of exposure. 

The current attempt to quantify HL Italian use across the lifespan is based on a 

questionnaire used by Lloyd-Smith, Gyllstad & Kupisch (2017), and further developed 

by Kupisch, Lloyd-Smith & Stangen (2020; see Appendix B for the full questionnaire, in 

German only), that attributes weighted scores to 20 aspects of language use. These aspects 

are grouped into the following subcategories: ‘Use at Home’, ‘Quality of Use’ (i.e., edu-

cational aspects), ‘Current Italian Use’, and ‘Time spent in Italy’ (see Table 2.3). The 

relative ability of each category to predict HL outcomes will be the focus of Chapter 5 in 

this thesis, but for the purposes of the current chapter, we use a cumulative Italian Use 

Score (IUS) as a predictor in regression analyses (mean = 16.9, SD = 3.6, range = 10.3–

22.3). 
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 Methods 

2.4.1 Preparation of material  

The speech samples for the accent rating studies were elicited by means of a picture de-

scription task, which was completed in all three languages (the results for English will be 

the focus of Chapter 3 in this thesis). There were different tasks for each language, and 

each contained 9–10 pictures of familiar items (a car, a dog, a parcel, a key, etc.), and 

participants were asked to tell a simple story that mentioned each item once (see Appen-

dix D, which shows the English task).12 The task was designed to elicit semi-naturalistic 

speech, which, arguably, is ecologically more valid than read speech (which has been 

shown to be perceived as more strongly accented; Oyama, 1976; Wrembel, 2013), while 

still being relatively homogeneous in content as compared to completely naturalistic 

speech (cf. Kupisch et al., 2014, for a study using naturalistic speech). The samples were 

10 seconds long (in line with Flege, Munro & Derwing, 1999), with divergences of up to 

150ms to ensure syntactic completeness, and contained no morphosyntactic errors or long 

pauses. Silences longer than 150 ms were shortened using Audacity to ensure approxi-

mately the same amount of speech per speaker (care was taken not to reduce the natural-

ness of the samples). Next, the speech samples were integrated into two separate, self-led 

rating experiments (the ‘German experiment’ and the ‘Italian experiment’), which were 

created using the online software SoSci Survey (Leiner, 2014) and made available to 

raters on www.soscisurvey.com. The German experiment contained the samples from the 

19 bilinguals, and 10 samples each from the monolingual German and L2 German control 

groups. The Italian experiment contained the 19 Italian-language samples from the bilin-

guals, and 20 control samples from the monolingual Italian and monolingual German 

speakers. Since a full randomization of the samples was not technically possible (since 

the parts of the rating procedure needed to be grouped), the order was pre-defined and 

                                                 

12 The stimuli all contained either voiced or voiceless plosives at the onset, which later investigated for 

voice onset time in a separate study (Geiss et al., submitted). 
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semi-randomized. There were two different versions of the experiment, and the version 

was selected at random by the software. 

2.4.2 Procedure 

After clicking on the invitation link contained in the invitation email, the raters were first 

required to provide some basic background information (including language background, 

age, and occupation). To be eligible for participation they had to be L1 speakers of Italian 

or German, respectively, and have had exposure to no more than one language before age 

6. Next, the experimental procedure was explained, and the term ‘foreign accent’ was 

defined as any perceived divergence from a native speaker not resulting from the presence 

of a regional variety but from the influence of another language (cf. Derwing & Munro, 

2009). We instructed the raters to work in quiet surroundings and to use headphones while 

completing the experiment; an audio test was completed to ensure they could hear the 

recordings. Next, they completed three practice ratings to familiarize themselves with the 

experimental format. The rating procedure (Figure 2.2), also used in Kupisch et al. (2014) 

and in Kupisch, Lloyd-Smith & Stangen (2020) consisted of two steps: 1) decide if the 

speaker has a foreign accent (Yes or No), and 2) how certain the rater was (certain, semi-

certain, uncertain (Figure 2.2). They were instructed to listen to each sample once only. 
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Figure 2.2  Experimental design (including steps I and II) for the Italian experiment  

 Results 

2.5.1 Description of statistical analyses 

In the first step of analyses, we compare the bilinguals to the two control groups for per-

ceived accentedness in their two languages, Italian and German. To this end, we per-

formed mixed effects logistic regression analyses (since speakers were classified as either 

native or foreign) with ‘rated native’ as the dependent variable and ‘language group’ as 

the predictor of interest (fixed factor). The statistical analyses were performed in R, using 

the package lme4 (Bates, Maechler, Bolker, & Walkers, 2015). In the second step of anal-

yses, which included only the ‘rated native’ scores of the bilingual participants a the bi-

nary dependent variable, we entered ‘Age of Onset’ in German (a continuous variable 

ranging 0-6 years) and ‘Italian Use’ as predictors. In the third step, the certainty ratings 

were analysed using a regular mixed-effects regression analysis, where ‘certainty’ was 
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the dependent variable (with three levels) and ‘language group’ was the fixed factor.13  In 

all regression analyses, ‘items’ and ‘raters’ were entered as crossed random effect factors. 

For each model, we tested whether adding random slopes for within-group random effects 

increased the fit of the model (Cunnings, 2012).14 

2.5.2 Accent rating results 

The boxplots in Figure 2.3 show the percentage of times each speaker was rated ‘native’ 

in their two languages by speaker group. The median is indicated by the thicker line, and 

the interquartile range by the boxes. In the Italian experiment, the bilinguals were rated 

as ‘native speakers’ in 50.8% of ratings, but with large differences between individuals 

(mean = 23.9/47 ratings; range = 0 – 46/47 ratings; SD = 16.33). The L1 Italian controls 

were rated as ‘native’ in 97.2% of ratings (SD = 2.3), and the L2 speakers (with German 

as their L1) in 1.3% of ratings (SD = 2.21).  

In the German experiment, the bilinguals were rated as native-sounding in 87.4% 

of ratings (mean = 26.36/30 ratings, range = 19 – 30, SD = 3.26). The L1 monolingual 

controls were recognized as native speakers in 94% of ratings (SD = 4.9), and the L2 

speakers of German (with Italian as their L1) were perceived as nativelike in 10% of 

ratings (SD = 14.9).  

                                                 

13 This procedure differs from that use in De Leeuw et al. (2010), where the two steps of the rating procedure 

were conflated onto a six-point scale with ‘native/certain’ and ‘non-native/certain’ on the extremes. 

14 The models using random slopes did not converge, presumably due to too few data points. 
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Figure 2.3 Boxplots displaying the percentage of times the bilingual, L1, and L2 speaker 

groups were rated as native-sounding in Italian (left) and German (right) 

 

Though unrelated to the research questions for this study, it is interesting to note 

that the results from the Italian vocabulary test correlated moderately and almost signifi-

cantly (Spearman’s r = .41, p = .064) with the ‘times rated native’ in Italian, suggesting 

that, as has been found in L2 research, accentedness decreases with an increasing profi-

ciency (e.g., Wrembel, 2013). No correlation was found between the vocabulary score in 

German and accent in German, which is because the bilinguals performed at ceiling in 

both measures. 

The results of the logistic regression analyses (Tables 2.3 and 2.4) revealed no 

significant difference between the bilinguals and the L1 German controls when speaking 

German (p = .06). In contrast, the difference between the bilinguals and the L1 Italian 

controls in Italian was highly significant (p < .001), which is also evidenced by the large 

range of ratings displayed in the boxplot for Italian. Finally, the bilinguals were signifi-

cantly more native-sounding than the L2 controls in both of their languages, with the 

difference from the L2ers being slightly larger for German (p < .001, Table 2.4) than for 

Italian (p = .001, Table 2.5). 
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Table 2.4 Summary of the logistic mixed effects regression model Native in German 

(Y/N) ~ Group +(1|Participant)+(1|Rater) 

DepVar: Rated native in German (1230 observations) 

 β SE z p 

Intercept (Bilinguals) 2.8990 0.4093 7.083 < .001*** 

L1 German 1.0250 0.5537 1.851 .0642 . 

L1 Italian -8.4238 0.8533 -9.872 < .001*** 

 

Table 2.5 Summary of the logistic mixed effects regression model Native in Italian (Y/N) 

~ Group +(1|Participant)+(1|Rater) 

DepVar: Rated native in Italian (1230 observations) 

 β SE z p 

Intercept (Bilinguals) -0.1956 0.4995 -0.392 .6954 

L1 German -3.4021 0.8864 -3.838 .001** 

L1 Italian 4.9250 0.9383 5.249 <.001*** 

2.5.3 Effects of Italian Use and Age of Onset  

In the second step of analysis, we assessed the predictive effect of the background varia-

bles ‘AoO in German’ and ‘Italian Use’ on perceived accentedness in both languages 

(Tables 2.5 and 2.6). The two scatter plots in Figure 2.4 provide an initial impression of 

the relation between the IUS (x-axis) on the percentage of times a speaker was rated as 

native (y-axis). The plot on the left suggests a strong linear correlation between Italian 

use and nativeness in Italian, while the plot on the right suggests a possible (but weak) 

negative correlation between Italian use and nativeness in German. Figure 2.5 illustrates 

the same relationship between AoO in German (x-axis) and times rated native in both 

languages (y-axis). As first glance, the regression lines suggest a similar trend, namely a 

positive correlation between a later AoO in German and a more native-like accent in Ital-

ian, and a negative correlation for accent in German. However, the data points do not 

cluster around the regression line as they do in Figure 2.4, suggesting that this correlation 

is, in fact, not linear.  
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To assess the strength of these apparent trends, multiple regression analyses were 

carried out using both predictors in the same model (Tables 2.5 and 2.6). The results 

confirmed the first trend, namely that there was a strong and highly significant effect of 

Italian use on nativeness in Italian (p = .001). This means that the more Italian the bilin-

guals used, the more likely they were to be rated as native-like in Italian. In contrast, no 

effect of Italian use was found for accentedness in German (p = .35). Finally, the variable 

‘Age of Onset in German’ did not have an effect on either of the bilinguals’ languages (p 

> .05). The full statistical summaries are displayed in Tables 2.6 and 2.7. 

Table 2.6 Summary of the logistic mixed effects regression model Native in German 

(Y/N) ~ IUS+AoO +(1|Participant)+(1|Rater) 

DepVar: Rated native in German (630 observations) 

 β SE z p 

Intercept (Bilinguals) 5.2911 1.9062 2.776 0.00551 

IUS -0.1202 0.1299 -0.925 0.35492 

AoO -0.1450 0.2160 -0.672 0.50187 

 

Table 2.7 Summary of the logistic mixed effects regression model Native in Italian (Y/N) 

~ IUS+AoO +(1|Participant)+(1|Rater) 

DepVar: Rated native in Italian (987 observations) 

 β SE z p 

Intercept (Bilinguals) -10-25485 2.57884 -3.977 <.001 

IUS 0.58002 0.17949 3.231 .0012** 

AoO 0.00685 0.29871 0.023 .9817 
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Figure 2.4 Percentage rated native in Italian (left) and German (right) by IUS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5 Times rated native in Italian (left) and German (right) by AoO in German 
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2.5.4 Certainty ratings 

Recall that in the second step, the raters specified their level of certainty (certain, semi-

certain, or uncertain) for each rating. Figure 2.6 displays the percentage of certain, semi-

certain and uncertain ratings per language (German on the left; Italian on the right) and 

per speaker group (bilinguals, L2 learners, and monolinguals). In the German experiment, 

the raters were ‘certain’ in 72.8% of the bilingual ratings, in 82.6% of the monolingual 

ratings, and in 93% of the L2 ratings; in the Italian experiment, the raters were ‘certain’ 

in 58.4% of the bilingual ratings, in 82.1% of the monolingual ratings, and in 74.2% of 

the L2 ratings. For both languages, we see that the bilinguals were rated with slightly less 

certainty than the control groups.  

 

Figure 2.6  Rater certainty (%) in Italian experiment (top) and German experiment (bottom) 
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To assess the statistical significance of these differences, we calculated two linear 

mixed-effects models (one for German, and one for Italian; see Tables 2.8 and 2.9 for the 

results) to ascertain the effect of ‘language group’ (predictor) on ‘certainty’ (outcome 

variable). In both models, ‘items’ and ‘raters’ were crossed random effects. For the German 

experiment, no significant difference was found for rater certainty for the bilinguals and 

monolingual controls, though this difference almost reached significance (ß = .09619, SE 

= .05102, t = 38.000, df = 38.000, p = .067). In contrast, the raters were significantly more 

certain when judging the L2 controls than they were for the bilinguals (ß = .19619, SE = 

.05102, t = 38.000, df = 38.000, p = .0004).  

For Italian, the difference between the bilinguals and the monolingual Germans 

almost reached significance (ß = .16991, SE = .08495, t = 2.000, df = 38.000, p = .052), 

and the difference between the bilinguals and the L2 controls was highly significant (ß = 

0.32736. SE = 0.08495, t = 3.854, df = 38.000, p = .0004). Thus, the raters were least 

certain when judging the bilinguals in both experiments, while the Italian judges were 

most certain when they heard the monolingual controls, and the German judges when 

they heard the L2 controls. 

Table 2.8  Summary of the multiple regression model Certainty in German ~ Group 

+(1|Participant)+(1|Rater) 

 DepVar: Certainty (1230 observations) 

 β SE t value df Pr (<|t|) 

Intercept (Bilinguals) 2.72381 0.04440 61.343 53.9600 <.001 

L1 German 0.09619 0.05102 38.000 38.0000 .0670 . 

L1 Italian 0.19619 0.05102 38.000 38.0000 <.001*** 
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Table 2.9   Summary of the multiple regression model Certainty in Italian ~ Group 

+(1|Participant)+(1|Rater) 

 DepVar: Certainty (1927 observations) 

 β SE t value df Pr (<|t|) 

Intercept (Bilinguals) 2.4832 0.05372 46.228 54.0500 <.001 

L1 German 0.16991 0,08495 2.000 38.0000 .052 . 

L1 Italian 0.32736 0.08495 3.854 38.0000 <.001*** 

 Discussion 

First, we examined the accents of the HSs in their two early-acquired languages (RQ1). 

We found that, when speaking their ML German, the HSs were rated as ‘native’-sounding 

(see Chapter 1 for a discussion of this term) to the same degree as monolingual German 

controls were (mean = 87.4%, SD = 10.86). In their HL, in contrast, they were rated as 

‘native-sounding’ in around half of ratings (mean = 50.8%, SD = 34.7), but with large 

differences between individuals. Overall, their accents in Italian were perceived as sig-

nificantly weaker than those of L2 controls. This result mirrors those obtained by other 

global accent studies that have also shown a large degree of variability in the HL (Kupisch 

et al., 2014; Stangen et al., 2015; Flores & Rato, 2016; Wrembel et al., 2019).  

In addition, we were interested in the potential effect of a later AoO in German 

(ranged = 0–6 years) on accent in both languages (RQ2). In contrast to results from well-

known studies using (e)L2 speakers (e.g., Flege et al., 1995; Abrahamson & Hyltenstam, 

2009), we found no effect of AoO on perceived accent in German. So, though it may be 

the case for some child-aged bilinguals that introducing the ML later causes more phono-

logical pressure from the HL on the ML (Flege et al., 1995), it is possible that such effects 

might disappear by adulthood. This idea is supported by the findings from Kupisch, 

Lloyd-Smith & Stangen (2020), who observed no effect of AoO in German (range = 0–9 

years) on perceived accent in German in adult-aged HSs of Turkish. When taken together, 

these studies suggest no measurable effects of a later introduction of the ML with respect 

to perceived accent. On the contrary, Flores and Rato (2016), even showed a positive 

correlation between a later AoO in the ML and a weaker accent in the heritage language, 
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explained by the more intensive exposure to the HL in early childhood. Though we sus-

pected such a trend in our data (based the potentially positive correlation between AoO 

in German and a more native-like accent in Italian, as shown in Figure 2.5), it did not 

reach significance. One difference between these studies is that Flores and Rato opera-

tionalized AoO as ‘age of migration’ to Germany, which arguably constitutes a more def-

inite onset to the ML than was the case for our participants.  

Finally, we investigated the role of HL use for perceived accent in both languages. 

Here, we found a significant, positive correlation between Italian use and perceived na-

tiveness in Italian, in keeping with similar findings for HL accent in the studies by 

Kupisch et al. (2020) and Wrembel et al. (2019). However, unlike Kupisch et al., we did 

not find a negative effect of ‘HL use’ on accent in the ML, our results showing no rela-

tionship between how much a bilingual used his/her HL and how his/her accent sounded 

in German. Thus, our finding also differs from studies on early L2ers that have shown 

negative effects of L1 use on the pronunciation of the (e)L2 (e.g., Flege et al., 1997). In 

summary, HL use is shown by the current study to be beneficial to accent HL, and with 

no detrimental effects on the ML.  

Returning to the issue of Kiezdeutsch, put forward by Stangen et al. (2015) to ex-

plain the lower ratings obtained by their sequential bilinguals in German. The observation 

from the current study is that there is no relationship between AoO in the ML and per-

ceived accent in the ML, which in turn would suggest that the form of bilingualism in the 

study by Stangen et al. (i.e., sequential bilinguals with a later AoO in German) cannot be 

the explanation. Based on the data presented herein, we would also argue against the 

possibility that their participants’ German was negatively affected by the amount of Turk-

ish use, since there was no negative effect of Italian Use on accent in German. Instead, it 

does indeed seem possible that a non-standard variety of German such as Kiezdeutsch 

could have contributed to perceived foreignness in German. 
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 Conclusion 

This study has shown that adult HSs of Italian in Germany tend to be perceived the same 

as monolingual German speakers in their ML. With respect to accent in Italian, perceived 

accent varies between individuals, and perceived nativeness is predicted by the amount 

of Italian use. In contrast, the age of first intensive contact with German (range: 0-6 years) 

did not predict perceived nativeness in either German or Italian. An unexpected result 

was the perceived foreignness in some of the speakers when speaking German, and there 

are indications that non-standard varieties might play a role. 
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3 Study II: Perceived global accent in L3 English 

Abstract 

Global accent is arguably one of the most salient qualities of speech, and while much 

work has been done from perspective of second language acquisition, we still know lit-

tle about how multiple background languages interact with accent in a third language. In 

an accent rating task, speech samples from 19 Italian-German early bilingual adults 

were judged for accent strength and source of accent. The results showed that the bilin-

guals were rated similarly to L1 German controls for accent strength, but that their ac-

cents were significantly weaker than those of monolingual Italian controls. Further, 

most bilinguals were perceived as predominantly German sounding, but CLI from Ital-

ian was detected in certain speakers. Regression analyses indicated that ‘Italian use’ but 

not ‘Italian phonological proficiency’ was a predictor of an Italian-sounding accent in 

English, suggesting that CLI from the non-dominant and typologically more distant lan-

guage occurs when this language is used frequently.15 

 Introduction 

Investigations of global accent are well established in the field of L2 acquisition (e.g., 

Oyama, 1976; Flege, 1995; Flege, Munro & Mackay, 1995; Flege, Yeni-Komshian & Liu 

1999; Jesney, 2004; Derwing & Munro, 2009), but little is known about the patterns of 

interaction of the L1 and L2 with global accent in the L3. Over the past decade or so, 

several models have been proposed to account for morphosyntactic CLI into the L3 (see, 

                                                 

15 Unpublished, solo-authored manuscript 
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e.g., Rothman, González Alonso, & Puig-Mayenco, 2019, for an overview). But the ex-

tent to which the predictions these models make apply to L3 phonology is up for debate, 

and, as pointed out by Cabrelli (2012) in her seminal overview of work on L3 phonology, 

we still do not know exactly which processes drive CLI into the phonological domain.  

As argued quite early on by Hammarberg (2001), pronunciation is somewhat different to 

morphosyntax and lexicon, since “pronunciation integrates conceptual structures and spe-

cific neuro-motor routines” (p. 33). This applies especially strongly in the case of per-

ceived global accent, which is a broadly-conceived phenomenon that is influenced by 

numerous processes (see, e.g., Flege, 1995). For these reasons, the extent to which the L3 

models can be applied to phonology is open to discussion. 

L3 phonology research has burgeoned over the past few years, at the very least since 

the time at which it was described as an “understudied domain” by Cabrelli (2012). How-

ever, most studies have used late L2 learners, and there are still few studies that examine 

L3 phonology in the heritage speaker population. This is surprising, since HSs constitute 

an increasingly large proportion of the school population (in Germany, but also world-

wide). As mentioned in Chapter 1, HSs are also interesting from a theoretical perspective, 

since they have two early-acquired linguistic systems to draw on, rather than one early 

and one late-acquired language. On the one hand, since the HSs usually become dominant 

in the ML and learn the L3 in the ML context, it might be assumed that their accents in 

the L3 will be the same as those of their majority-language monolingual peers. Indeed, 

this is what has been attested across multiple domains of acquisition, including L3 VOT 

(e.g., Llama & López-Morelos, 2016; Gabriel, Kupisch & Seoudy, 2016), L3 articles 

(Kupisch, Snape & Stangen, 2013), and L3 syntax (Hopp, 2018). On the other hand, oth-

ers have shown that influence from the HL can and does occur (e.g., for perceived foreign 

accent: Lloyd-Smith et al., 2017; and for L3 VOT: Gabriel, Krause & Dittmers, 2018). In 

fact, we know that phonological CLI in early bilinguals occurs bidirectionally, i.e., from 

the majority language into the HL and vice versa, at least in the early years of acquisition 

(e.g., Lleo & Kehoe, 2002). Thus, research to date leaves open the question of how CLI 

obtains in the accents of HSs acquiring an L3. 
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3.1.1 CLI in L3 phonology 

Two questions of central importance to L3 phonology research in general – but also to 

the current study, are: 1) Which background language will serve as the (main) source of 

phonological CLI and what drives this, and 2) to which extent to bilinguals (early or late) 

have an advantage based on their knowledge of two linguistic systems (though see Wrem-

bel & Cabrelli-Amaro, 2016, for a discussion of further topics that are pertinent to the 

study of L3 phonology). We discuss these two issues in what follows. Wherever possible, 

the discussion is concentrated on L3 studies using HSs.  

3.1.1.1 The source of phonological CLI 

With respect to identifying which background language(s) phonological CLI occurs from, 

results from studies have been mixed (see also Cabrelli-Amaro & Wrembel, 2016, for an 

excellent overview of L3 phonology studies). Nonetheless, we may identify several 

trends. One common observation is that phonetic-phonological transfer will stem pre-

dominantly from the dominant language, or the L1, which was argued by Ringbom, 

(1987) to reflect highly automated, neuro-motor routines in the L1. Support for L1 trans-

fer has been suggested by several studies examining L3 VOT. In her PhD thesis, Llama 

(2017) investigated the acquisition of L3 Spanish VOT in L1 French/L2 English and L1 

English/L2 French speakers. While the first group were target-like (positive CLI from L1 

French), the second group could not deaspirate in either L2 French or in L3 Spanish, 

suggesting a predominant role for the L1. Further, a co-authored study, Llama and López-

Morelos (2016) found that English-dominant Spanish HSs produced L3 Canadian French 

voiceless stops in line with English, even though transferring from the typologically-

closer language Spanish (which has VOT durations comparable to French) would have 

been the facilitative option.16 Similarly, two Germany-based studies reported no differ-

ences to German monolingual controls for VOT., Gabriel, Kupisch & Seoudy (2016) re-

ported German-like performance in the perception and production of voiceless stops in 

L3 French in Mandarin HSs, even though they theoretically could have transferred their 

                                                 

16 However, the authors also raise the point in both the (2016) and (2017) studies that exposure to English-

accented French input from their peers may play a role, since the context for this study was a predominantly 

English-speaking part of Canada. 
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knowledge of shorter VOT values from Mandarin. Similarly, Geiss et al. (submitted) 

found no statistical difference to monolingual German controls in the English VOTs of 

the very same group of Italian-German bilinguals examined herein. Their result does not 

allow us to tease apart of dominance from that of typology, since German was the domi-

nant and typologically closer language. 

Typological or structure similarity, in the sense of the Typological Primacy Model 

(Rothman, 2011, 2015), has also been proposed as relevant for L3 phonology. In such 

proposals, phonological CLI is predicted to occur from the typologically or structurally 

most similar language. For L3 phonology, Cabrelli and Pichan (2019) investigated the 

production of intervocalic stops in L3 Brazilian Portuguese (BP) and L3 Italian in three 

speaker groups: English-dominant HSs of Spanish (n=22), L1 English/L2 Spanish speak-

ers (n=14), and L1 Spanish/L2 English speakers (n=5). Since English patterns with BP 

and Italian in that intervocalic stops /b d g/ surface as [−continuant], while Spanish sur-

faces [+continuant], transfer from English (the dominant language for most speakers) 

would be facilitative, while transfer from Spanish (the typologically-closer language) 

would surface as negative transfer. Their results showed that the majority of speakers 

produced stops in a Spanish-like (i.e., non-target like) manner, and that all three speaker 

groups patterned similarly, irrespective of their form of bilingualism. This led the authors 

to conclude that typological primacy overrides transfer from the dominant language, even 

in cases where transfer from the dominant language would have been facilitative. Poten-

tial evidence for the – at least partial – role of typology was also found in the L3 global 

accent studies by Lloyd-Smith et al. (2017) and Wrembel (2010, 2012). 

A third, and possibly more common finding than clear-cut influence a single 

source, however, is that of selective phonological transfer, whereby transfer occurs from 

both background languages either simultaneously, resulting in hybrid L3 values (e.g., 

Wrembel, 2014), or selectively depending on the segment under investigation (e.g., 

Benrabah, 1991; Domene-Moreno, 2019). In a study on VOT, Wrembel (2014) found that 

L1 Polish/L2 English learners of L3 French and German produced values in both L3s that 

lay between the VOT values for their L1 and L2. This meant that the speakers produced 

slightly longer-than-target VOT values for French, and slightly shorter-than-target values 
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for German. Similarly, Sypianska (2016) demonstrated target-like production of the Eng-

lish sound /ɛ/ by L1 Polish/L2 Danish speakers, even though this sound is notoriously 

difficult for monolingual speakers of Polish and Danish. This was interpreted as the po-

tential convergence of influence from Polish and Danish, since /ɛ/ is produced in a lower 

position in Polish, but in a higher position in Danish. Finally, in two unpublished studies 

that attempt to tease apart the relative influence of Turkish and German in early bilinguals 

acquiring L3 English, evidence was found for transfer from both phonological systems in 

the production of speech rhythm (Kabak & Domene-Moreno, 2018) and in L3 English 

vowel production (Domene-Moreno, 2019). This led Domene-Moreno (2019) to suggest 

that phonological transfer occurs in a cumulative, ‘bit-by-bit’ fashion, possibly in line 

with the Cumulative Enhancement Model (Flynn, Foley & Vinnitskaya, 2004).  

For perceived global accent, too, evidence from several studies points to com-

bined CLI. In Lloyd-Smith et al. (2017), German-dominant HSs of Turkish acquiring L3 

English were perceived to sound predominantly German-like (60% of ratings), though 

influence from Turkish did occur in certain speakers (20% of ratings), the occurrence of 

which correlated with Turkish phonological proficiency (the number of times each 

speaker was rated as native in Turkish in an earlier study). It has further been suggested 

that phonological CLI from the non-dominant language or L2 is more common at the 

initial state of L3 acquisition (e.g., Hammarberg, 2001; Wrembel, 2010; & Chang, 2015), 

is more likely to occur from typologically closer L2s (Wrembel, 2012), and related to use 

of that language (e.g., Hammarberg & Hammarberg, 2005; Fallah, Jabbari & Fazilatfar, 

2016). Accordingly, we investigate the role of HL proficiency and use in the current 

study, too. 

3.1.1.2 Bilingual advantage in L3 phonology 

The second point of interest mentioned above has been whether or not the general lan-

guage learning advantages viewed to apply to L3 learners (relative to L2 learners) will 

extend to the phonological domain (see Kopečková, 2016, for a recent discussion of the 

bilingual advantage for L3 phonology). As pointed out by Gut (2010), L3 learners have a 

larger pool of phonetic-phonological abilities and increased phonological learning aware-

ness as compared to L2 learners, which might facilitate the acquisition of further phonol-
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ogies quite generally (p. 21). Yet, within this discussion, it is imperative that we distin-

guish between the expectation that bilinguals will have general advantages, i.e., that they 

will be better regardless of their language combination (as suggested by Gut, 2010), or 

specific advantages that occur from having a certain property (or approximation thereof) 

of the target language are already present in one of the background languages (cf., Ko-

pečková, 2016). Interestingly, general advantages have mainly been attested in perception 

studies (e.g., Tremblay, 2010). For example, Enomoto (1994) found that five L3 Japanese 

learners were better at perceiving durational contrasts than five L2 learners, irrespective 

of whether such contrasts were present in their various background languages. Others 

have suggested that a certain level of proficiency is needed for such general advantages 

to obtain. Onishi (2016) showed that the ability to distinguish between novel contrasts in 

L3 Japanese was correlated with L2 proficiency, suggesting that a certain level of bilin-

gualism is needed for such advantages to play out (which, on an aside, aligns nicely with 

the Threshold Hypothesis, as proposed by Cummins in 1976). Counterevidence was 

found by Gallardo del Puerto (2007) found no difference between balanced and unbal-

anced Spanish-Basque bilinguals in their perceptive ability in L3 English – though no 

comparison to monolingual controls was made. 

A study by Antoniou, Liang, Ettlinger and Wong (2015) suggested that general 

advantages for bilinguals over monolinguals are more likely for ‘easy’ target phenomena, 

while language-specific advantages are more like for ‘difficult’ target phenomena. Simi-

larly, Kopečková (2016) investigated the production of rhotic sounds in L3 Spanish in 19 

L1 German / L2 English speakers. Five of the participants also spoke an additional HL, 

four of which contained the rhotic /r/, and one of which did not. The results showed, 

overall, that the HSs had a more accurate start in the production of both rhotic sounds 

when compared to the monolingual learners. However, their ability to produce the Span-

ish trill /r/ depended on whether or not this sound was present in the HL.  

We also know that learners do not always transfer features from their background 

languages, even in cases where doing so would be beneficial. For example, in a study on 

L3 French VOT with Turkish and Russian HSs, Gabriel et al. (2018) found an advantage 

in the production of voiceless stops that could be explained by positive transfer from the 
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HLs Turkish and Russian. However, the same learners produced voiced stops in a Ger-

man-like fashion, instead of making use of the properties available in their HLs (i.e., pre-

voicing). One proposal by the authors is that perceptual salience might play a role in 

determining facilitative transfer, arguing that the (non)aspiration of voiceless stops is 

more salient than prevoicing (p. 68).  

When taken together, the above studies suggest that while early bilingualism may 

confer some advantages for L3 phonology, this is generally modulated by 1) the similarity 

of the phonological systems, and 2) how difficult a property is to learn.  

3.1.2 Summary and predictions 

The above studies leave open the question of how accent in L3 English will develop in 

the current population of Italian-German early bilinguals. Typology and dominance-

based explanations would predict CLI only from German, while ‘combined CLI’ expla-

nations would predict CLI to some extent from both languages – possibly dependent on 

individual factors such as proficiency in the HL (e.g., Hammarberg, 2001; Wremble, 

2012; Lloyd-Smith et al., 2017), suggesting that we should not rule out the possibility of 

CLI from Italian. Since perceived global accent is a holistic measure, it does not seem 

feasible to predict any specific advantages for L3 accent. However, if an advantage ob-

tains at a general level, then it should surface as a weaker-sounding accent as compared 

to German and Italian monolingual controls. Therefore, the research questions for the 

study are the following: 

RQ1  Which is the (main) perceived source of accent in L3 English – German or 

  Italian? 

RQ 2  If CLI from Italian occurs, does it relate to phonological proficiency in Italian, 

or to the amount of Italian use? 

RQ3 To which extent do the bilinguals have a general advantage (i.e., weaker ac-

cents) than L1 German and L1 Italian controls when speaking English? 

In light of the above considerations, the hypotheses for this study are the following: 
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H1 The English accents of the early bilingual Italian-German speakers will sound dif-

ferent to those of their monolingual German peers in English (i.e., influence from 

Italian will be detected) 

H2 Transfer from Italian will be more noticeable in individuals with a higher 

 phonological proficiency in Italian, and/or with higher amounts of Italian use across

 the lifespan.  

H3   The early bilingual participants will have weaker-sounding accents in English. 

 Participants and methods 

3.2.1 Early bilingual participants 

The early bilingual participants in this study were the same 19 HSs17 of Italian from Study 

I, and described in Section 2.4. The bilinguals’ self-assessments in the four skills (reading, 

writing, listening, and speaking) were at ceiling for German (mean = 8.8/9), but slightly 

higher for listening (mean = 8/9) than for writing (mean = 6.8/9) in Italian, as is typical 

for HS populations (e.g., Kupisch et al., 2014). Conversely, their self-ratings in English 

were somewhat higher for writing, listening, and reading (6.4/9) than for speaking (5/9). 

English was the first foreign language learned by all speakers, and was learned at school 

starting between 6–11 years of age.18 We also asked about their current contact with Eng-

lish, which was limited to holidays/travel, contact with (social) media, and through their 

studies at university. None studied English as a subject, and none had spent more than 2 

weeks in an English-speaking country. In addition to English, most had learned other 

                                                 

17 The full sample consists of 21 bilingual speakers, but we left out two speakers in the accent studies 

(Studies I and II) due to a Swiss German accent (18SAH) and a slight stutter (19MAU). 

18 Our results do not indicate any relation between the bilinguals’ AoO in English and their proficiency in 

English as measured by the receptive vocabulary task, which is why we do not consider their amount of 

exposure at school to be a significant factor. This is in line with educational research that has shown, in 

contrast to language learning in naturalistic settings, an AoO does not necessarily affect ultimate attainment 

for foreign languages learned in the school setting (Muñoz, 2010).  
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foreign languages. These included French (n =13), Spanish (n = 7), Portuguese (n = 1) 

and Turkish (n = 1). Their self-assessed proficiencies in these languages ranged from 

beginner/pre intermediate (n = 7) through to upper intermediate (n = 4). 19 

3.2.2 Monolingual control groups 

Three control groups were used in the experiment. These included 10 monolingual Ger-

man students (mean age = 23.5), 10 monolingual Italian students and researchers based 

in Germany (mean age = 23.2), and 10 monolingual English students and researchers 

from Canada, the US, the UK, Australia, and New Zealand (mean age = 30). Importantly, 

all the German speakers were from the same geographical area in Germany as the bilin-

guals (except for one, who was from the North), and the L1 Italian speakers reflected a 

range of geographical origins in Italy to match the diverse origins of the bilinguals’ par-

ents.  

3.2.3 Lexical proficiency 

English proficiency was measured in all four speaker groups (L1 English, L1 German, L1 

Italian, and early bilinguals) using the English version of the Yes/No test (described in 

Section 2.4.3). The English native controls were at ceiling, while the L1 German controls 

obtained a mean score of 64.9/75 (range = 59–71), and the L1 Italian a mean of 66/75 

(range = 55–71), putting the control groups at a similar level to the bilinguals (mean = 

63.24/75; range = 52–74). The scores and reliability measures are reported in Table 3.1. 

 

 

                                                 

19 Though it is conceivable that knowledge of further languages could affect their accents (see, e.g., Cabrelli 

Amaro, 2016, for evidence of regressive phonological transfer from the L3 into a typologically similar L2), 

there is little evidence to suggest that later-learned, typologically distant languages would have an influence 

on English. 
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Table 3.1  Scores on English vocabulary test by groups 

Group Mean SD Reliability  

(Cronbach’s alpha) 

Early bilinguals (N = 19) 63.57/75 7.56 .79 

English monolinguals (N = 19) 72.4/75 2.57 .71 

Italian (N = 10)  66/75 4.89 .72 

German (N = 10) 64.9/75 3.57 .72 

3.2.4 Background measures 

There are two background measures of interest: ‘phonological proficiency in Italian’ and 

‘Italian use’. Italian phonological proficiency (IPP) was operationalized as the number of 

times each speaker was rated as native-sounding in Study I (see Chapter 2 for details).20 

The ‘Italian Use Score’ (IUS) consists of a compound score relating to use across the 

lifespan (described in Section 2.4.4), the important aspects of which are summarized in 

Table 3.2 below. Table 3.3 displays the relevant variables for the current study, including 

IUS, IPP, and the vocabulary scores (the ‘measures in English’ in the right-hand side 

columns will become relevant in the results section of this chapter). 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 

20 A German Phonological Proficiency (GPP) score was also calculated, though since this was at ceiling for 

all participants, it will not be used in analyses. 
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Table 3.2  Information used to calculate the Italian Use Score (Max 25 points) 

 

Category Type of question

Mother's L (1 point)

L with Mother (1 point)

Father's L (1 point)

L with Father (1 point)

L with grandparents (1 point)

L with partner (1 point)

L among siblings (1 point)

L at home before age 6 (1 point)

L at home after age 6 (school entry) (1 point)

HL schooling (3 points)

HL studies at university (1.5 points)

No. of HL language courses at university (3 points)

Types of contact with HL (3 points)

Long period of HL non-use (1 point)

Relative use of HL vs. ML (3 points)

L at work/university (1 point)

No. of people HL is spoken with (1.5 points)

Relationship to people HL spoken with (1 point)

No. of months/years in heritage country (3 points)

No. of visits in past 5 yrs (2 points)

HL use at home

Quality of HL use 

Current HL use 

Time spent in heritage country 
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Table 3.3  Information on bilingual participants and variables for statistical analysis

 

3.2.5 The raters 

The raters were 32 monolingual English speakers from the UK, the USA, Canada, Aus-

tralia, New Zealand, and South Africa (mean age = 41.6). Using raters from so many 

countries was intended to combat potential (familiarity) biases towards certain accents, 

since the English teacher raters based in Germany in Lloyd-Smith et al. (2017) seemed to 

be more familiar with the German accent. The criteria for rater participation were ‘English 

as an L1’ and ‘exposure to no further languages before age 6’, which were controlled 

using a background questionnaire. The raters had no specific linguistic training, though a 

small practice session was completed at the beginning of the experiment. 

Measures in Italian & German Measures in English

Particpant

AoO 

German IUS VocGe VocIT IPP VocEN

Mean 

accent 

strength

Times 

rated as 

German

Times 

rated as 

Italian

B01CRI 3 22.3 74 67 37 61 5.87 23 4

B02VAN 3 20 64 67 34 55 5.0 25 0

B03ANN 3 19 66 54 33 66 3.71 22 3

B04GRA 3 17.5 72 60 12 71 3.40 17 2

B05DAV 3 21.5 73 65 39 64 4.09 16 7

B06NAD 6 20 64 64 40 44 5.65 27 4

B07LIS 0 15 66 60 1 66 2.62 19 2

B08MAR 0 15 72 47 18 65 4.59 19 4

B09SAR 6 22 72 54 43 70 3,93 13 2

B10FIL 3 19 73 55 46 56 5.12 19 4

B11ANN 0 10.5 72 59 3 69 4.21 25 1

B12GIU 5 19 72 68 23 65 4.81 16 8

B13FRA 4 19.5 72 58 22 61 4.84 9 8

B14CHI 3 17 73 62 38 71 3.62 27 0

B15LAU 0 10.3 71 45 2 74 3.75 27 0

B16TER 4 18.8 74 66 43 74 3.40 26 2

B17LOR 3 15.3 72 54 27 52 4.09 27 1

B20STE 5 18.5 72 48 4 64 5.18 25 2

B21MAR 0 16.3 72 39 37 60 3.65 21 3

Mean 18.44 70.84 57.47 27.42 63.57 4.31 21.21 3

SD 2.21 3.13 8.07 15.11 7.56 0.84 5.17 2.34

IUS = Italian Use Score, VocGE/IT/EN = Vocabulary score for German/Italian/English, IPP = Italian 

phonological proficiency
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3.2.6 Preparation of material and procedure 

As pointed out by Wrembel, Marecka, Szewczyk & Otwinowska (2019), foreign accent 

is multifaceted domain that is difficult to assess uni-dimensionally. A number of different 

constructs have been put forward, such as ‘nativeness’, ‘intelligibility’, and ‘rater cer-

tainty’ (e.g., Derwing & Munro, 2009). However, these measures are often correlated 

with each other, making it difficult to tease them apart. Therefore, following the proce-

dure used in Lloyd-Smith et al. (2017), we choose to two holistic measures, namely ‘ac-

cent strength’ (rated on a 7-point scale), and ‘origin of accent’ (raters could choose be-

tween 4 options: English, German, Italian and Other; Figure 3.1). The speech samples 

were elicited using a picture sequence entitled ‘Birthday party’, whereby participants 

were instructed to tell a story that included each picture once (see Appendix D; see also 

Section 2.4.4). The samples were recorded using an Olympus LS-11 EU recorder with 

uncompressed 24 bit / 96 kHz recording capability. Next, one 10-second speech sample 

(following Munro, Derwing & Flege, 1999) was extracted for each speaker and saved in 

mono format. The samples were free of morphosyntactic errors and contained no pauses 

longer than 150 ms to ensure a similar amount of content (though Flege, 1988, showed 

that accent judgements are largely unaffected by pauses). All 49 samples were then em-

bedded into a participant-led rating experiment and made available to raters on SoSci 

Survey (Leiner, 2014). The samples were presented in a semi-randomized order (a full 

randomization was not possible due to technical constraints), and two different versions 

of the experiment existed (see Appendix F for screenshots of the L3 accent rating exper-

iment). 

The raters were invited via email and were encouraged to circulate the link amongst 

other native speakers. Before beginning the experiment, the participants provided some 

background information and completed a brief training session involving three practice 

ratings. During the training session, they were instructed to focus on foreign accent only, 

and not to pay attention to other aspects such as choice of words.21 They were instructed 

to complete the experiment in quiet surroundings, and to use headphones (controlled for 

                                                 

21 A further advantage of getting the raters to listen to three speech samples during the training session was 

that it provided them with a benchmark for the ‘accent strength’ ratings in the experiment to follow.  
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using a tick box). The samples were judged in two steps: 1) rate for accent strength (1 = 

no foreign accent; 7 = strong foreign accent), 2) determine the speaker’s origin of accent, 

whereby the raters could choose between ‘English’, ‘Italian’, ‘German’, and ‘Other’. If 

they chose ‘other’, they could specify which language they believed the accent to origi-

nate from. The experimental design is illustrated in Figure 3.1. 

 

Figure 3.1  Experimental design for L3 accent rating task 

 Results  

This section presents the results from the accent rating task. After a brief analysis of in-

terrater reliability, the descriptive results are discussed for ‘accent strength’, followed by 

‘origin of accent’. Finally, the effects of the predictors ‘IUS’ and ‘IPP’ are calculated 

using mixed-effects logistic regression, which were carried out in R using the lme4 pack-

age (Bates, Maechler, Bolker & Walker, 2015). 

 

English
German
Italian
Other
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3.3.1 Interrater reliability 

Interrater reliability was calculated for the two target measures, ‘accent strength’ and 

‘origin of accent’. A Cronbach’s alpha test showed a high degree of interrater agreement 

for accent strength for the monolingual speakers (.99) and for the bilinguals (.95). An 

acceptable level of rater agreement was found for ‘origin of accent’ for the monolingual 

controls at .85, while a slightly lower – but still acceptable – level of rater reliability was 

found for ‘origin of accent’ for the bilingual speakers at .81. This latter finding reflects 

results from previous studies that have indicated a higher level of uncertainty when rating 

bilinguals (Kupisch et al., 2014a; Kupisch et al., 2019). 

3.3.2 Perceived accent strength 

Accent strength was rated for each speaker on a 7-point Likert scale (1 = no foreign ac-

cent; 7 = strong foreign accent). The boxplot in Figure 3.2 illustrates the median accent 

strength and the distribution of ratings for the four speaker groups. The boxes represent 

the interquartile range, or 50% of the data. The median is indicated by the thicker line. 

The mean accent strength for the L1 English speakers was the lowest at 1.53 (SD = .19), 

and the L1 Italians were rated as most strongly accented with a mean of 5.58 (SD = .32), 

despite achieving the highest scores in the English vocabulary test. The mean accent 

scores for the L1 German and bilingual groups lay between these two at 4.09 (SD = .74) 

and 4.29 (SD = .83) respectively.  
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Figure 3.2  Accent strength by speaker group. 

The next step was to find out if the differences between all four speaker groups 

were significant. Since a Fligner Test showed that the assumption of homoscedasticity 

was violated (i.e., the variance across the groups was not homogeneous), a Kruskal-Wallis 

Test was used instead of a one-way ANOVA. The results of this test showed a significant 

effect of ‘language group’ on ‘mean accent strength’, (chi-squared = 33.935, df = 3, p < 

.001). To locate where the between-group differences lay, a post-hoc test was completed. 

A Tukey Honest Significant Differences test showed the pair-wise comparisons between 

the bilinguals and L1 Italians, and between the bilinguals and the L1 English speakers to 

be highly significant (p < .001). The comparison between the bilinguals and the L1 Ger-

man group (p = .861) did not reach significance, indicating no difference between these 

two groups for accent strength.  

3.3.3 Origin of accent 

To determine the speakers’ perceived source of accent, the raters could choose between 

the options English, German, Italian, and Other. Table 3.4 reports the total number and 

percentage of times that each of the four options were named for each speaker group 

(bilinguals, L1 English, L1 German, L1 Italian). Figure 3.3 visualizes these percentages 

in a barplot. The results for the control groups reveal that the English monolinguals were 

correctly identified in 94.3% of ratings, the L1 German speakers in 77.5%, and the L1 
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Italians in 51.2% of ratings. Thus, the raters were easily able to recognize native English 

speakers (regardless of which variety of English they spoke), and they were also familiar 

with the German accent in English. The L1 Italians were recognized in just over half of 

ratings, indicating a lower degree of familiarity with this accent. However, since the L1 

German speakers were barely ever mistaken as L1 Italians (this occurred in just 2.8% of 

ratings), this nevertheless seems to suggest that the raters were able to differentiate be-

tween these two accent sources, even if they could not always identify an Italian accent. 

Figure 3.3 Percentage of times the raters stipulated ‘English’, ‘Italian’, ‘German’, and 

‘Other’ by speaker group. 

 

When rating the bilingual samples, the raters chose ‘German’ in 66.8%, ‘Italian’ 

in 9.8%, and ‘Other’ in 20.8% of the ratings. When inspecting the barplot in Figure 4, the 

bilingual column (left-hand side) looks very similar to the German column (second from 

right), at least at a group level. Still, a slightly lower number of ‘L1 German’ and a higher 

number of ‘L1 Italian’ and ‘other’ ratings are evident – a difference which becomes more 

apparent at the level of individual participants. As shown in the right-hand side columns 

in Table 3.1 that were mentioned earlier, eight out of 19 bilingual participants stand out 

in that they were rated as German-sounding in 19 or less of 32 ratings (these were 
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B04GRA, B05DAV, B07LIS, B08MAR, B09SAR, B10FIL, B12GIU, and B13FRA).22 

These speakers were identified as German sounding in just over half the ratings (mean = 

17/32 ratings), and were instead frequently identified as ‘Italian’ or ‘Other’. 

Table 3.4  Total number of times (and percentage) each L1 was stipulated, by group 

 

To find out whether the differences between the bilingual and non-native control 

groups were significant, and since a Fligner Test showed the assumption of homoscedas-

ticity was fulfilled, a one-way ANOVA was performed for each of the three dependent 

variables of interest (i.e., ‘times rated German’, ‘times rated Italian’, or ‘times rated 

Other’) using the lm() function in R. The first test investigated the effect of ‘language 

group’ on ‘times rated German-sounding’, and showed no significant difference between 

the bilinguals and L1 Germans (ß = 2.28, SE = 1.92, t = 1.91, p = .23), while the L1 

Italians were rated as German-sounding significantly less often (ß = -14.31, SE = 1.91, t 

= -7.48, p < .001). The second test examined the effect of ‘language group’ on ‘times 

rated Italian-sounding’, and showed that the bilinguals were rated as Italian-sounding sig-

nificantly more often than the L1 Germans (ß = -2.10, SE = .97, t = -2.15, p = .03), and 

but significantly less often than the L1 Italians (ß = 13.50, SE = .97, t = 13.87, p < .001). 

Finally, the third tested the effect of ‘language group’ on ‘times rated as other’. The re-

sults showed no statistical difference between the L1 Germans and the bilinguals (ß = -

                                                 

22 This was the case for just two speakers from the L1 German group (GE03ANT and GE10MEI), but in 

their case it was because they were often mistaken as English native speakers. 

  Identified as       

Speaker group L1 German L1 Italian L1 English Other 

Bilinguals (n = 19) 449 (66.8%) 66 (9.8%) 17 (2.5%) 140 (20.8%) 

L1 Germans (n = 10) 248 (77.5%) 9 (2.8%) 17 (5.3%) 46 (14.3%) 

L1 Italian (n = 10) 70 (21.8%) 165 (51.2%) 0 (0%) 85 (26.5%) 

L1 English (n = 10) 12 (4%) 1 (0.2%) 302 (94.3%) 5 (1%) 
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1.20, SE = 1.40, t = -.86, p = .39), while the difference to the L1 Italians almost reached 

significance (ß = 2.39, SE = 1.40, t = 1.70, p = .09). In sum, the bilinguals were rated as 

‘German-sounding’ at a similar rate to the L1 Germans, and as ‘Italian-sounding’ signif-

icantly more often than the L1 Germans, and significantly less often than the L1 Italians. 

All non-native groups were rated as ‘other’ to statistically similar degrees, though the 

number of ‘other ratings’ for the L1 Italians was higher. 

Recall that, if they chose ‘other’, the raters had the option to specify which lan-

guage they believed the accent to originate from. The results for these ratings are dis-

played in Table 3.5. When grouped by language family, the largest proportion of lan-

guages named for the L1 German group belonged to the Germanic language family, while 

for the L1 Italian group mainly Romance languages were named.23 For the bilinguals, in 

comparison, a much larger proportion of ‘don’t know’ or languages from other language 

families were mentioned. Though these data will not be used for further analyses, since 

the sole purpose of the ‘other’ option was to avoid forcing raters into the correct catego-

ries, they are nonetheless interesting. First, they show that raters did not suspect that ‘Ger-

man’ or ‘Italian’ were the only correct categories (i.e., they felt free to name any language 

and were not coerced) and second, they add descriptive evidence to the audible difference 

between the bilinguals and both monolingual control groups, given the proportionately 

much larger number of ‘don’t know/other’ ratings given to the bilinguals, as evidenced 

by the data in Table 3.5. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 

23  The languages – or language families – specified by the raters included: Dutch (17), Swedish (6), “Scan-

dinavian” (6), Norwegian (3), Danish (3), Swiss (2), Austrian (2), and Germanic (1). In the case of the 

Romance languages, the languages named were French (17) and Spanish (7). 
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Table 3.5  Distribution of ‘other’ ratings by speaker group (see also FN 17) 

 

 

3.3.4 The effects of the background variables on accent  

To gain an initial impression of the data, we conducted correlational analyses between 

the accent measures in English (accent strength and origin of accent) and the four profi-

ciency and use measures (IUS, IPP, and lexical proficiency in English and Italian). The 

correlation coefficients (Spearman) and the significance values are shown in Table 3.6.  

 

Table 3.6  Correlation coefficients (Spearman's rho, N = 19) between the predictors 

Italian use (IUS), Phonological Proficiency in Italian (IPP), Vocabulary scores in Eng-

lish and Italian, and the dependent variables ‘Accent strength (1)’ and ‘Source of accent 

(2-4)’  

 

  IUS IPP EnVoc ItVoc 

 

1. Accent strength (English) 0.47* 0.15 -0.67** .17 

2. Times rated Italian-sounding  0.48* 0.24 -0.36 .17 

3. Times rated German-sounding -0.35 -0.01 -0.01 -.03 

4. Times rated non-German sounding  0.41. -0.09 -0.14 -0.01 

. p < .10, * p < .05, ** p < .01 

 

As shown in Table 3.6, moderate and significant correlations were found between 

IUS and how often a speaker was rated as Italian sounding (rs = .48, p < .05), and also 

between IUS and ‘Accent Strength’ (rs = .47, p < .05), suggesting both more CLI from 

  Bilinguals L1 Italians L1 Germans 

Romance 24 51 3 

Germanic 47 13 24 

Don't know/others 69 20 19 

Total other ratings (%) 140 (20.8%) 85 (26.5%) 46 (14.3%) 
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Italian and also a stronger-sounding accent in English for those who use their HL more 

often. Surprisingly, no correlations were found between IPP and accent in English. As for 

the vocabulary measures, a strong negative correlation was found between the English 

vocabulary measure and accent strength in English (rs = -.67, p < .001), indicating that 

perceived accent becomes weaker with increasing English proficiency. This confirms the 

finding from Study I for accent in Italian, and also the finding for accent strength in L3 

French by Wrembel (2013). However, no other significant correlations were found, sug-

gesting that proficiency in Italian (neither when operationalized as phonological nor when 

operationalized as lexical proficiency) does not relate to the amount of influence from 

Italian. We return to this point in the discussion. 

To assess the strength of these correlations, we performed two mixed effects lo-

gistic regression models (Tables 3.7 and 3.8). Model 1 specified ‘Rated as German-

sounding’ (yes/no) as a binary dependent variable, ‘IUS’ and ‘IPP’ as predictors/fixed 

effects, and ‘item’ (the speech samples) and ‘participant’ (the raters) as crossed random 

effects. The interaction between the two fixed effects was not significant, so the simpler 

model without interaction was chosen. The results from this model indicated that IUS was 

a significant predictor of whether or not a participant was rated as German-sounding (β = 

-.18, SE = .07, z = 2.31, p = .02), while IPP was not significant (β = -.02. SE = .01, z = -

1.41, p = .15). Model 2 specified ‘Italian origin of accent’ (yes/no) as a binary dependent 

variable; again, ‘IUS’ and ‘IPP’ were fixed effects, and ‘Participant’ and ‘Item’ were 

random effects (the interaction between the fixed effects was not significant, so the sim-

pler model was chosen). The results from this model indicated that ‘IUS’ was a significant 

predictor of the binary outcome (β = .21, SE = .09, z = 2.33, p = .01) but that IPP did not 

predict any of the variance in the data (β = -.01. SE = .01, z = -.84, p = .39). In summary, 

Italian use was related to a more Italian-sounding, and also to a less German-sounding 

accent.  
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Table 3.7 Summary of the mixed effects logistic regression model Rated German-sound-

ing in English (Y/N) ~ IUS + Phonological Proficiency in Italian + (1|participant) + 

(1|rater) 

DepVar: Rated German sounding (608 observations) 

 β SE z Pr (>|z) 

Intercept  3.51291     2.57884 1.15143 0.00228 ** 

IUS -0.18058    0.07812   2.312   0.02080 * 

PP Italian 0.02370     0.01671 -1.418   0.15623    

. p < .10, * p < .05, ** p < .01 

 

 

Table 3.8 Summary of the mixed effects logistic regression model Rated Italian-sound-

ing in English (Y/N) ~ IUS + Phonological Proficiency in Italian + (1|participant) + 

(1|rater) 

DepVar: Rated Italian sounding (608 observations) 

 β SE z Pr (>|z) 

Intercept   -6.20047     1.46335   -4.237 2.26e-05 *** 

IUS 0.21962     0.09156    2.399    0.0165 *   

PP Italian -0.01527     0.01808   -0.844   0.3984     

. p < .10, * p < .05, ** p < .01 

 Discussion 

This study set out to test the perceived accent strength and origin of accent in the spoken 

English of 19 adult-aged early bilinguals. The first hypothesis (H1) proposed that the 

bilinguals will sound different to monolingual German speakers when speaking English 

due to influence from Italian. This has been partially confirmed. On the one hand, the 
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bilinguals were rated as German-sounding in the majority of ratings (66%), which sug-

gests that their accents stem predominantly from German, the dominant and typologically 

closer language. On the other hand, though not statistically significant, the bilinguals as 

a group were rated as less German-sounding than their L1 German peers (who were rated 

as German-sounding in 77% of ratings), and they were significantly more Italian-sound-

ing (in 9.8% of ratings) than their German monolingual peers (just 2.8%). When viewing 

the results of individual speakers, it becomes clear that around one third of the bilinguals 

were perceived as ‘non-German’ sounding in around half of ratings. This mirrors the re-

sult obtained by Lloyd-Smith et al. (2017) for Turkish HSs, whereby certain speakers had 

distinctly non-German sounding accents in English. This result stands in contrast to stud-

ies that have argued for phonological influence exclusively from the typologically closest 

language only (Cabrelli & Pichan, 2019). We return to this point below. 

The second hypothesis (H2) suggested that any CLI from Italian would be pre-

dicted by the HSs’ amount of Italian use, and/or by their Italian phonological proficiency. 

Regression analyses confirmed the first part of this hypothesis, showing that Italian use, 

operationalized as the IUS, significantly predicted a more Italian-sounding accent in Eng-

lish. However, phonological proficiency was not a predictor, unlike in the study with the 

Turkish HSs (Lloyd-Smith et al., 2017). Relating to the (2017) study, however, it is worth 

pointing out that the authors did note an almost significant effect of TUS on a non-Ger-

man sounding accent in L3 English (p. 154), and they did not rule out the possibility the 

TUS might have an effect. Since no correlation tests were performed in the (2017) study, 

the author ran a small follow-up analysis to test the possibility of a correlation between 

these two variables. This revealed a moderate, positive correlation between ‘TUS’ and 

the number of times a Turkish-speaking accent was detected (Spearman’s r = .52, p = 

.02), suggesting that these variables might indeed have been related, even if this trend 

disappeared in the logistic regression analyses.  

Still, this leaves open the question of why Turkish phonological proficiency was 

so clearly related to accent in English in the (2017) study, while Italian phonological pro-

ficiency in the current study was not. This is especially surprising given the strong and 

highly significant effect of IUS on nativelike accent reported in Study I (β = 0.53, SE = 

0.15, z = 3.46, p = .0005). One attempt to explain this difference could be the fact that the 
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bilinguals in Lloyd-Smith et al. (2017) exhibited an overall higher amount of CLI from 

their HL than the HSs in the current study did (Turkish’ was detected in 18% of ratings, 

but ‘Italian’ in only 9.8%), meaning that there might simply have been more numerical 

variation in the data to predict. We also know that the raters cannot be the issue here, 

because rater familiarity with the HL accent was equally good in both studies (the L1 

Turkish controls were identified at 47% in the 2017 study, and the L1 Italian controls at 

51% in the current study). Nor can it be argued that the HSs in the (2017) study transferred 

more from Turkish due to a higher Turkish proficiency, since both HSs groups has similar 

levels of HL phonological ability (53% in Turkish; as evidenced in Kupisch et al., ac-

cepted; and 51% in Italian, as evidenced in Study I of this thesis). Instead, it seems pos-

sible that the higher amount of phonological influence from Turkish might be a reflection 

of the fact that the Turkish HSs were not native-sounding in German in the first place (as 

evidenced Kupisch et al., 2020), meaning that any features that were transferred from 

German were already non-monolingual-like to begin with.  

Finally, the third hypothesis (H3) surmised that, should a general bilingual ad-

vantage obtain, then the HSs would have weaker-sounding accents than the monolinguals. 

This was not borne out by the data, since ‘mean accent strength’ was the same for the HS 

and the German monolingual groups. Notably, though, speaking Italian did not constitute 

a disadvantage for the bilinguals, despite the fact that the Italian accent was judged much 

more harshly overall (the possible reasons for which I discuss in 3.5.2 below). Finally, 

though not an advantage per se, the observation that the HSs were rated more heteroge-

neously as a group indicates raters had more difficultly determining where they were 

from. Though merely speculative, one could argue that being perceived as having an am-

biguous-sounding accent in a foreign language is in itself a positive quality, since it indi-

cates a lack of articulatory patterns that are typically associated with speakers from certain 

backgrounds, and potentially a lack of identifiable CLI. The same argument was put for-

ward for the Turkish HSs’ ambiguous-sounding accent in Lloyd-Smith et al. (2017). 
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3.4.1 The role of language use for CLI 

The observation that CLI from the non-dominant language is modulated by HL profi-

ciency (for the Turkish HSs in the previous study) and use (for the Italian HSs in this 

study) is reminiscent of findings for late L2 learners, in which phonological transfer from 

the L2 has been related to L2 use and proficiency (see, e.g., Wrembel, 2010, and Ham-

marberg & Hammarberg, 2005). It is also in line with an L3 research. For example, for 

syntax, Angelovska (2017) found that HSs of Russian were more likely to transfer the V2 

property of German into L3 English if they had high ‘German use’ scores. ‘Frequency of 

language use’ was also shown by Fallah, Jabbari & Fazilatfar (2016) to be the strongest 

predictor of transfer into L3 English in the acquisition of prenominal possessives by early 

bilingual speakers of Persian and Mazandarani. Finally, in HL research, too, strong cor-

relations have been found between HL use and monolingual-like outcomes in the HL. 

While such correlations have found been attested for lexical and morphosyntactic HL 

outcomes, too (see, e.g., Study IV in this thesis), they are often even strong for HL accent 

(see, e.g., Kupisch et al., accepted, for Turkish, and Lloyd-Smith et al., 2018, and see 

Chapter 2 of this thesis for Italian). 

At first glance, this result appears to be at odds with studies that have shown pho-

nological CLI from a single source only. For example, in their study on the production of 

intervocalic stops in L3 BP and Italian, Cabrelli & Pichan (2019) argued for phonological 

CLI from Spanish only, and further found no evidence for a potential role of HL use. Our 

results also seem to contradict findings for VOT, e.g., in the studies by Gabriel et al. 

(2018), Llama and López-Morelos (2020), who showed CLI from the dominant language 

only. However, it is perhaps unsurprising to find multiple and more dynamically driven 

sources of CLI for a broadly-conceived phenomenon such as global accent, as compared 

to studies that investigate a single segment. This mismatch between perceived global ac-

cent and segmental measures is, in fact, already well-documented in HL research. As 

pointed out by Kupisch & Lleó (2018), HSs are often perceived as non-native speakers 

of their HLs, despite achieving target-like values in other areas of phonology (pp. 79-80). 

For example, Lein, Kupisch and van de Weijer (2014) found target-like VOT production 

in HL Italian, and Einfeldt, van der Weijer & Kupisch (2019) observed a target-like dis-
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tinction between singletons and geminates in a separate group of Italian-German bilin-

guals, even though the same speakers were judged as clearly accented in an earlier study 

(Kupisch et al., 2014). In summary, it seems possible that perceived foreign accent is 

more likely to reflect CLI from multiple sources than certain segmental phenomena are.  

In addition to the idea of CLI from multiple sources, one possible interpretation 

is that ‘perceived accent’ is an altogether more dynamic domain of language, more likely 

to be affected by changes in the speaker’s behaviour. This idea is in line with the proposal 

put forward by Kopečková, Marecka, Wrembel, & Gut (2016, p. 33), who argued that 

developmental processes in L3 phonological acquisition are best explained by Dynamic 

Systems Theory (DST, e.g., de Bot, 2012), rather than by any of the extant L3 models. 

DST applied to phonology essentially predicts that subtle changes in the learner’s envi-

ronment (caused either through interaction with the environment or through integral self-

organisation) dynamically affect the other phonologies in the speaker’s repertoire. This 

would need to be tested in a longitudinal study. 

3.4.2 Limitations 

One limitation raised by global accent rating methodology in general is that raters may 

be less familiar with certain accents, and thereby fail to recognize them, or rate them more 

or less harshly (see Wrembel et al. 2012, & Lloyd-Smith et al., 2017, for discussion). 

Using phonetically-trained raters might be one attempt to remove such a bias (Wrembel 

et al., 2019). However, though phonetically-trained judges are certainly desirable for ob-

jective phonetic analyses, they are arguably not always the best judges of global foreign 

accent (e.g., Jesney, 2004). For example, Wrembel (2013) also showed that experienced 

teachers were less certain about their own judgements than inexperienced teachers were. 

Further, the relatively homogenous group of English teacher raters used in the L3 accent 

study in Lloyd-Smith et al. (2017) were also deemed as disadvantageous, since they were 

possibly biased to the German accent. Thus, the strategy employed in the current study 

was to use raters from all over the English-speaking world, in the hope of avoiding such 

biases. However, it is still possible that these raters were, for whatever reason, more fa-

miliar with the German accent.  
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To check whether this assumption was true, a follow-up analysis was carried out 

that contained only ratings from those judges who were correctly able to identify at least 

4 out 10 L1 Italian controls. This procedure eliminated 9 out of 32 judges, including all 6 

raters who were over 60.24 In this smaller sample, the judges correctly identified the L1 

Italians in 63% of ratings (compared to 51.2% in the full sample) and the L1 Germans in 

80% of ratings (compared to 77%). However, the percentage of times the bilinguals were 

rated as Italian-sounding did not go up substantially (10.97% compared to 9.8% in the 

full sample); nor did it substantially lessen the number of ‘other’ ratings attributed to the 

bilinguals (18.83% compared to 20.8%). Thus, rater familiarity with Italian does not seem 

to be the issue, and it seems fair to conclude that the results reported in this paper portray 

an accurate picture of the bilinguals’ global foreign accent, and that using untrained, mon-

olingual native speaker judges is indeed a viable option for attaining global accent judge-

ments.  

Another question that arises from this methodology is whether or not (some) raters 

suspected that they were hearing bilingual accents. Unfortunately, the procedure used 

herein did not allow the raters to comment on the accents or own their own ratings, and 

instead required that they choose ‘one option’ from a list of four. However, in the accent 

rating study conducted by Lloyd-Smith et al., the English teacher raters were encouraged 

to justify their choices verbally. In this study, several raters (a total of 19 comments) 

reported having detected “multiple sources of foreign accent” (Lloyd-Smith, 2014, p. 46), 

and even specified certain characteristics of both German and Turkish. In future studies, 

it may be worth adding space for raters to provide such insights. 

Finally, the issue of rater familiarity was already raised in the sections above in 

relation to the raters used in Lloyd-Smith et al. (2017). At this point, we wish to return 

briefly to the question of why the L1 Italian accent should be rated more harshly in Eng-

lish than the L1 German accent, despite the fact that both groups were matched for profi-

ciency. Of course, one explanation for this could be that the raters were – for whichever 

reasons – more familiar with the German accent, and therefore rated the Italian speakers 

                                                 

24 Whether or not younger judges are better at categorizing accents cannot be discussed here further. Though 

it seems to be the case, other variables (such as lack of experience with certain accents) could be at play.  
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more harshly. However, the more likely arguably likely lies in the phonological distance 

between Italian and English as compared to German and English. From a suprasegmental 

perspective25, Italian is traditionally considered as a syllable timed language (i.e., it places 

a similar amount of stress on each syllable), while English and Italian are considered 

stress-timed languages. In stress-timed languages, the vowels of unstressed syllables are 

reduced in duration, in pitch height (prosody), and in intensity (Delattre, 1969). Since 

English has been shown to exhibit an greater amount of vowel reduction than German 

(Delattre), rhythm is in fact an aspect of English than both L1 German and L1 Italian 

speakers might have difficulty with – though the difficulty would be greater for the L1 

Italian speakers. From a segmental perspective, too, Italian differs more strongly from 

English relative to German (see Missaglia, 2010). This was illustrated, for example, in a 

corpus study by Atwell, Howarth and Souter (2003), who investigated L2 English speech 

produced by L1 Italian and L1 German speakers. By means of objective analyses, they 

showed that L1 Italian speakers made an average of 0.54 phone errors per word, while L1 

German speakers made just 0.16 phone errors per word. In other words, such comparisons 

might offer clues into why certain accents are unanimously perceived to be stronger than 

others. It also makes even more striking the observation that the HSs in the current study 

were not disadvantaged by the fact they speak Italian, in that their accent strength in Eng-

lish was matched to that of L1 Germans.  

 Conclusion 

This study set out to investigate the source of CLI and strength of perceived global accent 

in early German-Italian bilingual adults when speaking L3 English. It was hypothesized 

that the bilinguals would sound different to the L1 Germans based on their knowledge of 

two languages, and that influence from Italian would be driven by proficiency and use in 

                                                 

25  Several studies have pointed to the role of suprasegmentals for ‘perceived global accent’. For example, 

in a study designed to systematically assess which phonetic aspects correlated best with holistic perceptions 

of global accent in Polish as HL Polish, Wrembel et al. (2019) found that non-target-like prosody was 

strongest predictor. A similar outcome was found by Missaglia (1999) for German teachers’ assessments 

of global accent in L1 Italian speakers’ L2 German. 
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that language. The results indicated that the participants were, on a group level, identical 

in accent strength to L1 German controls, but significantly less accented than proficiency-

matched L1 Italian controls. With regards to accent origin, the bilinguals were perceived 

as predominantly German-sounding, though influence from Italian was detected in over 

one third of participants. Regression analyses showed that how ‘Italian-like’ the bilin-

guals sounded depended on how much Italian they used. The results speak for an overall 

role of typological primacy and/or dominance, while underscoring the finding from 

Lloyd-Smith et al. (2017), that typology-based transfer can be accompanied by CLI from 

the non-dominant, typologically more-distant language, if this language is used highly 

frequently. 
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4 Study III: Syntactic CLI into L3 English26 

Abstract 

This study examines cross-linguistic influence (CLI) in the acquisition of embedded wh-

questions in L3 English in German-dominant heritage speakers (HSs) of Italian. Specifi-

cally, we investigate whether a higher proficiency in the heritage language Italian in-

creases the potential for CLI from that language. To this end, 21 adult-aged Italian-Ger-

man early bilinguals and 32 monolingual controls (L1 speakers of Italian, German, or 

English) completed an acceptability judgement task that tested the acquisition of embed-

ded wh-questions in English (while also controlling for the acquisition of the relevant 

properties in German and Italian). Language dominance was assessed using a yes/no vo-

cabulary test and a proficiency index based on various aspects of self-reported language 

use and proficiency. Our results suggest that syntactic CLI occurs from both languages 

and that this is unrelated to overall dominance in German or proficiency in Italian. 

 

 Introduction 

This study examines cross-linguistic influence (CLI) in the acquisition of embedded wh-

questions in L3 English in the same early bilingual participants from Studies I and II. The 

overarching aim is to determine whether patterns of syntactic CLI into the L3 behave 

differently to those attested for foreign accent in Study II. In addition, we examine 

                                                 

26 An earlier version of this section is published as: Lloyd-Smith, A., Gyllstad, H., Kupisch, T., & Quaglia, 

S. (2018). Heritage language proficiency does not predict syntactic CLI into L3 English. International 

Journal of Bilingual Education and Bilingualism. DOI: 10.1080/13670050.2018.1472208. 

http://portal.research.lu.se/portal/en/persons/henrik-gyllstad%28d0bac5b8-b058-4e3a-b889-c9aefebfde7d%29.html
http://portal.research.lu.se/portal/en/publications/heritage-language-proficiency-does-not-predict-syntactic-cli-into-l3-english%2864aaf92b-0b5f-4307-85f5-6a20fca2c7cf%29.html
http://portal.research.lu.se/portal/en/journals/international-journal-of-bilingual-education-and-bilingualism%2879cc47d7-6b44-42d9-b344-4932fe48b405%29/publications.html
http://portal.research.lu.se/portal/en/journals/international-journal-of-bilingual-education-and-bilingualism%2879cc47d7-6b44-42d9-b344-4932fe48b405%29/publications.html
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whether proficiency (measured using a vocabulary test) and dominance (a use-related 

score) in the background languages is in any way determinant for CLI into the L3, as was 

found to for phonological CLI in Study II. Syntactic CLI is assessed by means of a timed 

acceptability judgement task (AJT) that tests the acquisition of embedded wh-questions 

in L3 English.  

 Background 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, Sharwood Smith and Kellerman have argued that “it is quite 

obvious that syntactic CLI may require at least some explanatory principles that are quite 

different from those operating in phonological CLI” (1986, p. 7). ‘Obvious’ as this may 

be, there are yet few L3 studies that clearly testify to this notion.27 This is because studies 

straddling two language domains (e.g., phonology and syntax) are highly rare, with the 

PhD thesis by Raquel Llama (2017) possibly constituting the first attempt. Llama inves-

tigated the patterns of both phonological and syntactic CLI in L3 Spanish in a group of 

L1 English/L2 French, and in a second group of L1 French/L2 English speakers based in 

Canada.28 Syntactic CLI was investigated by examining relative clause attachment in L3 

Spanish (the preference for which is high in French and Spanish, and low in English), 

revealing an overall preference for low attachment (negative CLI from English) in both 

groups and across all three languages. For L3 Spanish VOT, the phonological measure, 

both groups transferred predominantly from their L1. This led to target-like production 

in the L1 French group, but to an inability to deaspirate in the L1 English/L2 French 

group. As Llama explains, the reason for this seems to be that the L1 English speakers 

had not acquired short-lag values in L2 French in the first place, since she also tested the 

participants in their L1 and L2 (p. 111). Llama’s result highlights the need to test in all 

                                                 

27 In contrast, it has been argued by Rothman et al. (2019, p. 256) that there should be no reasons to assume 

that phonological representations are affectedly differently by CLI as compared to syntactic representations. 

28 Llama (2017) also investigated lexical CLI. 
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three languages, which is something that has been neglected in the vast majority of L3 

studies to date. Clearly, more large-scale studies are needed in this area. 

4.2.1 The nature of syntactic transfer 

In what follows, we discuss importance of the notion of structural proximity, a concept 

that is central to at least four of the current L3 morphosyntax models (including the 

CEM29, the TPM, the LPM, and the SM). Next, we give an overview of the two factors 

that will be investigated as possible catalysts for syntactic CLI in the current study. The 

first is ‘structural similarity’, and the second is ‘language dominance’.   

4.2.1.1 Structural similarity 

Most of the current L3 models based their predictions on the notion of structural similar-

ity, though they differ with respect to the transfer patterns that they predict. The TPM 

(Rothman 2010, 2015) postulates wholesale transfer will occur in a wholesale manner 

(i.e., the entirety of one of the previous systems will be transferred) from the structurally 

closest language at the initial state of L3 acquisition (also referred to as “holistic structural 

similarity”, Puig-Mayeno, 2019, or as “global structural similarity”, Cabrelli & Pichan, 

2019). As mentioned in Chapter 1, structural similarity is different to psychotypology in 

the sense that it is not established consciously by the learner (Rothman, 2015, p. 185), but 

is instead determined unconsciously by the parser based on a hierarchy of cues, starting 

with the lexicon, and then moving on to phonology, morphology and finally syntax (see 

Rothman et al., 2019, pp. 161–167, for the most recent discussion). In contrast, the LPM 

(Westergaard et al., 2017) and SM (Slabakova, 2016) predict selective transfer and the 

equal availability of both linguistic systems throughout all stages of acquisition. 

Westergaard et al. propose that ‘transfer’ occurs on the basis of parsing micro-cues in the 

input. Specifically, when a specific structure (or micro-cues) is parsed, this in turn acti-

                                                 

29 See FN 2 for a brief discussion of the CEM. 
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vates the corresponding micro-cue in the background languages. This results in incre-

mental CLI that is caused by similarity between abstract linguistic properties, leading to 

an unstable representation of the target language during the early stages of acquisition, 

which is eventually replaced with a stable representation with increased input 

(Westergaard, 2019). One difficulty is that the LPM does not make predictions about 

which structures will transfer, but only makes an allowance for the fact that they “may 

transfer” (Westergaard, 2019). 

4.2.1.2 Language dominance 

One factor that is particularly relevant in the context of early bilingual L3 acquirers – but 

which has not yet been given much consideration in the context of L3 research – is lan-

guage dominance. As is well attested in the literature, HSs often become dominant in the 

majority language once they reach adulthood (Rothman, 2009; Benmamoun, Montrul & 

Polinsky, 2013; Stangen, Kupisch, Proietti-Ergun & Zielke 2015; Montrul, 2015, 2016; 

Kupisch & Rothman, 2018). Research on HSs suggests that the direction of CLI is partly 

determined by dominance, with CLI most commonly travelling from the dominant to the 

weaker language (e.g., Yip & Matthews, 2007; Kupisch, 2007; Bernardini & Schlyter, 

2004, but see also Study I from this thesis). In L2 research, too, dominance in the L1 has 

been related to a more foreign-sounding accent in the L2 (e.g., Flege, Munro & MacKay, 

1995).30 

A small number of existing studies also suggest that language dominance plays a 

role in determining transfer patterns in L3 acquisition. For example, Fallah, Jabbari and 

Fazilatfar showed in their (2016) study on Persian/Mazandarani early bilinguals acquiring 

L3 English the dominant language (operationalized as the language used more frequently 

at home, p. 2) to be determinant of transfer in the acquisition of prenominal possessives 

and attributive adjectives. For L3 phonology, too, Lloyd-Smith, Gyllstad & Kupisch 

(2017) showed that early bilinguals tend to transfer accent from their dominant language 

                                                 

30 It has also been argued that CLI can also take the inverse direction, i.e., influence from the L2 to the L1 

if the L2 becomes the primary (i.e., most frequently-used) language (Schmid & Köpke, 2017). 
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– albeit with the co-occurrence of CLI from Turkish in speakers with a high Turkish pho-

nological proficiency. In contrast, counterevidence for the role of dominance was found 

by Gallardo del Puerto (2007), who showed no differences between ‘balanced’ versus 

‘unbalanced’ Basque/Spanish bilinguals for phoneme discrimination in L3 English Ger-

man (though ‘dominance’ was here a simple binary category).Likewise, Cabrelli and 

Pichan (2019) evidenced no effect of dominance patterns in Spanish/English bilinguals 

in their production of intervocalic stops in L3 Brazilian Portuguese, finding instead evi-

dence for the role of typology for phonological transfer at the initial stages. 

In his (2019) thesis, Puig-Mayenco explores the role of dominance in Cata-

lan/Spanish bilinguals learning English in a classroom setting. In his group of learners, 

Puig-Mayenco investigated the source of syntactic transfer (measured as the interpreta-

tion of negative quantifiers) at two different time points, namely in ab initio learners with 

only a few hours input, and at a later date after 11 months of classes. Language dominance 

in Catalan and Spanish was measured as a continuous variable (i.e., on a scale from ‘com-

pletely Catalan-dominant’ to ‘completely Spanish-dominant’) using an adapted version 

of Birdsong’s BLP (e.g., Gertken et al., 2014). The results form Time 1 showed that all 

learners negatively transferred their interpretations of negative polarity and negative 

quantifiers from Catalan, and that this was unrelated (or not clearly related to) dominance 

patterns. This result is argued to support the TPM, since Catalan would be the typologi-

cally closer language based on Rothman’s (e.g., 2015) ‘implicational hierarchy’ at the 

level of phonology (Puig-Mayenco, p. 158). At Time 2, in contrast, a higher number of 

double negative readings of Negative Quantifiers (CLI from Spanish) were noted, a trend 

which was significantly predicted by Spanish dominance. As proposed by the author, this 

result seems to suggest that the Spanish-dominant bilinguals were faster to overcome 

negative CLI from Catalan than Catalan-dominant bilinguals were. In addition, these data 

also seem to suggest that the role of individual variables, such as dominance, might be-

come more important at the later stages of L3 acquisition. This result also provides con-

firmation for the earlier suggestion by González Alonso & Rothman (2016, p. 6), who 

surmised that individual variables might cloud linguistically-motivated patterns of trans-

fer at the later stages of acquisition. 
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One complication in attempting to shed light on the role of language dominance 

is the circumstance that bilinguals’ dominance profiles are not clear-cut in themselves, 

meaning that a speaker cannot be proclaimed to be dominant in one language in all areas. 

In addition, dominance patterns can change depending on the domain of assessment or 

on the mode of communication (Birdsong, 2015; Kupisch and van de Weijer, 2015; 

Kupisch, 2019; Treffers-Daller, 2015). The issue of measuring and operationalizing lan-

guage dominance is not new (see, e.g., Grosjean 1998; or Flege, MacKay, & Piske, 2002, 

for earlier approaches) and, more recently, a number of approaches have been suggested 

(see, e.g., the contributions in Silva-Corvalán & Treffers-Daller, 2015). What recent ap-

proaches have in common is the focus on finding comparable measures in both the bilin-

guals’ first languages, rather than simply assuming monolingual-like competence in the 

majority language. Where approaches to measuring dominance differ, however, is the 

extent to which they measure dominance based on proficiency (either objective or self-

assessed), on aspects of exposure and use (Montrul, 2015; Unsworth, 2015; Treffers-Dal-

ler & Korybski, 2015), or combinations of these factors (e.g., Paradis & Nicoladis, 2007; 

Kupisch & van de Weijer, 2015; Lloyd-Smith et al., 2017).  

To be clear: The bilinguals in our sample are all German dominant in the sense 

that they converge more closely with monolingual speakers in German than in Italian (as 

shown in Studies II and IV). However, they differ with respect to how balanced they are, 

with some speakers converging closely with monolingual Italian speakers in Italian, as 

was shown in Study I for perceived accent. So, following the notion of dominance used 

in Lloyd-Smith et al. (2017), we use the term ‘dominance’ to refer to the degree to which 

individuals are dominant in the ML, since some speakers are more balanced than others. 

We calculate our dominance measure based on a selection of proficiency and use-related 

variables, including the proportion of use between German and Italian (see Table 4.3). As 

a proficiency measure, we use the receptive vocabulary measures that was introduced in 

Chapter 2 (Section 2.4.3).  

Related to L3 acquisition, the ‘dominance hypothesis’ (as we propose it) would 

predict 1) that CLI will occur most frequently from the structurally closer and dominant 

language, and 2) that the amount of CLI from the non-dominant language will be related 
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to proficiency in that language. These two predictions form the basis of our hypotheses, 

which we return to at the end of the following section. But first, a description of the gram-

matical phenomenon of investigation is in order. 

4.2.2 Embedded Wh-questions in Italian, German and English 

The feature of investigation is embedded wh-questions in L3 English, a phenomenon 

which patterns differently across the three languages. In particular, English patterns with 

German in avoiding post-verbal subjects (i.e., only the word order WH–S–V[+fin] is al-

lowed, contrary to Italian, which primarily allows WH–V[+fin]–S) but with Italian in dis-

playing VO (head-initial) word order in the VP, while German is an OV language (head-

final in the VP).  

Before moving to a detailed characterization of the syntax of embedded wh-ques-

tions in the three languages, a brief description of matrix wh-questions is in order. In all 

three languages, the rule often referred to as Subject-Verb-Inversion, which yields linear 

adjacency between the wh-phrase and the inflected verb, always applies in matrix wh-

questions (1a-c vs. 2a-c): 

 

(1)  a.  What has Mary bought? 

  b.  Was    hat                 Maria gekauft?   (German) 

       what   AUX.3SG     Mary buy-PTCP 

  c.  Cosa   ha              comprato Maria?  (Italian) 

      what   AUX.3SG    buy-PTCP  Mary 

      ‘What has Mary bought?’ 

(2)  a.  *What John has bought? 

  b.  *Was  Hans  hat  gekauft?  (German) 

                    what John    AUX.3SG    buy-PTCP 

  c.  *Cosa Gianni ha  comprato?  (Italian) 

       what John  AUX.3SG  buy-PTCP 

       ‘What has John bought?’ 
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In embedded contexts, in both English and German, adjacency between the wh-phrase 

and the inflected verb results in ungrammaticality (cf. 3,4a vs. 3,4b): 

   

(3)  a.  John asked me what Mary has bought. 

b.  Hans  hat     mich  gefragt, was  Maria gekauft hat. 

       John  AUX.IND.3SG me     ask-PTCP what Mary buy-PTCP AUX.3SG 

   ‘John asked me what Mary bought.’ 

 

(4)  a.  *John asked me what has Mary bought. 

  b.  *Hans hat        mich gefragt,   was     hat    Maria gekauft. 

      John  AUX.3SG me    ask-PTCP what    AUX..3SG Mary buy-PTCP 

   ‘John asked me what Mary bought.’ 

 

By contrast, adjacency of the wh-phrase and the inflected verb is the unmarked option in 

Italian (5a). On the other hand, its absence yields marginal sentences (5b) (Rizzi 1996, 

p. 80). 

 

(5)  a.  Maria non  sa        cosa  ha           comprato Gianni. 

        Mary NEG  knows what AUX.3SG  buy-PTCP  John 

  b.  ??Maria non sa        cosa Gianni ha  comprato. 

             Mary  NEG knows what John   AUX.3SG  buy-PTCP 

   ‘Mary doesn't know what John bought.’ 

 

With respect to the position of the Subject and the wh-phrase, English and German be-

have the same: While the wh-phrase must move to [Spec, CP] in both matrix and embed-

ded clauses, the finite verb (an auxiliary in examples (1a,b)) must move to C° in matrix 

contexts (thereby crossing the subject), but not in embedded contexts. English and Ger-

man matrix and embedded wh-questions are assigned the representations in (6) and (7) 

respectively. 
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(6) (English) 

 a.  [CP WHi [C' Auxj [TP Subj [T' tj [VP V ti ] ...]]] (matrix)  

 b.  [CP WHi [C' [TP Subj [T' Aux [VP V ti] ...]]]  (embedded) 

 

(7) (German) 

 a.  [CP WHi [C' Auxj [TP Subj [T' [VP ti V ] tj ]]]  (matrix) 

 b.  [CP WHi [C' [TP Subj [T' [VP ti V ] Aux ]]]  (embedded)  

 

In Italian, on the other hand, Subject-Verb-Inversion applies not only in matrix, but also 

in embedded wh-questions: both wh-phrase and verb (complex) end up in the C-domain, 

stranding the subject. Following Rizzi (2006), Italian matrix and embedded wh-questions 

are represented as in (8). 

 

(8) (Italian) 

 [CP2 WHi [C2' ...[CP1  [TP ... Aux [VP V ti]]j [C1' ...[SubjP Subj  tj]]]]]  

 (matrix and embedded)  

 

Importantly, in embedded wh-questions it is possible to see a difference in syntax also 

between English and Italian on the one hand, and German on the other. In both English 

and Italian, the VP is head-initial, thus displaying the word order VO (9a, 9c); German, 

on the other hand, has a head-final VP, yielding the order OV (9b). 

(9) a.  John doesn't know where Mary has [VP bought this book]. 

 b.  Hans weiß  nicht, wo     Maria [VP dieses Buch gekauft] hat. 

      John  knows NOT   where Mary this ACC   book buy-PTCP  AUX.3SG 

      ‘John doesn't know where Mary bought this book.’ 

 c.  Gianni non sa         dove    ha            [VP comprato questo libro] (Maria). 

      John    NOT knows where  AUX.3SG  buy-PTCP     this  book  Mary

     ‘John doesn't know where Mary bought this book.’ 
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The relevant properties of English matrix and embedded wh-questions in comparison to 

German and Italian are summarized in Table 4.1.   

Table 4.1 Syntactic properties of English matrix and embedded wh-questions in   

comparison to German and Italian 

 

To summarize, English embedded wh-questions display the same word order restrictions 

as German with respect to the CP in that there is no movement of the finite verb, but they 

pattern with Italian with respect to the VP in that they are head-initial. In other words, we 

could surmise that CLI from German will cause problems with respect to the word order 

within the VP, e.g., in the position of the direct object. Accordingly, one could predict 

that the following English structure could be accepted by speakers of German but never 

by speakers of Italian: 

 

(10) Carla wonders where John the fish buys. 

 

                                                 

31 The VO-vs-OV-difference is also present in main clauses, though not always visible on the surface. The 

point here is that in most embedded wh-questions this difference is visible on the surface. 

    English                  German Italian 

i. Matrix pre-verbal Subject N N N 

ii.  post-verbal Subject Y Y Y 

iii. Embedded pre-verbal Subject Y Y N 

iv.  post-verbal Subject N N Y 

v. Embedded31 V – O Y N Y 

vi. Embedded O –V N Y N 
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CLI from Italian into English, by contrast, might cause problems with regard to the adja-

cency requirement between wh-element and verb (complex). Accordingly, a sentence like 

the following could be accepted by speakers of Italian but never by speakers of German:  

 

(11) Lucy doesn’t know what has cooked Mark. 

 

The question of interest is therefore, which of these structures (or both) would be more 

readily accepted by early bilinguals with naturalistically-acquired knowledge of Italian 

and German. This leads us to the following research questions: 

RQ1 Which language(s) will serves as the source for syntactic CLI? 

RQ2 To which extent will CLI be related a) to lexical proficiency in Italian and German, 

or b) to our language dominance measure? 

RQ3 Will the patterns of CLI attested for syntax differ from those found in Study II for

 perceived global accent? 

To investigate these questions, we operationalize proficiency in Italian as the score from 

a vocabulary test (see Chapter 4.3.2), and dominance is measured using a score that is 

compiled from several use-related aspects described in Chapter 4.3.3. Syntactic CLI is 

measured using an acceptability judgement task. 

 Participants and methods 

The acceptability judgement task (AJT) tested the acquisition of embedded wh-questions 

in the bilinguals’ early-acquired languages, Italian, German, and in the L3 English. To 

this end, we constructed three different AJTs (the Italian AJT, the German AJT, and the 

English AJT), each containing 48 stimuli that tested CLI from the other two languages. 

The full sample of 21 bilinguals completed the three AJTs with at least one day between 

each language and, where possible, the interview was conducted in the target language 

with a native-speaker interviewer. Each AJT was also tested with monolingual controls 
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in each of the three test languages. In this paper, we focus exclusively on the results from 

the L3 English study; however, since we are also interested on whether the phenomenon 

had been acquired in the two L1s, we begin with a brief description of the study address-

ing the acquisition of wh-questions in Italian and German. The Italian study (Quaglia, 

Kupisch, & Lloyd-Smith, 2019) investigates whether Italian-German bilinguals show a 

higher rate of acceptance for embedded wh-questions with German word order, namely 

preverbal subjects (i.e., displaying the word order WH-S-V[+fin]-V[-fin]), than monolingual 

speakers of Italian. The main test conditions were designed based on the assumption that, 

in the domain of embedded wh-questions, the most vulnerable phenomenon for HSs of 

Italian would be the relative order of subject and verb (complex). CLI from German could 

thus manifest itself as a higher acceptance of embedded wh-questions lacking Subject-

Verb-Inversion, which results in a marginal structure in Italian (12a). Moreover, CLI from 

German (or English) might cause the bilingual participants to reject the unmarked struc-

ture in (12b). 

(12) a.  ??Gianni non  sa        cosa  Maria ha   detto. 

      Gianni NEG  knows what Mary  AUX.3SG say-PTCP  

 b.  Gianni non sa        cosa  ha       detto  Maria. 

        John  NEG knows what   AUX.3SG say-PTCP Mary 

  ‘John doesn't know what Mary said.’ 

 

The results from the Italian study indicated that the marginal structure in (12a) was 

accepted to the same degree by HSs as it was by monolinguals, suggesting that HSs are 

sensitive to the same fine distinctions as monolinguals are. (For example, when the verb 

was the copula essere, the structure was always rejected, both by the HS and by the mon-

olingual group). In contrast, the HSs rejected the unmarked structure in (12b) in a small 

but significant number of judgements, though this structure was almost always accepted 

by the controls. This might be explained as influence from German – or even from English 

– where Subject-Verb-Inversion does not occur in this syntactic context. In the German 

AJT, which tested potential CLI from English and Italian, the HSs performed at ceiling, 
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on par with the monolingual controls. Thus these results indicate a monolingual-like mas-

tery of the phenomenon in German, while a small amount of CLI from German was de-

tected for Italian. 

4.3.1 Participants  

For the L3 syntax study, we tested the same speakers as in Studies I and II, namely 21 

adult-aged HSs of Italian who grew up in southern Germany and were students at a South-

German university, for whom English was the third chronological language (see Section 

3.3.1 for details on these participants).32 In addition, we tested 32 monolingual control 

speakers of English, Italian, and German (in most cases, they were the same controls as 

for Study II). The monolingual control groups consisted of 10 monolingual German stu-

dents in their twenties, 12 monolingual Italian students and researchers based in Germany 

(mean age=23), and 10 monolingual English students and researchers (mean age=30) 

from Canada, the US, the UK, and Australia. Monolingualism was operationalized as the 

exposure to no more than one language before age 6. 

4.3.2 Lexical proficiency 

Receptive vocabulary knowledge in Italian and German was measured using the Yes/No 

vocabulary test described in Chapter 2, since vocabulary has been shown to correlate 

nicely with proficiency quite generally (e.g., Nation, 1990; Alderson, 2005;), as well as 

with specific skills (e.g., Meara, 1996; Gyllstad, 2007). The test required participants to 

identify 50 real words and 25 pseudowords. Since we have already reported on the pro-

cedure and the statistical results from this test (see Section 2.4.3), we restrict the discus-

sion of the test at this point to providing the reader with an overview of the bilinguals’ 

                                                 

32 The sample is slightly larger in this study as we have included two participants that we had to remove 

from Studies I and II (see FN 14). 
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relative proficiency in German and Italian. As illustrated in Figure 4.1, the bilinguals per-

formed at ceiling in the German vocabulary test (on par with the German monolinguals; 

M = 70.52, SD = 3.40), while their scores in the Italian test display a large degree of 

variation (M = 58.52, SD = 8.44). The Confidence Interval (CI) in the figure, indicated 

by the two horizontal lines of each bar, shows the estimated true population mean value 

range; for the German vocabulary test, this would be between 69 and 72, and for the 

Italian vocabulary test between 52 and 62.  

 

 

Figure 4.1  Group performance of the bilinguals on the Italian and German vocabulary 

yes/no tests. The graph shows the mean (circle in the middle of the bars) and the 95% 

confidence intervals (the vertical bars).  

4.3.3 The dominance score 

The dominance score was created by assigning scores to various aspects of language pro-

ficiency and use. This score follows a similar scoring system as outlined for the Italian 
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Use Score in Studies I and II (see Chapter 2, Table 2.3), but includes fewer variables.33 

Since proficiency in German was at ceiling for all participants, the dominance score fo-

cuses solely on Italian. To create the dominance score (outlined in Table 4.3), values were 

assigned to the following variables: 1) Age of onset in German: simultaneous bilingual-

ism = 0 points, successive bilingualism = 2 points (based on the assumption that simulta-

neous bilingualism equates to less exposure to the HL); 2) Proportion of daily Italian use: 

25% total use = 1 point, 50% total use = 2 points, 75% total use = 3 points; 3) Italian 

studies at school = 1 point; Italian studies at university = 1 point; and 4) mean self-as-

sessed proficiency in Italian for reading, writing, listening, and speaking: 6-6.9/9 = 1 

point; 7.0-7.9/9 = 2 points; 8-9/9 = 3 points. This resulted in each bilingual receiving a 

dominance score ranging from 1 to 12 (mean 6.6, SD = 2.8) that could be used as a con-

tinuous predictor in a regression model.  

Table 4.3  Information for dominance score in Italian (max score = 12) 

Category Type of question (max scores) 

1. Age of onset  Age of onset in German (2 points) 

2. Use Proportion of Italian use compared to German (3 points) 

Italian studies at university (1 point) 

Italian lessons at school (1 point) 

3. Preference Language preference (2 points) 

4. Self-rated proficiency Self-assessed proficiency in Italian for listening, reading, 

writing, and speaking (3 points) 

 

                                                 

33 The reason for using a simpler score (as opposed to the more detailed score introduced in Chapters 2 and 

3) was that we wished in this chapter to create a measure that better reflected language dominance patterns, 

rather than just language use. However, a follow-up analysis at the time of writing this thesis showed that 

both scores were highly correlated (r = 75, p < .0001), suggesting that the use of either variable (i.e., ‘IUS’ 

or ‘dominance’) will lead to similar results.  
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Perhaps unsurprisingly, the dominance score correlated with the scores on the Italian vo-

cabulary test at r = .440, p = .046, suggesting that both scores measured proficiency in a 

similar way. This is consistent with findings that suggest that objective measures of pro-

ficiency usually reflect exposure to the input (Unsworth, 2015; Kupisch, 2019). 

4.3.4 The acceptability judgement task 

The English AJT consisted of two main test conditions: The Italian Transfer Condition 

(ITC) displayed the unmarked word order of Italian (i.e., WH–V[+fin]–(V[–fin])–S), and the 

German Transfer Condition (GTC) displayed the linear word order of German (WH–S–

O– (V[–fin])– V[+fin]).
34   

Table 4.4  The test conditions (✗=ungrammatical; ✓=grammatical; C=context; T=target) 

Condition type 
Grammaticality 

English     Italian    German 

Examples 

Italian transfer 

condition (ITC) 

(n=12) 

✗ ✓ ✗ C. Mark is preparing a surprise dinner for Lucy. 

T. *Lucy doesn’t know what has cooked Mark. 

✓ ✗ ✓ C. Mark is preparing a surprise dinner for Lucy. 

T. Lucy doesn’t know what Mark has cooked. 

German transfer 

condition (GTC) 

(n=12) 

✗ ✗ ✓ C. Carla is envious of John's excellent fish soup. 

T. *Carla wonders where John the fish buys. 

✓ ✓ ✗ C. Carla is envious of John’s excellent fish soup. 

T. Carla wonders where John buys the fish. 

Controls and 

fillers  

(n=24) 

✓ ✓ ✓ C. The film has such a sad ending. 

T. I don’t know why the dog dies. 

✗ ✗ ✗ C. Lucy has a secret lover. 

T. *We don’t know Lucy who loves. 

                                                 

34
 We are aware of the potential asymmetry between two conditions with regards to syntactic complexity, 

in that while the ITC contains no complement/adjunct in the VP (WH–V[+fin]–(V[–fin])–S), the GTC contains 

an object in the VP (WH–S–O–(V[–fin]) V[+fin]). However, results from the pilot study suggest that the two 

conditions are accepted in comparable measure by L1 Italians and L1 Germans respectively, suggesting 

that syntactic complexity is not the only factor at play.  
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In addition to the ungrammatical sentences, the GTC and ITC contained sentences that 

were grammatical in English but ungrammatical in Italian or German. The control condi-

tion included six sentences that were grammatical in all three languages, and six sentences 

that were ungrammatical in all three languages (the control condition was expected to be 

easy for all participants). Finally, 12 fillers were used that consisted of matrix wh-ques-

tions (Table 4.4). The full list of stimuli is provided in Appendix E. 

Before implementing the experiment, the (un)grammaticality of the English sen-

tences was confirmed by five English native speakers. To assess the grammaticality con-

straints of the main test conditions, we relied on informal judgements from native German 

and Italian speakers.35  During the experiment, the 48 stimuli were presented acoustically 

on a headset (pre-recorded by a native speaker of the target language) in a timed, self-

directed experiment. The decision to use a receptive and auditory task was motivated by 

the suggestion that HSs may be disadvantaged by the written format when compared to 

monolinguals when doing a task in their HL (Montrul, 2010)36 and, at the same time, we 

hoped to encourage the use of implicit knowledge by using a speeded task (R. Ellis, 2005). 

To increase naturalness, the stimuli were embedded into context sentences (see Table 

4.2). During the experiment, the participants were instructed to listen and decide if the 

target sentence was acceptable (Yes/left mouse click) or unacceptable (No/right mouse 

click). If the participant clicked Yes, the experiment proceeded directly to the next item; 

if they clicked No, the sentence appeared on the screen and the participant provided a 

verbal correction (their responses were recorded by the system). Each experiment in-

cluded three practice items and the task took approximately 15 minutes to complete. The 

                                                 

35 We realise in retrospect that more thorough piloting at this stage could have prevented the issues with the 

GTC that we report in what follows. 

36 This may not concern their L3, but we wanted to use the same design in all languages. 
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AJT was scored by giving 1 point for accepting a grammatical and correcting an ungram-

matical sentence and 0 points for accepting or being unable to correct an ungrammatical 

sentence.  

 Results  

In the following section, the results from the English AJT are presented, followed by the 

results from regression analyses that were calculated in order to establish the predictive 

power of the two measures in Italian, the vocabulary score and dominance score, for CLI 

into English. 

4.4.1 Acceptability judgement results 

The descriptive statistics for the AJT are shown in Table 4.5, together with inferential 

pairwise contrasts between means on the three conditions. A visualization of the scores 

for each group is shown in Figure 4.2, with the total scores per condition on the y-axis, 

and the three conditions on the x-axis (see Section 4.3.4 for the scoring procedure). 

On a descriptive level, we see in Table 4.5 that the bilinguals accepted items from 

the ITC in 14.5% ratings, which was slightly less often than the L1 Italians (18.7%) but 

substantially more frequent than the L1 Germans (just 5.4% of rating). This would already 

seem to suggest CLI from Italian. For the GTC, we see that the bilinguals accepted the 

condition at a rate of 13.5%, comparable to the L1 German controls (11.6%). However, 

the GTC was also accepted by the L1 Italian speakers at a rate of 17.3%, suggesting that 

this condition was difficult for all non-native speakers.  The control condition displayed 

in the first column of Table 4.5 contains 12 fillers (as described in Section 4.3.4). 
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Table 4.5  Descriptive statistics for the AJT, with means with SD within parentheses, and 

pairwise contrasts with indications of statistical significance (. = p < .10, * = p < .05, 

** = p < .01, *** = p < .001.) 

Group Control  

condition 

(C)  Mean 

(SD)            

Mean (SD) 

German  

Transfer  

Condition 

(GTC) 

Mean (SD) 

Italian  

Transfer  

Condition 

(ITC) 

Mean (SD) 

Significant       

differences for 

pairwise         

contrasts 

English  

monolinguals 

(N=10) 

12.00 (0.00)     12.00 (0.00)    12.00 (0.00) 

 

C - GTC      n.s. 

C - ITC        n.s. 

GTC - ITC   n.s. 

German  

monolinguals 

(N=11) 

11.91 (0.30)      10.73 (1.42)    11.36 (1.29) C - GTC      * 

C - ITC        n.s. 

GTC - ITC   n.s. 

Italian  

monolinguals 

(N=12) 

11.33 (1.23)      9.92 (1.50)      9.75 (2.14) C - GTC      ** 

C - ITC        *** 

GTC - ITC   n.s. 

Bilinguals (N=21) 11.09 (1.76) 10.38 (1.83) 10.24 (1.81) C - GTC       . 
C - ITC        ** 

GTC - ITC   n.s. 
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Figure 4.2  Mean score by group on the conditions in the acceptability judgement task 

In order to analyse the results from the AJT, a mixed-design ANOVA (a.k.a. re-

peated-measures with a between subject factor) was performed. The between subject fac-

tor was group with four levels (Italian monolinguals, German monolinguals, English 

monolinguals, and Bilinguals). The within subject factor was transfer condition with three 

levels (ITC, GTC, and Control). The results of the ANOVA showed that there was a 

significant main effect of transfer condition (the within subjects factor) on AJT scores 

across the three groups, F(2, 100) = 11.51, p = < .001, 2

p   = .19. There was also a signif-

icant main effect for group (the between subjects factor) on AJT scores, F(3, 50) = 4.32, 

p = .009, 2

p  = .21. The interaction between the transfer condition and group, however, 

was not significant, F(6, 100) = 1.99, p = .073, 2

p  = .11. Since the interaction was not 

significant, we looked further at the main effects of transfer condition and group, respec-
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tively. For the effect of transfer condition, there was an overall significant difference be-

tween the control condition and both the ITC (p < .001) and the GTC (p < .001) condi-

tions, but no difference between the ITC and the GTC conditions (p = 1.00). A closer look 

at pairwise contrasts between conditions for each group (see Table 4.5) revealed that the 

L1 English group performed at ceiling across all conditions. The results from the L1 Ger-

man control group conformed to expectations in that they made significantly more errors 

on the GTC (German word order) than in the control conditions (p = .03) but there was 

no significant difference between the control and the ITC (i.e., they were not influenced 

by the Italian word order, unlike the L1 Italian control group). What muddies this picture 

a little is that the L1 Italian control group erroneously accepted the ITC and GTC at a 

similar rate. We will discuss possible reasons for this below. Nevertheless, we may make 

the following observation regarding the bilinguals: namely, they performed with striking 

similarity to the L1 Italians in that they display a significant difference between their 

performance on the control and the ITC condition, and marginally so between the control 

and the GTC, but no difference between the two test conditions themselves. Moreover, 

the L1 Italians and the bilinguals accepted the ITC significantly more frequently than the 

L1 German controls. Given these results, we would argue that CLI from Italian is a plau-

sible explanation for the performance of the bilinguals and the L1 Italian controls in the 

ITC. The extent to which CLI occurs from German occurred cannot be said with any 

certainty due to an issue with the reliability of several items, which were also accepted 

by L1 Italian speakers (we return to this point in Section 4.5.3). 

4.4.2 The role of proficiency and dominance for CLI 

The second step of analysis was concerned with the relationship between the bilinguals’ 

proficiency in Italian and the extent to which CLI occurred from Italian. As mentioned 

earlier, German proficiency was not included in this step of analysis because all partici-

pants were at ceiling. To pursue this question, we calculated the ability of the vocabulary 

test and the dominance score to predict the number of errors produced by the bilinguals 

in the ITC (dependent variable). First, a simple linear regression model was calculated to 

predict the number of errors produced by the bilinguals in the ITC based on the Italian 
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vocabulary score. A non-significant equation was found, F(1, 19) = .529, p = .476, with 

an R2 of .027, indicating no relation between the vocabulary score and the degree to which 

transfer from Italian occurred. Secondly, a simple linear regression was calculated to pre-

dict the number of errors produced by the bilinguals in the ITC based on their dominance 

score. Not surprisingly (since measures correlated with one another) a non-significant 

equation was found, F(1, 19) = .002, p = .961, with an R2 of .000. Finally, we calculated 

simple linear regressions for the GTC scores, again using the Italian vocabulary score as 

the predictor. Again, a non-significant equation was found neither using the vocabulary 

score, F(1, 19) = 2.212, p = .153, with an R2 of .104, nor using the dominance score as a 

predictor, F(1, 19) = .234, p = .634, with an R2 of .012. 

 Discussion  

This study aimed at identifying the main source of CLI in German-dominant HSs of Ital-

ian acquiring L3 English, while ascertaining whether proficiency in the HL predicts CLI 

from that language. In what follows, we discuss the results in light of the three research 

questions (RQs), then discuss the findings in light of the L3 transfer models and in light 

of the study’s limitations. 

4.5.1 Research questions 

RQ1 was concerned with the source of syntactic CLI in the participants’ judgements of 

embedded wh-questions in English following either the Italian or the German word order. 

Due to the reliability issues with the GTC (the German transfer condition), which was 

accepted at a similar rate by all non-native participants including the L1 Italian controls, 

we cannot comment on the occurrence of CLI from German (see Section 4.5.3 for discus-

sion). However, the bilinguals accepted items from the Italian transfer condition (ITC) 

significantly more often than L1 German controls did, which suggest that we can reliably 

interpret these results as CLI from Italian. As we will argue below, we think this speaks 

for the possibility that syntactic CLI occurs from both background languages. 
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 RQ2 was concerned with the role of ‘proficiency’ and ‘dominance’ in predicting 

syntactic CLI. Due to the limitations for the GTC, we were only able to examine the role 

of these variables for performance on the ITC. As evidenced by the regression analyses 

in the previous section, no effect of either variable could be found.37 However, it would 

be precipitous to make strong conclusions based on such a small sample of data, and we 

cannot rule out potential effects in a future study using a larger number of participants 

and test items. 

Finally, RQ3 was concerned with whether or not the patterns of CLI attested in the 

AJT would differ from those attested for perceived L3 accent in Study II. The first obser-

vation is that a much lower amount of syntactic CLI occurred overall than was the case 

for phonological CLI in Study II. This can be seen to the close-to-ceiling scores attained 

in the AJT, which suggest that the phenomenon of investigation had already been ac-

quired to quite a high level in most participants. Still, the results pattern with Study II in 

that CLI did not occur exclusively from German, the dominant and typologically-closer 

language. What differed from Study II was that we found no relationship between our 

dominance and proficiency measures and the occurrence of CLI from Italian. We return 

to this point below. 

4.5.2 Selective syntactic CLI 

As mentioned above, we would interpret our result as tentative evidence for selective 

syntactic CLI, despite the problems with the GTC. This is because we know from numer-

ous L3 studies with HSs based in Germany that ruling out CLI from German as the dom-

inant and typologically closer language would be implausible (see, e.g., Kupisch et al., 

2013; Gabriel et al., 2014; Siemund & Lechner, 2015; Lloyd-Smith et al., 2017; Hopp, 

2018, and also Study II from this thesis, who all found CLI predominantly from German). 

                                                 

37 Out of curiosity, a follow-up test was carried out using the ‘IUS’ score to see if it would behave differ-

ently to the ‘dominance score’. A correlation test (Kendall’s Tau for small datasets with tied ranks; Field 

2012, p. 225) between the variables ‘IUS’ and ‘times Italian transfer condition accepted’ rendered a non-

significant correlation (r = -.22, p = .12), suggesting that neither score related to CLI from Italian.  
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In fact, what is most surprising about our result is that CLI from the HL occurred in the 

first place, since this seems to stand in contrast with several other Germany-based studies 

with typologically distinct HLs and English as the L3, which found morphosyntactic CLI 

from German only. For example, Kupisch et al. (2013) found no CLI from the HL Turkish 

in the production of L3 English articles, and the same was shown for English articles in 

a study by Siemund and Lechner (2015) with Vietnamese, Russian, and Turkish HSs. 

Another example is provided by Hopp (2018), who investigated article and subject reali-

sation (to test transfer from Turkish) and V2 word order (to test transfer from German) in 

31 Turkish HS children in Germany. He collected data using two different methods, 

namely sentence repetition (to provide an insight into competence) and an oral production 

(as a reflection of performance). Hopp’s results showed no statistical difference between 

the HSs and monolingual German controls in their production of L3 English articles and 

subjects (both groups were close to ceiling, which was interpreted as positive transfer 

from German), while both groups had difficulty with word order and verb raising (inter-

preted as negative transfer from German). Based on the lack of difficulty with article and 

subject realisation, which would have been difficult for L1 Turkish speakers, these find-

ings are taken as evidence for transfer from German only.   

However, it could be argued, as per the popular aphorism, that absence of evidence 

is not evidence of absence. Instead, it may be that the bilinguals in the above studies had 

simply acquired these phenomena, especially given the fact they knew them from Ger-

man. In fact, if we take a closer look at Hopp’s (2018) study, the results do not seem to 

completely rule out the possibility of CLI from Turkish. The Turkish HSs achieved lower 

overall scores on article realisation in the sentence repetition task, and they also omitted 

a higher number of articles and subjects in the production task. Though this did not lead 

to a statistically significant difference between the bilingual and the monolingual groups, 

it seems fair to suggest that CLI from Turkish might indeed be at play. 

In fact, selective CLI has been found in two education-oriented studies that also 

used Italian-German learners of L3 English. The first is a study by Jessner (2006), who 

investigated the occurrence of facilitative CLI in L1 German/L2 Italian students acquiring 

English in Tyrol. In her investigation of students’ think aloud protocols, Jessner observed 
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strategies from German (23.5%) and Italian (23.5%) in the completion of three different 

tasks (p. 91), noting in particular that students drew on their L2 Italian in their use of 

cognates, and in their production of adverb placement and continuous aspect in English. 

However, it is possible that the introspective nature of the task encouraged participants to 

draw on their background languages in a more conscious way than what is aimed for in 

psycholinguistic research, which aims to tap into procedural knowledge and language 

competence. The second is Forsyth (2014), who investigated the written production of L1 

German/L2 Italian/L3 English and L1 Italian/L2 German/L3 English speakers, examining 

the treatment of commas before subordinate clauses (transfer from German) and the oc-

currence of pro-drop (transfer from Italian). Forsyth demonstrated influence from both 

Italian and German, regardless of the status as an L1 or L2.  

Viewing the results from the ITC, we see that some stimuli ‘worked better’ than 

others, meaning in this case that they were erroneously accepted at a high rate by speakers 

of Italian (but not by speakers of German). As illustrated in Table 4.6, there are two stim-

uli that stand out as having been accepted at very high rates by the L1 Italian and bilingual 

speakers, namely sentence 1 (accepted in over 60% of judgements) and Sentence 5 (ac-

cepted in over 40% of judgements). Both stimuli were almost always rejected by the L1 

German controls. Sentence 1 stands out as being the only stimulus to contain a copula 

and, as a result, actually reflects the grammatical word order of an English a matrix con-

struction (e.g., Where is John?). This was not the case for the other stimuli types. Also, if 

we consider the fact that Italian also uses inversion in both matrix and embedded ques-

tions, then this might explain the high plausibility of this sentence for speakers of Italian. 

In other words, Italian speakers may have accepted Sentence 1 based not only on the 

linear word order, but also on the fact that it seemed to pattern with a matrix clause, which 

would following the syntactic constraints of Italian. To test this idea further, a future ex-

periment could be designed that contains more examples of embedded structures that re-

flect the matrix word order of English such as, ‘I don’t know what did he do’.38  

                                                 

38 Thank you to Maria Ferin for these suggestions. 
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Table 4.6  ITC items and acceptance rate by speaker group 

 

 

Secondly, in the case of Sentence 5, which was accepted by both Italian-speaking 

groups in over 40% of judgements, it seems possible that its high acceptance is due to the 

use of preposition stranding, with ‘to’ appearing at the end of the sentence, rather than 

adjacent to its object. Since preposition stranding needs to be learned as something that 

is quite specific to English, its presence may have caused the participants to accept the 

stimulus regardless of word order. However, this would not explain why this was only 

the case for the L1 Italians and bilinguals, but not for the L1 Germans.  

Given the above discussion, it seems fitting to view our findings in light of pro-

posals made by Westergaard (2003, 2019) and Westergaard et al. (2017), who argue for 

the availability of both background languages across all stages of acquisition, and for 

property-by-property CLI motivated by abstract structural properties (see 4.2.1). In her 

(2003) study, Westergaard found evidence for V2-based micro-variation in L2 English at 

the early stages of acquisition depending on whether a long or short sentence initial ele-

ment was used in wh-questions. To illustrate, the sentence ‘Where the ball is?’ was found 

to be more acceptable in L2 English than ‘What colour the ball is?’. Similarly, 

Westergaard and Lohndal (2016) found that certain instances of V2 are more likely to be 

Bilinguals L1 Italians L1 Germans

Context Target

Times accepted 

(max = 21)    

and (%)

Times accepted 

(max = 12)    

and (%)

Times accepted 

(max = 10)    

and (%)

1 I found out something surprising. Maria doesn't know who is John. 12 (62%) 8 (66%) 1 (9%)

2 Mark is preparing a surprise 

dinner for Lucy.

Lucy doesn't know what has cooked 

Mark.

2 (15%) 1 (8 %) 0 (0%)

3 Lucy left this morning without 

telling anyone where she was 

going.

Julia doesn't know where has gone 

Lucy.

3 (19%) 4 (33%) 0 (0%)

4 The police officers asked Sarah 

when her husband left in the 

morning, but

Sarah doesn't know when left Chris. 0 (5%) 1 (8%) 0 (0%)

5 What are you thinking about? I'm wondering whom has talked 

John to.

8 (43%) 6 (50%) 1 (9%)

6 Luke had a football match 

yesterday, but

Steffi doesn't know how played 

Luke.

1 (10%) 1 (8%) 0 (0%)
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carried over into English than others. For example, ‘Peter plays always soccer’ was more 

likely to be accepted than, ‘Yesterday played Peter soccer’. These examples align nicely 

to the example from the current study, in which the Italian speakers accepted subject-verb 

inversion after the wh-element in cases where the copula is used, but not for full verbs.  

4.5.3 Limitations 

As mentioned earlier, one major limitation of the current study is the difficultly we faced 

with certain items from the GTC, which were accepted at highly frequent rates by all non-

native speakers, regardless of whether or not they spoke German. As we will point out 

below, this was true for two stimuli in particular. Specifically, items (13a) and (13b) were 

accepted at a rate of 42% and 75% by the L1 Italians, which suggests that they might have 

been acceptable to non-native speakers of English with little or no knowledge of German. 

In contrast, (14a) and (14b) were only accepted at a rate of just 8% and 17% by the L1 

Italians. 

(13) a. Mary doesn’t know how George yesterday sang. 

b. Lisa asks herself where Paul everyday goes. 

(14) a.  Mary doesn’t know where John the fish bought. 

b. No, I don't know when Steven home gets. 

  

This is interesting because the stimuli in (13) followed the pattern WH-Subj-AdvP-V, 

while stimuli in (14) containing objects and prepositional phrases (WH-Subj-Obj-V and  

WH-Subj-PP-V).39 The higher acceptance of (13) might well be a reflection of the rela-

tively higher degree of positional flexibility of adverbial phrases as compared to, e.g., 

objects and other arguments. Arguably, this might have made these stimuli more plausible 

for non-native English speakers quite generally. 

                                                 

39 Following standard generative analyses, we assume home to be a PP with an unpronounced preposition 

(i.e., to home). 
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 Alternatively, it may be that the L1 Italian speakers’ knowledge of German was 

higher than previously thought, since many of the L1 controls were academics resident in 

Germany at the time of participation. Unfortunately, we did not assess their German pro-

ficiency objectively, but instead only by means of self-ratings, which tended to be low to 

intermediate in most participants. As a result, we may, indeed, speculate about the poten-

tial influence of L2 German on L3 English in this case. This underscores the need to 

obtain L1 controls who do not know the other language. 

 A final point for improvement in a future study would be addition of reaction time 

data, which might provide insights into the implicit realm of grammar representations. 

 Conclusion 

This study set out to identify the source of CLI for syntactic transfer into the L3, and to 

relate the occurrence of CLI from Italian to proficiency and dominance. Based on the 

results of a yes/no vocabulary test, the bilinguals were at ceiling in German, while per-

formance in Italian ranged between individuals. We also considered the acquisition of 

embedded wh-questions in the HL, which was shown in Quaglia et al. (2019) to be mostly 

monolingual-like, albeit with some CLI from German. Syntactic CLI into L3 English was 

tested using an AJT containing stimuli that followed the linear word order or German or 

Italian. The results showed that the HSs erroneously accepted stimuli that followed the 

linear word order of both German and Italian at a similar rate (13.5% and 14.7% of rat-

ings). Some issues with the reliability of the German Transfer Condition were discussed, 

while the Italian Transfer Condition was deemed a reliable indicator of CLI – though 

some stimuli worked better than others. These limitations highlight the difficulty of cre-

ating stimuli that adhere to strict grammaticality criteria with mirrored conditions in three 

languages, while at the same time controlling for similar levels of syntactic complexity. 

Still, this should not distract from the fact that certain stimuli worked extremely well and, 

ideally, a future study could exploit these stimuli further, as suggested in Section 4.5. 

In summary, the results from this study question the notion of CLI from a single 

source, instead providing evidence for accounts that propagate the equal availability of 
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both syntactic systems at later stages of L3 acquisition (e.g., the LPM; Westergaard et al., 

2017). The expectation based on the results for Study II (accent in English) that CLI from 

Italian would occur in relation to proficiency in Italian was not borne out. Instead, CLI 

from Italian occurred in all speakers regardless of proficiency, suggesting that different 

mechanisms are at play for syntax as compared to phonology (see Chapter 6 for discus-

sion).  
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5 Study IV: Effects of HL use on lexical and 

morphosyntactic outcomes in Turkish40 

Abstract 

In heritage language (HL) bilingualism, recent work has focused on understanding the 

dynamic effects that different input types can have on heritage language development and 

outcomes (e.g., Bayram et al., 2017; Kupisch & Rothman, 2018; Polinsky, 2018; Putnam 

& Sanchez, 2013; Karayayla & Schmid, 2019). The underlying question is to what extent 

one’s individual experiences with the HL modulate HL development and its outcomes. 

Following this line of research, we provide evidence from two datasets of Turkish as a 

HL in Germany that attempts to identify the relative ability of various aspects of language 

experience (parental background, language use at home, time spent in the HL country, 

age of exposure to the societal majority language, and quality of HL use) to predict lexical 

and morphosyntactic performance in Turkish. The results for the first HS group (adoles-

cents) indicate that ‘parental language background’ was the strongest predictor of both 

lexical diversity and morphosyntactic complexity; for the second HS group (adults), 

‘Turkish use in the home’ and ‘Current Turkish use’ were the strongest predictors. We 

interpret these results as evidence for the variable of different types of input in shaping 

HL outcomes, highlighting the need for more systematic approaches to measuring and 

predicting the effects of input across domains of language. 

 

 

                                                 

40 An earlier version of this chapter is published as Lloyd-Smith, A., Iverson, M., & Bayram, F. (2020). 

The effects of heritage language experience on lexical and morphosyntactic outcomes. In F. Bayram (Ed.), 

Turkish as a Heritage Language. Studies in Bilingualism, 63–84. Amsterdam: John Benjamins. 

I wish to thank Jason Rothman and Tanja Kupisch for their valuable input into this paper. 
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 Introduction 

This study focuses on a new population of HSs, namely adolescent and adult-aged HSs 

of Turkish based in Munich and in Hamburg. The study aims to identify which aspects of 

HL input are most decisive for HL outcomes across two different domains, namely lexical 

and morphosyntactic complexity. 

 Background  

Heritage speaker (HS) bilinguals acquire their heritage language (HL) in the home context 

as (one of) their first language(s) in addition to the majority language of the larger society 

(ML). The ML is acquired either from birth alongside the HL, or later, often once the 

child enters kindergarten or school. Even though HSs acquire their HL from birth and are 

thus native speakers of the HL, it has often been pointed out that their grammars do not 

converge with those of monolingual speakers of the language (e.g., Kupisch and Roth-

man, 2016). In fact, formal linguistic HS research has ubiquitously documented differ-

ences between HSs and monolingual baselines (e.g., Kupisch, 2013; Pascual y Cabo & 

Rothman, 2012; Pires & Rothman, 2009; Putnam & Sánchez, 2013). Though some child-

aged HSs show similar paths of acquisition to monolinguals during early childhood (see, 

e.g., De Houwer, 1995; Meisel, 1986, 1989, 2011), and are comparable to monolingual 

native speakers in certain grammatical domains as adults (e.g., Kupisch et al., 2014a, 

Lein, Kupisch & van de Weijer, 2015), grammatical performance in the HL often differs 

from that of their monolingual counterparts (Benmamoun, Montrul & Polinsky, 2013; 

Kupisch & Rothman, 2018; Montrul 2008, 2016; Polinsky, 2018). Equally true is the fact 

that individual HSs often differ significantly from one another on an individual level 

(Kupisch et al., 2014b), and also between HL groups from different geographical settings 

(e.g., Spanish as a HL in the US as compared to Canada and Holland; see, for instance, 

van Suchtelen, 2014; van Osch & Sleeman, 2016).  
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More recently, there has been strong consensus across linguistic paradigms that 

HL development largely reflects opportunities for engagement with the HL (e.g., Un-

sworth, 2016; Rothman & Chomsky, 2018; Zyzik, 2009). Accordingly, there has been an 

increase in work that has focused on understanding the dynamic effects that different 

input types can have on HL outcomes (e.g., Bayram et al., 2017; Kupisch & Rothman, 

2018; Polinsky, 2018; Putnam & Sanchez, 2013; Karayayla & Schmid, 2019). Following 

this line of research, this final chapter takes a fresh look at two datasets of HL Turkish in 

Germany across two different age groups, namely late childhood/adolescence (10-16 year 

olds), and adults (20-41 year olds). The aim is to identify the relative ability of certain 

types of HL use (including parental background, language use at home, time spent in the 

HL country, AoO in the societal majority language, and quality of HL use) to predict 

morphological and lexical proficiency in Turkish. Since these datasets were gathered by 

different researchers under different circumstances, the aim is not to compare them, but 

rather to investigate the extent to which experience-based outcomes are valid across all 

age groups.  

5.2.1 Explaining heritage language outcomes 

Currently, there are three main theoretical approaches to describing HL outcomes. The 

first is the notion of incomplete acquisition or arrested development, which essentially 

claims that HL development tapers off over the course of time, eventually falling behind 

standard monolingual development due to reduced input (Montrul, 2008, 2016). This is 

claimed to occur due to a shift in language dominance and use that coincides with school 

entry and with a decrease in exposure to the home language. Parts of the HL grammar are 

claimed to not fully develop, thus seeming incomplete in adulthood as compared to the 

monolingual variety. A second proposal focuses on individual attrition; that is, the loss 

of competence in previously-acquired grammatical properties in childhood as observed 

in adult HL outcomes (e.g., Polinsky, 2011, 2018). Thirdly, Putnam and Sánchez (2013) 

suggest that observed HL outcomes do reflect a complete yet alternative path of develop-

ment, and differences from the baseline are explained as the natural consequence of 
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unique potential for feature assembly. Essentially, this approach proposes that represen-

tations in the HL are on a dynamic path that can be monolingual-like in their nature, but 

which may change with increased exposure to and use of the majority language. Their 

approach provides a testable formalism for how HS-to-monolingual differences can ob-

tain, while preserving the view that ultimate grammars are in fact complete, albeit differ-

ent. In the same vein, the Missing Input Competence Divergence (MICD) hypothesis (e.g., 

Pires & Rothman, 2009; Pascual y Cabo & Rothman, 2012) maintains that HS grammars 

are complete ones that primarily, although not exclusively, reflect differences in oppor-

tunities for convergence to monolingual-like levels. The common link between these ap-

proaches is that they all testify to missing/reduced input. However, there is still much 

work to be done on examining what makes HL input so different, and also on identifying 

whether or not there are specific times during which HSs’ grammars are vulnerable.  

Examples of input-related outcomes in bilingualism are well documented in the 

literature. Effects of input quantity, often operationalized as the amount of parental input, 

have been shown, for example, by correlations between the amount of parental input and 

language use by their children (de Houwer, 2007), the amount of code-mixing they en-

gage in (Genesee, Nicoladis & Paradis 1995; Nicoladis & Genesee, 1997), measures of 

language proficiency, and the degree of bilingual cognitive advantages (e.g., Luk & Bi-

alystok, 2013). It is also known that bilinguals receive a different quality of input from 

their parents, who themselves often exhibit differences to the baseline varieties spoken in 

their heritage countries (e.g., Sorace, 2004; Rothman, 2007). Effects of attrited parental 

input have been found, for example, for VOT in Russian (Brehmer & Kurbangulova, 

2017), nominal word formation morphology in Turkish (Karayayla, 2018) and Spanish 

dative experiencer verbs (Pascual y Cabo, 2013, 2018). Input quality has also been exam-

ined from the viewpoint of what literacy in the HL provides (e.g., Bayram et al., 2017). 

Finally, mirror-image studies that compare groups of early bilinguals with the same lan-

guage combinations but in different countries (e.g., Italian as HL in Germany vs. Italian 

as dominant language in Italy) provide compelling evidence of experience-related effects 

on HL outcomes. In a number of studies it has been shown that early bilinguals perform 

in a monolingual-like manner in their dominant language, with large amounts of individ-
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ual variation in their HL (e.g., Bianchi, 2013; Kupisch 2012, 2014a). Comparison of dif-

ferent groups of heritage speakers suggest that diverging inter-group results might be re-

lated to opportunities for engagement with the HL at school (Kupisch & Rothman, 2018).  

Naturally, the claim is not that HL outcomes are shaped through input or experi-

ence alone. The abstract rules underlying heritage grammars go beyond what these speak-

ers hear in the input, just as is the case for monolinguals (see, for instance Berwick et al., 

2011, for a discussion on the Poverty of the Stimulus debate). Processes such as CLI, 

acceleration, delay, and attrition are acknowledged as important factors, among others, in 

shaping HL development. It is also undisputed that the effects of input are modulated by 

various other factors, including so-called individual differences. For example, parents’ 

proficiency in the HL (Chondrongianni & Marinis, 2011), parental attitudes towards lan-

guage use (Nesteruk, 2010) and the family’s socio-economic status (Alba et al., 2002) all 

have effects on HL outcomes to differing degrees. Nonetheless, research tends to con-

verge on the observation that input remains the strongest factor. In fact, a recent study by 

Tao, Cai & Gollan (2019) found that input mattered most even when controlling for pa-

rental proficiency, attitudes, and socio-economic status. Thus, while ascertaining the 

modulating effect of individual variables is of great value for understanding individual 

outcomes, engagement with the target language remains the single most important con-

dition for acquisition to occur in the first place. This is true for monolingual L1 acquisition 

(see, e.g., Dąbrowska, 1997, 2012 for input effects in monolingual L1 speakers), but ar-

guably even truer for HSs who get vastly different amounts of exposure to their HL and 

do not have the same number of opportunities for equalization as tend to be provided by 

the monolingual experience.   

The challenge of measuring HL experience was mentioned in Chapter 2 (and see 

Unsworth, 2019, for an overview and discussion). Deciding which approach to take de-

pends primarily on the participants and the research question, and there can arguably be 

no one size fits all measure of bilingual experience. For example, the questionnaire used 

in Chapters 1-3 of this thesis (see Appendix B) was tailored to the specific needs of the 
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HSs it was used with. For the current chapter, in contrast, we necessarily rely on the ac-

companying background data that was available for these datasets, and use this to target 

different aspects of HL use.  

Based on the above discussion, the following research questions are proposed: 

RQ1  To which extent does HL use predict a) morphological and b) lexical 

outcomes in Turkish as a HL? 

RQ2  To which extent does this differ for adolescent as compared to 

  adult-aged speakers? 

We apply these questions to two existing datasets that have been used in several publica-

tions in the literature on Turkish as a HL in Germany, with adolescent HSs (collected in 

Hamburg between 2010–2011) and adult HSs (collected in Munich between 2010–2012). 

These two datasets were chosen because: (a) they both involve Turkish as a HL in Ger-

many, (b) they cover a large range of ages at testing (10–40 year olds), (c) and they are 

accompanied by demographic and language-use details from which we could derive 

scores for input-related variables. These input-related variables differ between the two 

datasets and are described in more detail in Sections 5.3.3 and 5.3.4. 

 Participants and methods 

Since the procedures for measuring lexical diversity and morphosyntactic complexity 

were the same for both groups of participants, we will first explain how we calculated 

these measures.  

5.3.1 Lexical diversity 

Lexical proficiency was chosen for this study because it is viewed as a reliable indicator 

of proficiency quite generally (e.g., Alderson, 2005), and has been shown to correlate 
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with multiple grammatical skills (e.g., Daller, Van Hout & Treffers-Daller, 2003; Gyll-

stad, 2007; Meara, 1996, p. 37; see also Section 2.4.3). Since the data were pre-existing, 

we decided to calculate a type-token ratio (TTR) to measure of lexical diversity, which 

involves dividing the total number of types (different forms in text) by the number of 

tokens (total number of words). One disadvantage to this approach is said to be the high 

degree of sensitivity to text length, with longer texts rendering lower ratios than shorter 

texts (Schmitt 2010, p. 213). A score that was developed to overcome the issue of text 

length (though see McCarthy & Jarvis, 2007 for evidence to the contrary) is the VocD 

score (McKee, Malvern & Richards, 2000), which takes an averaged type-token ratio 

from 100 randomly-selected samples of 36 words. Since we were interested in comparing 

the measures, we calculate lexical diversity scores using both scores. 41 

To calculate the VocD scores, we used the online software ‘Textinspector’, de-

veloped by McKee et al. (2000) which is available on http://textinspector.com. The ad-

vantage of using a VocD score was that it allowed us to calculate a TTR using the entirety 

of the text, regardless of length. In contrast, the TTR was calculated using subsamples of 

the transcribed interviews: namely 500 words for the Hamburg speakers and 200 words 

for the Munich speakers. This length was determined by the total number of words avail-

able in the shortest transcript for each group, which was shorter for the Munich than for 

the Hamburg group due to the methodology of data collection (picture descriptions in-

stead of naturalistic speech). The samples were selected from the middle section of the 

transcript based on the observation that participants often needed a while to ‘open up’ to 

                                                 

41 It is acknowledged that others have criticised the purely quantitative nature of type-token ratios, 

including the VocD score, proposing instead scores that reflect qualitative aspects such as word 

frequency or level of vocabulary used (e.g., Laufer & Nation, 1995). Daller et al. (2003) argued 

to this effect in their study on lexical diversity in early German-Turkish bilinguals. They proposed 

the ‘Giraud advanced’ score, which takes the square root of the type-token ratio (analogue to the 

traditional ‘index of Giraud’) and combines this with the level of vocabulary (which they classify 

binarily as either ‘basic’ or ‘advanced’). This approach was not deemed feasible for the current 

data since, as pointed out by Daller et al. (2003), spontaneous production is likely to generate 

vocabulary that stems from the lower frequency bands in any case, meaning that is arguably less-

suited to a frequency-based analysis. 
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the interviewer. Before being submitted to the above analyses, both datasets were filtered 

for proper nouns, non-Turkish words, repetitions, and disfluency markers. 

5.3.2 Morphosyntactic complexity 

Before calculating the morphosyntactic complexity measure, both datasets were again 

filtered for proper nouns, non-Turkish words, repetitions, and disfluency markers. Next, 

they were coded for morphosyntactic structures (embedded clauses such as noun clauses, 

adverbial clauses, relative clauses) following the procedures defined in Ege, Acarlar and 

Güleryüz (1998).  

As an alternative to MLU (mean length of utterance, Brown, 1973), which is a com-

mon measure of morphosyntactic complexity, we elected to use inter-clausal density – 

i.e., the proportion of embedded clauses to independent clauses produced, which is said 

to offer a more reliable alternatively to MLU in older age groups (Nippold, 1993; 

Mimeau, Plourde, Ouellet, & Dionne, 2015; Scott, 2004; Scott & Stokes, 1995). Turkish 

is an agglutinating language with an rich morphological system. This means that Turkish 

has both dedicated morphemes signifying complex clause structures (i.e., relative, noun 

and adverbial clauses), as well as less-complex structures typically handled by morphol-

ogy agreement in non-agglutinative languages (e.g., nominal plural marking). Previous 

research has shown that monolingual Turkish children start using nonfinite nominalized 

verb forms (corresponding to clause structures) as early as preschool age (Aksu-Koç, 

1994; Ketrez, 1999; Xanthos et al., 2011). Since we focus on adolescents and adults, we 

use clausal density as a measure of morphosyntactic complexity. In Turkish, embedded 

clauses can be finite and non-finite, and only the non-finite ones are marked with a spe-

cific morpheme, such as -an for subject relative clauses, -nde and -ken for adverbial 

clauses of time, and -se for conditional clauses, etc. When they are finite they are struc-

turally like any other ‘simple’ sentence, and are linked to the main clause with a linking 
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word such as cünkü (because), o zaman (then), etc.42 In this paper, we calculate clausal 

density by focusing on non-finite clauses that are marked with a designated morpheme. 

This shows that the individual’s grammar has the required morphosyntactic representa-

tions to create the link between the embedded clause and the matrix clause. Participants' 

use of non-finite embedded clauses are illustrated in the following examples. Embedded 

clauses are shown in brackets with suffixes italicized and capitalized. Designated mor-

phemes are capitalized. 

(1) TU05GOK (HS in the Hamburg group) 

Bütün kültür-ler-i tanı-MAK iste-DİĞ-im için bana çok dar gel-iyor. 

All culture-PLU-ACC know-N.CL want-ADV.CL-1SG me very small/narrow come-PRO 

‘It feels very narrow to me because I want to know about all the cultures.’ 

 

(2) TU23SAN (HS in the Hamburg group) 

Zor-luk çek-TİĞ-im-i hatırla-mı-yor-um. 

Difficult-DER experience-N.CL-1SG-ACC remember-NEG-POSS-1SG. 

‘I don’t remember experiencing any difficulty.’ 

 

(3) HS03 (HS in the Munich group) 

Oğlan at-ın üst-ü-ne bin-İP ağaç-ta deliğ-e bak-ıyor. 

Boy horse-GEN top-POSS-DAT mount-ADV.CL tree-LOC hole-DAT look-PRO 

‘The boy is looking into the hole in the tree after getting on the horse.’ 

 

(4) HS10 (HS in the Munich group) 

Şimdi de oğlan bağır-ırKEN delik-te, bir tane tavşan çık-ıyor delik-ten. 

Now too boy scream-ADV.CL hole-DAT one piece rabbit exit-PRO hole-ABL 

‘Now while the boy is screaming into the hole, a rabbit comes out of the hole.’ 

                                                 

42 For a detailed analysis on complementation/subordination strategies in Turkish, see, for instance, Kornfilt 

(1997). 
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The utterances and morphemes in each sample were defined and computed as in 

Ege, Acarlar and Güleryüz (1998, pp. 31-32). Utterances are defined as follows: (a) a 

group of words count as one utterance when there is an observable final pause signified 

by intonation, (b) half-finished utterances do not count, (c) a sentence consisting of two 

individual clauses divided by and, because, or then counts as two individual utterances 

and (d) a sentence with embedded clauses counts as one utterance. In defining mor-

phemes, productive use is taken into account based on accurate and appropriate use. The 

data was automatically parsed using the Turkish morphological parser within TS Corpus 

(Sezer & Sever Sezer, 2013), the largest online and publicly-available morphologically-

annotated corpus of Turkish. Each parsed morphological unit signifying complex clausal 

structures (noun clause, adverbial clause, relative clause) was then manually checked and 

corrected when necessary. 

5.3.3 Hamburg Study  

The data used for the Hamburg Study was taken from the Türkisch, Englisch, Deutsch bei 

Herkunftssprechern (TEDH) corpus, which was collected in Hamburg, North Germany 

by Prof. Dr. Tanja Kupisch and her workgroup (Kupisch, Stangen & Zielke, 2012). The 

corpus contains interviews with 25 HSs of Turkish ranging from ages 14–42 year on the 

topics relating to family background and language use. The semi-structured interviews 

were conducted in Turkish by Turkish native speakers and were approximately 20 

minutes in length. For the current study, we used a subsample of 20 HSs (mean age = 

26.9; range = 20–40), thereby excluding the younger speakers. The majority of the bilin-

gual participants (n = 17) were born in Hamburg. Their parents were first generation im-

migrants to Germany born in Turkey, and thus all participants were exposed to Turkish 

from birth, with Turkish being the dominant language at home while growing up. The 

participants’ first intensive contact with German ranged from 0–9 years, usually coincid-

ing with entrance into kindergarten or school (mean = 3.5 years; SD = 2.23). As is typi-

cally the case for HSs, some (n = 8) reported using more German after age 6 when they 

started school, and all were German dominant at the time of testing based on self-assess-

ments. Over half (n = 13) said they used more German than Turkish on a daily basis, 
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while others (n = 8) reported using both languages equally. They were relatively homo-

geneous in terms of their academic and professional backgrounds; almost all (n = 19) had 

the German Abitur (university entrance) and were studying or had a university degree (n 

= 18).  

Next, we quantified the bilingual participants’ use of Turkish using the ‘Turkish 

Use Score’ (henceforth TUS) developed by Lloyd-Smith, Gyllstad & Kupisch for the 

same group of participants in their (2017) study on L3 accent, and expanded on in 

Kupisch et al. (2020). The TUS was developed by attributing weighted scores to various 

aspects of use as reported in the questionnaire, as shown in Table 5.1. (A similar proce-

dure used to calculate the Italian Use Score presented in Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis). 

As shown in Table 5.1, language use was grouped into the following four categories. 

These were 1) Turkish use at home during childhood, which included parents’ own lan-

guages and the language(s) spoken by the HS with their parents and siblings; 2) Quality 

of Turkish use, including the number of years of Turkish schooling (in Turkey or in Ger-

many, including afternoon schools) and types of contact with the language; 3) Current 

language use, which included relative language use overall/at work/university/in their 

spare time, and number of conversation partners; and 4) Time spent in Turkey, i.e., the 

number of visits to Turkey in the past 5 years and their duration. Though not part of the 

TUS, ‘age of first intensive contact with German’ was used as a fifth measure of language 

use, since the age of first intensive contact with the majority language usually goes hand-

in-hand with a dominance shift, and less exposure to the HL. These scores were used as 

predictors in regression modelling, the results of which are reported on in the following 

section. 
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Table 5.1  Input and use-related variables and weighted scores for the Hamburg group 
 

Types of use Scoring 

  
  
T

 u
se

 a
t 

h
o

m
e 

 

Mother's L 

1 pt. = Turkish                                                                                                              

0.5 pts. = German and Turkish                                                                     

0 pts. = German  

L with Mother 

Father's L 

L with Father 

L between parents 

L among siblings 

L at home after age 6  

  
 Q

u
al

it
y

 o
f 

T
 u

se
 Turkish schooling 

2 pts. > 4 years Turkish schooling (in Ger-

many or Turkey)                                         

1 pt. = 1-3 years of Turkish schooling                                            

0 pts. = No formal training 

Types of contact with T 

3 pts.= Listening/speaking/reading/writing 

2 pts. = One of the four types missing 

1 pt. = Only listening/speaking 

 

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  
C

u
rr

en
t 

T
 u

se
 

Relative use of T vs. G 

3 pts. = 100% Turkish                                                                                

2.5 pts. = 75%Turkish/25% German                                                              

2 pts. = 50% Turkish/50% German                                                                

1 pt. = 25% Turkish/75% German                      

0 pts. = 100% German 

T at work / school 1 pt. = Turkish used 

0 pts. = No Turkish used  

 

0 

T during spare time 

No. of people T is spo-

ken with 

1 pt. > 10 people, 0.5 pts. < 10 people,      

0 pts. = 0 people 

Relationship to people 

speaking T with 

1 pt. = Family/friends/relatives + class-

mates/colleagues                                  

0 pts. = Family/friends/relatives 

 

T
im

e 
sp

en
t 

in
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

T
u

rk
ey

 

No. of years in Turkey 2 pts. > 3 years, 1 pt. > 1 year, 0 pts.= 0 

 

No. of visits in Turkey 

(past 5 years) 

2 pts. = More than twice per year           

1.5 pts. = 1-2 times per year                        

1 pt. = Once per year                                

0.5 pts. = Once or twice in 5 years            

0 pts. = Never 
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5.3.4 Munich Study 

The data used for the Munich Study consisted of spoken production data elicited 

from 24 adolescent HSs of Turkish in Germany (mean age = 12.8, range = 10-16 years) 

using the Frog Story (Mayer, 1969). The data stems from an earlier study by Bayram 

(2013). All participants were enrolled in the Hauptschule (a five-year upper elementary 

school in the German system) in Munich. Since the data was not originally collected with 

this purpose in mind, fewer background variables were available for the quantification of 

HL input and use as compared to the Hamburg data. These variables were scored in three 

different categories. The first was ‘age of entry into German kindergarten/school’ (range 

= 3-5 years, M = 3.41, SD = .71).43 The second category was HL literacy engagement. 

This included literacy experience in the HL itself (half of the bilinguals had attended 

Turkish schools in Germany and/or Turkey for at least some years), but also a score for 

‘Transfer from German’, which refers to participants reporting that they could read and 

write in Turkish, but only because they know how to read and write in German. The third 

point was ‘parental language background’, i.e., both parents first generation Turkish (n = 

13), one parent first generation Turkish (n = 5), both parents second generation Turkish 

(n=4), or only one Turkish parent (n = 2). Two of the 24 participants had moved from 

Turkey to Germany as small children (at the age of 4); the rest were born in Germany. 

The two participants who had just one Turkish parent spoke Turkish at home with their 

Turkish parent and other Turkish relatives. The scoring procedure for these variables is 

displayed in Table 5.2 (and see Table 5.6 for descriptive scores). 

 

 

 

                                                 

43 By including ‘age of entry into kindergarten’, is acknowledged that it is not ideal to mix what is effec-

tively ‘age of onset’ in German with language use variables. However, it is arguably the case that those 

with a later onset to German had prolonged and more intensive exposure to Turkish than those who started 

kindergarten earlier. 
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Table 5.2  Language use variables for Munich group 

Language use 

variables 

Subgroups Scoring 

Age of onset of ex-

posure to German 

Age 3 

Age 4 

Age 5 

1 

2 

3 

HL Literacy 

engagement 

None 

Transfer from German44 

Training within home 

Attendance to Sunday schools 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Parental 

background 

Only one parent Turkish 

Both born in Germany 

Only father born in Turkey 

Only mother born in Turkey 

Both from Turkey 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

 

 Results  

The results for each study are reported separately, starting with the Hamburg data and 

finishing with the Munich data. First, we present descriptive statistics for each dataset, 

and then correlational analyses that are used to identify potential relationships between 

the variables. Next, several multiple regression models are performed using R-Studio 

(RStudio Team, 2018) that attempt to identify the relative ability of the individual TUS 

                                                 

44 As explained in the paragraph above, this refers to the idea that literacy skills were transferred to German, 

rather than having been learned explicitly in Turkish. 
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subcomponents to predict grammatical outcomes as measured by the TTR, VocD, and 

MSC scores. 

5.4.1 Results for the Hamburg Study 

The means, standard deviations, and ranges for TTR, MSC, VocD scores, and the lan-

guage use measures for the Hamburg Study are presented in Table 5.3. 

Table 5.3  Descriptive statistics for TTR, VocD, MSC scores & language use measures 

(Hamburg Study)  

  N Range Minimum Maximum Mean SD 

Complexity measures 

TTR 20 15.00 43.00 58.00 52.40 4.07 

VocD 20 113.47 86.53 200 153.67 31.00 

MSC 20 53.32 7.87 61.19 25.54 15.60 

Language use measures 

Tu use at home 20 5.00 3.00 7.00 5,675 1.10 

Quality of Tu use 20 4.00 1.00 4.00 3.05 1.02 

Current Tu use 20 5.50 0.00 5.50 2.95 1.49 

Time spent in 

Turkey 

20 2.50 0.00 2.50 1.20 0.60 

Valid N (listwise) 20           

 

To provide an initial impression of the data, we report on correlations between the 

subcomponents of Turkish Use and the TRR, VocD score, and MSC (see Table 5.4 for 

correlation coefficients, calculated using Pearson’s r). As shown in Table 5.4, the strong-

est correlations were found for the lexical measures (first the TTR, followed by the VocD 

score). In particular, TTR correlates strongly with the overall TUS (r = .67, p <.01), and 

with the subscore ‘Turkish use at home’ (r = .71, p < .0001). The VocD score correlates 

strongly with Turkish use at home (r = .63, p < .001), and moderately with Current Turkish 
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use and with the overall TUS (r = .55, p < .01). Finally, the MSC score correlates moder-

ately with ‘TUS’ and Current Turkish use.  To sum up, these correlations suggest prelim-

inary (not necessarily causal) relationships between Turkish use as a general measure and 

all three grammaticality measures – but more so for vocabulary than for morphosyntax. 

In addition, the subcomponents of the TUS score that seems to carry the most weight are 

‘Turkish use at home’ and ‘Current Turkish use.’ The variables ‘Quality’ and ‘Time spent 

in Turkey’ – at least as they were measured here – do not show up any correlations. 

 

To test the strength of these relationships when pitted against each other in a re-

gression model,45 we next entered the four subcomponents (‘Turkish use at home’, ‘Qual-

ity of Turkish use’, ‘Time spent in Turkey’, and ‘Current Turkish use’) as fixed effects 

into three separate multiple regression models (one for each outcome variable). The over-

all model significance, R² and adjusted R² values are displayed in t Table 5.5, (and see 

                                                 

45 Before carrying out regression analyses, we controlled for collinearity of the language use measures in 

Table 5.1 (Turkish use at home, Quality of Turkish use, Time spent in Turkey, First contact with German) 

using the collin.fnc function from the languageR package (Baayen, 2008, p. 200). Medium collinearity with 

a condition value of 17.38 was found, which suggests these variables are correlated, but not severely. Fol-

lowing Baayen (2008), condition values that fall between 0 and 6 are regarded as evidence for no colline-

arity, while values falling around 15 are regarded as medium collinearity and values at 30 or above are 

regarded as potentially harmful collinearity.  

Table 5.4  Correlation coefficients (Pearson) for Hamburg Study  

Turkish Use Score TTR 

VocD-

score 

Morphosyntacic 

complexity 

TUS (Overall) .67** .55* .47* 

Tu use at home .71*** .63** .30 

Quality of Tu use .32 .06 .03 

Time spent in Turkey .53 .08 .05 

Current Tu use .54* .54* .50* 

*p<.05, **p <.01, ***p<.001, two-tailed     
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Appendix G for model specifications). Model 1 specified ‘TTR’ as a dependent variable. 

The overall model was highly significant (p < .005), with a remarkably high r² value of 

70.4%. As for the individual predictors, ‘Turkish use at home’ and ‘Current Turkish use’ 

are significant, while the other two components are not, confirming the trends identified 

in the correlation analyses. 

Table 5.5  R2, Adjusted R2 values and unstandardized regression coefficients (b) for de-

pendent variables TTR, VocD, and MSC 

Model       

(dependent 

variable) 

R2 

(adjusted) 

T use at 

Home b 

Quality of T 

Use b 

Current T 

Use b 

Time in 

Turkey b 

1 (TTR) .704 (.625) .015* -.009 .017** .013 

2 (VocD) .583 (.472) 11.795* -10.398 12.865* -3.781 

3 (MSC) .168 (-.05) -1.559 .878 7.694 1.608 

*p<.05, **p <.01, ***p<.001 

 

Model 2 specified the VocD score as a numerical dependent variable, and was highly 

significant (p = .007), with an r² value of 58%. As with the TTR, the components ‘Turkish 

use at home’ and ‘Current Turkish use’ turned out to be significant (β = 11.79, SE = 5.252, 

t = 2.246, p = .04 and β = 12.865, SE = 5.200, t = 2.474, p = .02), while none of the other 

predictors reached significance. Finally, Model 3 specified the MSC score as dependent 

variable. The model did not reach significance (p = .566), as did none of the individual 

predictors (the third line of Table 5.5).  

In summary, the strongest relationships were found between the predictors ‘Current 

Turkish use’ / ‘Turkish use at home’ and the TTR. The VocD score was also predicted 

well by these variables, but the relationships were not as strong as they were for the TTR 

(we return to this point in the discussion). No significant predictors of morphosyntactic 

complexity were found, suggesting the morphosyntactic data in the adult population 

might be explained by different variables. 
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5.4.2 Results for the Munich study  

Next, we report the results for the Munich data. The means, standard deviations, and 

ranges for the TTR, MSC, and VocD scores, as well as the language use measures, are 

presented in Table 5.6. 

As with the Hamburg data, we performed correlations for the Munich data to iden-

tify possible relationships between the variables (in all cases, Spearman’s r for non-para-

metric data). As shown in Table 5.7, the overall TUS score correlated significantly with 

both vocabulary measures (and, once again, slightly better with the TTR). As for the three 

TUS components, the ‘parents’ language background’ correlated with all three measures, 

while neither ‘literacy’ nor ‘age of entry into kindergarten’ were significant. 

Table 5.6  Descriptive statistics for TTR and MSC (Munich group) 

 N Range Minimum Maximum Mean  SD 

Complexity measures 

 

    

TTR 24 29.00 39.00 68.00 47.58 6.22 

VocD 24 75.99 24.68 100.67 47.55 18.53 

MSC 24 26.47 .00 26.47 7.95 7.53 

Language use measures     

Overall use 

score 

24 8 3 11 8 2.10 

Age of 

kindegarten 

24 2 1 3 1 .70 

Literacy 24 3 1 4 2 1.10 

Parents 24 4 1 5 4 1.39 

Valid N 

(listwise) 

20      
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Table 5.7  Correlation coefficients (Spearman) for the Munich Study 

 

 

  TTR VocD   MSC 

Total Turkish Use Score .51** .42* .10 

Parents' language background .43* .41* .42* 

Literacy .28 .41 -.05 

Age of starting kindergarten .25 .36 -.27 

*p<.05, **p <.01, ***p<.001, two-tailed   

Next, these relationships were investigated in regression analyses. The overall 

model significance, R² and adjusted R² values are displayed in Table 5.8 (and see Appen-

dix G for full model specifications). As with the Hamburg data, the first model specified 

‘TTR’ as dependent variable. The overall model was not significant, reaching an r² value 

of 18% (see Table 5.8 for adjusted r² values). When looking individually at the subcom-

ponents of the score, ‘Parents’ language background’ was the only predictor to reach sig-

nificance. The second model specified ‘VocD’ as dependent variable. The overall model 

was not significant (p = .38, r²= 13%), and nor were any of the three individual predictors. 

However, ‘Parents’ language background’ almost reached significance (p = .09). Finally, 

the third model specified ‘MSC’ as dependent variable. The overall model this time 

reached significance (p = .01, r² = 41%). There was a highly significant effect of ‘parents’ 

on the morphosyntactic complexity score. 

Table 5.8  R2, Adjusted R2 values and unstandardized regression coefficients (b) for 

dependent variables TTR, VocD, and MSC 

Model           

(Dep. variable) 

R2 (adjusted) AoK b Literacy level Parents 

1 (TTR) .704 (.625) -.09 -.30 1.88* 

2 (VocD) .583 (.472) .244 -1.70 4.96 . 

3 (MSC) .168 (-.05) -1.19 -.33 1.19** 

*p<.05, **p <.01, ***p<.001 
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In summary, for the adolescent-aged Munich group, lexical proficiency was moderately 

predicted by parental background (i.e., their place of birth). There was also a strong and 

highly significant effect of parental background on morphosyntactic complexity. 

 Discussion and Conclusion 

This chapter set out to investigate the relative ability of various language use-related var-

iables to predict three measures of proficiency in HL Turkish across two different age 

groups: adolescents and adults. The datasets are comprised of sets of HSs, and direct 

comparisons between these datasets were not possible due to the distinct modalities of 

testing. Nonetheless, the following trends emerge. For the adolescents, ‘Parental language 

background’ was the only variable that mattered – and it predicted both lexical and mor-

phosyntactic complexity. For the adult HSs, no correlations were found for morphosyn-

tactic complexity, but ‘Current Turkish use’ mattered for lexical diversity, as did ‘Turkish 

use at home’.  

The findings raise several questions. The main finding of the study was that mor-

phosyntactic complexity was related to ‘language use’ measures in the adolescent group, 

but not in the adult group. One reason could be the form of data collection. Namely, the 

data elicited in Bayram’s Munich-based study was geared to the production of passive 

constructions, and thus might have rendered a higher amount of variation amongst par-

ticipants. A further point is that the adolescent participants from Munich all came from 

lower socio-economic backgrounds, having attended only the Hauptschule (the voca-

tional track), while the adults from Hamburg had all completed their Abitur (the academic 

track) or had university degrees. This might also have strengthened the role of “parental 

background” on the outcomes for the younger group, as compared to the older group who 

came from quite homogeneous socio-economic backgrounds. 
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Another explanation could be that ‘language use’ has a stronger effect on lexical 

proficiency than morphosyntactic proficiency quite generally. This would match the find-

ing for early bilingual acquisition that has shown grammatical proficiency to be less sus-

ceptible to input factors (Pearson et al., 1997; Paradis & Genesee, 1996) than lexicon is. 

While the lexicon is potentially infinite and acquired throughout the lifespan for mono-

linguals and bilinguals alike, grammar (in terms of available, unique structures) is finite 

and governed by innate mechanisms. This might also explain why there was less variation 

in the adults, whose morphosyntax has reached a stable level, than in the adolescents, 

whose language was still developing. That said, since we are retrofitting older data, we 

only have access to predictive variables that happen to have been recorded at the time, 

and it is possible that we simply have access to variables that correlate better to issues of 

lexis.  

A second point of interest is that the variables which matter seem to differ across 

HS age groups. While ‘parental language background’ was found to be important for the 

adolescent HS, ‘current language use’ was more important for the adult HS group. One 

possible interpretation could that the effects of parental background disappear as HSs get 

older, while exposure through different sources becomes more important. If this is cor-

rect, then these results could be seen to highlight the dynamic effect of input-related var-

iables across the lifespan, while at the same time suggesting that effects of parental input 

disappear once HSs reach adulthood. What is also surprising is that the language quality 

measures (‘literacy level’ and ‘years of Turkish schooling’) did not predict any variation 

in performance. This is unexpected when considering that the very same literacy measure 

positively predicted the adolescent HSs’ ability to produce passive constructions in Turk-

ish (Bayram et al., 2017). On the other hand, the Frog Story used by Bayram et al. was 

implemented specifically to elicit passive constructions (and is intended as a measure of 

language competence), whereas the MSC and TTR measures in the current study were 

post-hoc measures of pre-existing data, and are arguably better described as language 

proficiency measures. So, even though morphosyntactic complexity is commonly viewed 

as a measure of syntactic competence that should, arguably, be related to literacy, this 

might not be the case if the morphosyntactic measure is more proficiency-based. The idea 
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is that the facilitative effects of literacy exposure might easier to detect in language com-

petence measures than in more general measures of naturally-occurring speech.  

One final, methodological aspect raised by the study is the question of why the 

correlations obtained between the language use and the two lexical measures are stronger 

for the TTR than for the VocD. Recall that the VocD score was calculated using the en-

tirety of the transcript, while the TTR was calculated using a subset of words (200 for the 

adolescents and 500 for the adults) taken from the middle of the transcript, which was 

done because TTRs are sensitive to length. In doing so, we possibly chose a lexically 

richer section of text for the TTR than was the case for the VocD score, which might 

explain the stronger correlations for the former. However, both scores rendered similar 

results, suggesting that both are suitable measures of lexical diversity. 

In summary, the factors discussed here, i.e., the language of the parents, literacy, 

current language use, and language use at home, all interact with HL proficiency to vari-

ous degrees. Looking ahead, one goal of future work could be to more systematically 

investigate which variables of language use can predict, along a continuum, where HSs 

will sit. Currently, only few studies on HL outcomes have made use of more sophisticated 

techniques of analysis, such as linear regression, to better understand the effects of back-

ground variables on outcomes (see Bayram et al., 2017). As mentioned earlier, there exist 

no standardized questionnaires to our knowledge that permit the systematic assessment 

of different exposure-related variables across the lifespan on outcomes in adult HL gram-

mars. This could be done by means of a factor analysis along the lines of that implemented 

in Luk & Bialystok (2013) and Anderson et al. (2018) for the LSBQ, which would permit 

the identification of those use-related factors that cluster together in describing grammat-

ical outcomes. Such an approach could, ultimately, shed light on which types of HL con-

tact are important – and at which point in the speaker’s biography – for ensuring strong 

outcomes in the heritage language. 
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6 Discussion 

 Summary and discussion of results 

This thesis has examined various aspects of acquisition in HL Italian, ML German, and 

L3 English in 21 adult-aged early bilinguals in Germany (Studies I-III). Study IV also 

examined grammatical outcomes in relation to HL use in HSs of Turkish. The overarching 

goal has been to identify patterns of CLI that occur in the L3 accents and L3 syntactic 

judgements of these speakers, while relating these to individual aspects such as phono-

logical (and lexical) proficiency in the HL itself, the amount of HL use across the lifespan, 

and AoO in German. Driving this research has been the theoretical interest in identifying 

whether or not CLI occurs in a wholesale manner from one background language, as sug-

gested by typology-based approaches, or whether CLI occurs in a selective manner. It has 

also been the hope that the findings will offer practical implications for HL engagement 

at home and in schools, and for the instruction of foreign languages in multilingual con-

texts. In this chapter, I will first summarize the outcomes of the four empirical studies 

(Studies I-IV). Next, I will discuss theoretical implications for CLI in phonological and 

syntactic L3 acquisition (Section 6.2), and finally suggest some practical implications of 

these findings (Section 6.3). A summary of the four empirical studies is provided in Table 

6.1.  

As shown in Table 6.1., Study I investigated the extent to which the 19 HSs of 

Italian were perceived as accented in their two early-acquired languages, German and 

Italian. The speakers differed with respect to their AoO in German (range = 0–6 years, 

mean = 3 years, SD = 2) and their amount of Italian use across the lifespan, operational-

ized as the Italian Use Score (IUS). Based on the literature, the expectations were that 

IUS might positively affect Italian, whereas a higher IUS and/or later AoO accent might 

negatively affect accent in German. To this end, speech samples in German and Italian 

were elicited using a picture sequence and subjected to ratings in two separate accent 

rating experiments by 30 German and 47 Italian monolingual raters. 
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Table 6.1  Summary of Studies I–IV 

Study Object of     

investigation 

Participants Mode 

(Language) 

Methods Additional tests  Main findings 

I Accent in HL 

Italian and ML 

German 

 19 Italian HSs 

 40 monolingual     

controls 

 77 monolingual raters 

Spoken      

production  

(German & 

Italian) 

Picture description / 

Accent rating task 

 Vocabulary 

test 

 Background 

questionnaire 

 HSs’ accent in GE was monolingual-like  

 Accent in IT monolingual-like in 51% of ratings  

 Accent in IT predicted by IUS 

 AoO in GE did not affect accent in either L 

 Lexical proficiency correlated with accent in IT 

 

II Accent in L3 

English 

 19 Italian HSs (as 

above) 

 30 monolingual    

controls 

 32 raters 

Spoken     

production 

(English) 

Picture description / 

Accent rating task 

 Vocabulary 

test 

 Background 

questionnaire 

 HSs’ accent in EN mostly GE-sounding (60%),     

IT-sounding in 11% of ratings 

 Accent strength on par with L1 Germans, and        

significantly weaker than that of L1 IT 

 CLI from IT predicted by IUS, but not by IPP 

 

III Syntax in L3 

English 

 21 Italian HSs (as 

above) 

 32 monolingual    

controls  

Receptive 

grammar 

(English) 

Acceptability    

judgement task 

 Vocabulary 

test 

 Background 

questionnaire 

 Syntactic CLI from both languages suspected (13–
15% acceptance of stimuli from GTC and ITC)  

 Syntactic CLI from IT occurred in most speakers, 

and was not predicted by IUS or lexical proficiency 

IV Lexical and 

morphological 

complexity in 

HL Turkish 

 20 Turkish HSs 

(adults) 

 24 Turkish HSs     

(adolescents) 

Spoken pro-

duction  

(Turkish) 

Picture description / 

Type-token ratio /  

Inter-clausal density 

 Background 

questionnaire 

 Lexical complexity predicted by ‘parental back-

ground’ in adolescents, and by ‘Current TU use’ and 

‘TU use at home’ in adult HSs 

 Morphosyntactic complexity predicted by ‘parental 

L background’ in the adolescent HS group, but unre-

lated to TU use in adult group. 

Notes: The HSs were all born in Germany, learned the HL from one or both parents, spoke German as the ML (AoO from 0–6 and 0–9 in Study IV). English was the L3 

Abbreviations: AoO = Age of first intensive contact with German; EN = English; GE = German; GTC = German transfer condition; IPP = Italian phonological proficiency 

(= times rated native in IT in Study I); IT = Italian; ITC = Italian transfer condition; IUS = Italian Use Score; L = language.  
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The results from Study I illustrated that the HSs were perceived the same as monolingual 

German speakers in the vast majority of ratings (87.4%) in German, with no statistical 

difference between the groups. In their HL Italian, they were perceived as ‘native-sound-

ing’ (i.e., monolingual-like) in 50.8% of ratings, but with large differences between 

speakers. Regression analyses showed that IUS predicted a more monolingual-like accent 

in Italian, but that accent in German was affected neither by a later AoO, nor by a higher 

amount of Italian use.  

Study II, summarized in the second row of Table 6.1, was concerned with identify-

ing the source of the Italian-German bilinguals’ (n=19) accent in L3 English, and further 

with relating CLI from Italian to phonological proficiency in Italian (operationalized as 

the ‘number of times rated native’ in Study I to the amount of Italian use across the 

lifespan (IUS). The oral data in English was elicited using a picture sequence, and 10-

second speech samples were subjected to ratings by 32 monolingual English native 

speaker judges. The results showed that, as a group, the HSs were perceived as predomi-

nantly German-sounding when speaking English (66% of ratings), and Italian was de-

tected in 11% of ratings. For accent strength, the early bilinguals were rated on par with 

proficiency-matched L1 German controls, and both groups were significantly weaker-

accented than proficiency-matched L1 Italian controls. On an individual level, we ob-

served that 8 out of 19 HSs were perceived as noticeably less German sounding in that 

they were rated as ‘Italian’ or as ‘other’ in around half of the ratings. Using mixed effects 

logistic regression modelling, IUS was shown to be a significant predictor of how Italian-

like a speaker sounded when speaking English. Finally, was no negative relationship be-

tween IUS and accent strength in English, as might be expected based on the stronger-

sounding Italian accent in the L1 control group. In summary, the results from Study II 

suggest first that, when early bilinguals acquire a foreign language, accent stems predom-

inantly from the dominant and typologically closer language. However, they also show 

that a higher amount HL use can affect global accent in the L3, even when the HL is 

typologically more distant. In addition, this effect is unrelated to accent strength, suggest-

ing that bilinguals are not more strongly-accented than monolinguals in the L3, but have 

more ambiguous sources of accent. 
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Study III examined patterns of CLI in the domain of syntactic judgements (summa-

rized in the third row of Table 6.1) in the same group of early bilingual speakers. The 

study consisted of an acceptability judgement task (AJT) which contained 36 (grammat-

ical and ungrammatical) embedded wh-questions that followed either the linear word or-

der of Italian (subject-verb inversion in the embedded clause), German (OV order in the 

embedded clause), or English (VO order in the embedded clause). The experiment was 

self-led, and the participants provided their judgements via mouse click. The results from 

the AJT showed that the bilinguals accepted the ungrammatical sentences relatively in-

frequently overall, but that they accepted sentences from both conditions (the Italian 

transfer condition/ITC, and the German transfer condition/GTC) to a similar degree, at a 

rate of around 13–15%. The acceptance of the stimuli from the ITC was argued to be a 

reliable indicator of CLI, since items from this condition were almost never accepted by 

the L1 Germans. In contrast, there were some issues with the GTC, which tended to be 

accepted by all non-native participants regardless of language background. This could 

have been due to the higher degree of plausibility of the stimuli, or to the fact that the L1 

Italian controls knew too much German. However, these results were argued to be evi-

dence for selective syntactic CLI, similar to what was found (for some participants) for 

perceived L3 accent in Study III. One difference between the accent and the syntax stud-

ies was that syntactic CLI from Italian occurred fairly robustly across participants and 

was unrelated to patterns of HL use, while phonological CLI from Italian was dependent 

on such factors. I return to this point in the ‘theoretical implications’ section below (6.2). 

Finally, Study IV aimed to identify which aspects of HL use are important for HL 

outcomes, and to assess whether this differs for lexical or morphosyntactic complexity. 

To this end, two pre-existing datasets of Turkish as a HL in Germany were analysed. The 

results for the adolescent HS group (mean age = 12.8 years) indicated that ‘parental lan-

guage background’ (i.e., one or both parents from Turkey, and whether they were first or 

second generation) strongly predicted lexical and morphosyntactic diversity, while ‘age 

of entry to German kindergarten’ and ‘literacy level’ did not. The results for the second 

HS group (adults from Hamburg, mean age = 26.9 years) showed that lexical diversity 

was predicted first and foremost by ‘current language use’, and also by ‘Turkish use at 

home’ (in childhood). Morphosyntactic complexity in the adult group was unrelated to 
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use-related variables. Though these datasets could not be directly compared since they 

were collected under different circumstances, they illustrate differences both across the 

age groups and across linguistic domains. While the adolescents showed effects of paren-

tal language background for both domains, this effect seemed to have disappeared for 

morphosyntax in the adult HS group. This may indicate that differences based on parental 

input that are evident in teenagers can be ironed out by other opportunities for engagement 

in adulthood – though more longitudinal data would be needed to test these claims. In 

contrast, ‘current HL use’ was most important for lexical diversity in the adult group, 

which might reflect the ongoing development of the lexicon as compared to morphosyn-

tax. 

 Theoretical implications 

There were two overarching theoretical interests motivating this project. The first was to 

identify whether CLI is selective or wholesale in its manner, which has implications for 

the L3 morphosyntax models presented in Chapter 1.1.2. The second was to consider the 

question of whether the mechanisms that explain phonetic-phonological CLI are different 

to those that explain morphosyntactic CLI, as proposed by Sharwood-Smith & Kellerman 

(1986), but disputed for initial state transfer by Rothman et al. (2019). 

To address the question concerning the L3 morphosyntax models, I first begin by 

outlining what was unexpected about results of the L3 syntax study from the perspective 

of other studies in the field. To address the second question, I attempt to illuminate the 

manner in which CLI does differ across the two domains investigated, in particular with 

respect to (non)sensitivity to patterns of HL use. I then discuss the notion of performance 

versus competence, and suggest that this distinction might be helpful in explaining the 

different types of CLI attested, as well as the seemingly diverging perspectives held by 

Sharwood-Smith & Kellerman and Rothman. Finally, I return to the suggestion put for-

ward in Chapter 3.5, namely that ‘perceived global accent’ is more dynamic in its nature 

than other areas of language, and is therefore more susceptible to the effects of (changing) 

patterns in language use. 
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6.2.1 Selective syntactic CLI 

The finding from Study III that syntactic CLI occurred from Italian is striking, since it 

initially appears to be at odds with several other Germany-based studies with typologi-

cally distinct HLs and English as the L3, which found morphosyntactic CLI from German 

only (e.g., Kupisch et al., 2013; Siemund & Lechner, 2015; Hopp, 2018). However, as 

suggested in Section 4.5.2, the lack of CLI from the HL in the groups investigated by 

Hopp (2018) and Kupisch et al. (2013) might have been due to the fact that the phenom-

enon of investigation (article and subject realisation) had already been acquired and, since 

the phenomenon of investigation corresponds in English more or less exactly with Ger-

man, finding negative CLI from Turkish was unlikely from the outset. Yet the syntactic 

CLI attested in the current study was unmistakable, and was as particularly noticeable in 

the acceptance of the sentence that used a copula, such as “Mary doesn’t know who is 

John” (accepted by both L1 Italians and bilinguals in over 62% of judgements; see Table 

4.6, Chapter 4). I propose that the acceptance of this stimulus was due not only to the 

linear word order, which mimics that used in Italian, but also by the fact that it reflects 

the grammatical order of the English matrix clause. This is further added to by the fact 

that Italian uses subject-verb inversion for both matrix and embedded clauses, which ar-

guably would have made this stimulus even more plausible.  

Viewed from the perspective of the extant L3 models, the result is possibly best 

explained by the LPM (Westergaard et al., 2017) or the Scalpel Model (Slabakova, 2017), 

which propose the equal availability of structures in both background languages beyond 

the L3 initial state. Applying the notion of micro-cues as proposed by Westergaard 

(2019), it may be that the plausibility of the structure discussed above was caused by the 

activation of the (seemingly) corresponding structure or cue in Italian – namely subject-

verb inversion in the embedded clause. In this is correct, then this may be taken as evi-

dence for selective, non-facilitative CLI from the typologically more-distant HL, trig-

gered by specific structures in the L3 input. The study provides evidence against whole-

sale transfer from the typologically closer language at the later stages of development, 

though without implications for the TPM, which is an initial state model (González 

Alonso & Rothman, 2016). 
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6.2.2 The same but different: Syntactic versus phonetic-phonological CLI 

Turning now to the question of whether the mechanisms that drive syntactic as opposed 

to phonological transfer are indeed different. Bearing in mind the limitations working 

with small samples brings, and also acknowledging the difficulty in comparing CLI 

across two such different modes of language (i.e., spontaneous production/accent judge-

ments on the one hand, and a timed AJT on the other), it nonetheless seems pertinent to 

consider how our results might shed light on this question.  

What the results from the L3 accent and the L3 syntax studies have in common is 

that both illustrated evidence for selective or combined CLI from both background lan-

guages at a group level. Yet there is an important difference between them. In Study II, 

the patterns of phonological CLI attested showed greater variation between speakers, with 

some being perceived as clearly German-sounding, and others as predominantly non-

German sounding. In contrast, the syntactic CLI from Italian that occurred in the AJT did 

so minimally (occurring only in about 15% of judgements), but when it occurred fairly 

evenly across all Italian participants. So, while CLI was selective in its nature in both L3 

studies, CLI from the Italian was driven by HL use in the one case (perceived accent), 

while it was triggered by certain structures in the other (syntax).  

One analogy we could use to explain these differences is the competence/perfor-

mance distinction. Recall that Studies II and III elicited data from the bilingual partici-

pants using fundamentally different methodologies. The speeded acceptability judgement 

task (AJT) used in Study III was intended to provide a window into implicit language 

knowledge, and thereby into language competence (cf. R. Ellis, 2005).46 And, if the CLI 

detected in the L3 syntax study is a reflection of language competence, then it seems 

appropriate to adopt the proposal put forward by Rothman et al. (2019) that such instan-

                                                 

46 Admittedly, from a methodological perspective, an AJT perhaps cannot be considered as true an ‘online’ 

measure as other psycholinguistic methodologies such as eye tracking or ERP measures can. Yet AJTs are 

nonetheless highly controlled in their nature and, as long as they are speeded (i.e., preventing participants 

from activating their explicit grammatical knowledge), they are believed to tap into implicit knowledge 

(Sorace, 1996, Ellis, 2005). 
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tiations of CLI are a reflection of mental representation, and are instantiations of lan-

guage transfer. Since syntactic representations are argued to be fairly stable in their na-

ture, then it seems equally plausible to propose that competence-based transfer might be 

much less affected by, e.g., changes in individual patterns of language use. This proposal 

is, arguably, in line with findings from HL research, which suggest that syntax in the HL 

is a relatively robust domain (e.g., Benmamoun, 2013; Polinsky & Scontras, 2019) and is 

less susceptible to effects of CLI. It also aligns to the distinction made by Rothman and 

colleagues between “transfer” as a competence-based phenomenon, and “CLI” as a per-

formance-based phenomenon (Rothman, González Alonso & Puig-Mayenco, 2019, p. 

24). 

By contrast, ‘global accent’ as it was measured in Study II is the result of a semi-

spontaneous production task, and is arguably more closely associated with performance. 

In his Speech Learning Model, Flege (1995) argued that L2 accent is caused by the 

(mis)perception of sounds in the target language, which in turn leads to (mis)representa-

tions in the phonological system itself and finally to difficulties in phonetic production. 

However, even Flege points out that it does not make sense to think of all L2 pronuncia-

tion errors as being perceptually motivated (or competence based), since pronunciation is 

also a reflection of difficulties in neuro-motor routines (1995, p. 238). We also know from 

previous research that accent is affected by attitudes (e.g., Hammarberg, 2001), and by 

the amount of L1 use (Flege, Frieda & Nozawa, 1997). As a result, accent may also be 

more susceptible to changes in the learner’s environment. This proposal finds support in 

research on HL phonology: As pointed out by Kupisch (2020), though phonology is often 

claimed to be one of the most robust domains of the HL grammar (e.g., Polinsky & 

Scontras, 2019), HL accent in fact tends to be one of the least stable domains, exhibiting 

a large amount of variation (e.g., Kupisch et al., 2014a) and is often affected by the 

amount of HL use (Kupisch, Lloyd-Smith & Stangen, 2020) 

This leaves open the question of how to model L3 phonological transfer. The sug-

gestion is that foreign accent might react more sensitively to changes in the environment 

aligns nicely to the notion of dynamicity. As mentioned in Chapter 3, Kopečková et al. 

(2016) have proposed that processes in L3 phonological acquisition are best explained by 
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Dynamic Systems Theory (DST) (2016, p. 33), which envisages that subtle changes in 

the learner’s environment dynamically affect the other phonologies in the speaker’s rep-

ertoire. As a result, the phonological system – and thereby accent – is predicted to change 

over time caused by a (non-linear) interaction with internal and external factors. One 

weakness of this approach is that it, by nature, cannot make specific predictions. How-

ever, some assumptions are possible. Related to their own study on HSs of Polish in Ger-

many acquiring L3 English, the authors predict increased CLI in the HL Polish as a result 

of increased exposure to German, and an effect on vowels in English and German by of 

the amount of Polish spoken at home (p. 36). In their results, the HSs produced a lower /ɪ 

/ and a more fronted /u/ in L3 English than German monolinguals, which is interpreted as 

structurally-based transfer from HL Polish, confirming the authors’ predictions. Thus, 

both their study and our accent study (Study II) show an effect of patterns of HL use on 

L3 phonology. Yet, as correctly pointed out by Kopečková et al. (2016), longitudinal data 

that tracks language development over time is ideally needed to assess the true value of 

DST (p. 36).  

Alternatively, it is conceivable that phonological transfer could be modelled using 

the notion of structural similarity as proposed by the LPM (Westergaard et al., 2017), or 

indeed earlier by Flynn et al. (2004) in their Cumulative Enhancement Model. As with 

morphosyntax, one could test specific phonological properties which are the same in Ital-

ian and English but different in German, and compare these to properties that are the same 

in German and English but differ in Italian. The prediction would be that those properties 

which overlap are likely to facilitate L3 acquisition and lead to positive CLI. A similar 

proposal was made by Archibald (2019), who argues that a detailed analysis of metrical 

phonology across language pairings is the most effective basis for explaining patterns of 

phonological CLI. One example Archibald gives is a study by Benrabeh (1991), who 

found that L1 Arabic/L2 French learners produced L3 English with French-sounding 

vowels in L3 English and Arabic-sounding consonants. Archibald proposes a hierarchy 

of features that permits the explanation of Benrabeh’s result, which he argues is deter-

mined by the relative closeness of French vowels to English vowels, and the relative 

closeness of laryngeal consonants between Arabic and English. 
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One limitation of such a model is that it arguably cannot be used to make concrete 

predictions, since we already know that not everything that can transfer does. This has 

been shown for L3 phonology, for example, by Gabriel et al. (2018), who found HSs of 

Turkish and Russian transferred the production of short-lag VOTs from their HLs to L3 

French for the production of voiceless stops, but did not make use of the properties avail-

able for voiced stops (i.e., prevoicing), instead producing these in a German-like fashion. 

A similar problem is faced by the LPM Model (Westergaard et al., 2017), which likewise 

does not make a priori predictions about concrete patterns of transfer. However, such a 

model would nonetheless be useful for generating predictions for what might transfer, and 

of course also as an explanatory approach. 

In summary, this section has attempted to provide some theoretical and methodo-

logical considerations for the data obtained in the central studies of this thesis, namely 

Studies II and III. The proposal has been that syntactic representations are equally avail-

able for transfer at the later stages of development, and that syntactic transfer occurs on a 

structural independent of language use patterns. The notion of syntax as a stable phenom-

enon is drawn from HL research, which has suggested that syntax appears to be more 

resilient to effects of CLI than other domains of language (e.g., Benmamoun, Montrul, & 

Polinsky, 2013). In contrast, we have proposed that a performance-based measure such 

as global foreign accent might be more susceptible to the dynamic effects of, e.g., changes 

in language use patterns, as suggested by DST approaches (e.g., Kopečková et al., 2016). 

Admittedly, however, these considerations are based on only a very small amount of data, 

and more (longitudinal) research would be needed to test the validity of this idea empiri-

cally.  

 Practical implications 

As with any small-scale study, caution must be exercised in applying the findings to other 

populations, and formulating concrete recommendations for stakeholders (i.e., parents of 

bilingual children, teachers, and policymakers) would be premature. Nonetheless, some 

trends that are suggested by the data could be of interest from a practical perspective. 
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The findings from Study I send an overall positive message that, at least by adult-

hood, there are neither any audible effects in the ML of a later onset to the ML, nor of 

high amounts of HL use. Instead, high amounts of HL use simply predict how monolin-

gual-like HSs sound in the HL itself, which highlights the need to create ample opportu-

nities for HL engagement. 

The findings from the L3 studies (Studies II and III) suggest that early bilinguals 

acquiring an L3 exhibit CLI not only from the dominant and typologically closer lan-

guage, but that CLI from the HL can occur. In relation to accent, early bilingual L3 learn-

ers may have more ambiguous-sounding accents than their monolingual peers, which 

might be viewed as an advantage. For syntax, too, certain structures in the input may 

trigger CLI from the HL, even if it is not used regularly. Consequently, it might be sug-

gested that language teachers should concern themselves not only with pronunciation and 

word order difficulties typically faced by speakers of the societal majority language, but 

also become acquainted with the relevant properties of their students’ HLs. A notable 

attempt to present some of the linguistically most relevant aspects of the HLs most com-

monly spoken in Germany is ‘Das mehrsprachige Klassenzimmer’, edited by Krifka et 

al., (2014), which is aimed at teachers, and seems to be a step in the right direction. Not 

only may such descriptions be useful when used in a diagnostic manner (i.e., when aimed 

at treating learning errors), but also in order to sensitize teachers to potential properties 

(phonological, syntactic, or otherwise) of the students’ background languages that may 

facilitate their learning of the target language.  

Finally, Study IV confirms the positive effect of HL use for HL outcomes in do-

mains of lexicon and morphosyntax. As with Study I, this sends a positive message to 

parents, teachers and any other stakeholders that creating sufficient opportunities for en-

gagement with the HL pays off, and positive effects of increased exposure in childhood 

can still be detected in adulthood across multiple areas of the grammar. 
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7 Conclusion 

Despite several limitations that have been outlined within the four studies them-

selves, the findings presented in this thesis have revealed patterns of syntactic and pho-

netic-phonological CLI into English as an L3 in German-dominant HSs of Italian, while 

illuminating how these patterns of CLI related to proficiency and use of the HL. When 

speaking the majority language, German, the bilingual speakers were indistinguishable 

from their monolingual peers, and their accent was affected neither by AoO in German 

(0 – 6 years), nor by HL use. When speaking their HL Italian, the bilinguals were rated 

as ‘native-sounding’ in around half of ratings, and ‘nativeness’ was strongly related to the 

amount of Italian use, measured using a detailed background questionnaire. In L3 Eng-

lish, most bilingual participants were judged as German-sounding, while influence from 

Italian was most noticeable in those speakers with high Italian use scores. Finally, syn-

tactic CLI occurred infrequently, but was argued to occur from both languages and in 

relation to specific structures. The findings from the L3 syntax study were interpreted as 

evidence for selective, structure-based syntactic CLI in line with the LPM (Westergaard 

et al., 2017). The findings from the L3 accent study speak for CLI predominantly from 

German, but also for influence from both background languages, as proposed by, e.g., 

Wrembel (2014), Kopečková et al. (2016), and Domene-Moreno (2019), but not yet for-

malized in a model. When taken together, these results suggest that CLI at the later stages 

of L3 acquisition is non-uniform in its nature, and differs depending on the domain of 

investigation and on the individual. Future studies that use longitudinal methods would 

be valuable in shedding light on the interplay of these factors and, ultimately, in modelling 

the developmental path of L3 acquisition.   
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8 Zusammenfassung (Deutsch) 

 

Die vorliegende Dissertation beschäftigt sich mit dem Erwerb des Englischen als Dritt-

sprache (L3) bei frühen bilingualen Sprecher des Italienischen (die Herkunftssprache) 

und des Deutschen (die Mehrheitssprache / die Sprache der Gesellschaft). Diese Sprecher 

werden ‚Herkunftssprecher‘ (HS, oder alternativ ‚Bilinguale’) genannt.47 Als Antwort auf 

aktuelle Forderungen nach Studien, die den Erwerb der zu untersuchenden Phänomene 

nicht nur in der L3, sondern auch in den Hintergrundsprachen prüfen (z.B. Rothman, 

González Alonso & Puig-Mayenco, 2019), betrachten wir ebenfalls den Erwerb vom Ak-

zent und Syntax in den früh erworbenen Sprachen, Deutsch und Italienisch. Neben dem 

Hauptziel, die Transfermuster ins L3 Englische zu untersuchen und vergleichend über 

zwei linguistische Domäne (Syntax und Phonologie) zu betrachten, wird ebenfalls die 

Rolle individueller Aspekte wie ‚Alter beim ersten Kontakt mit dem Deutschen‘ (AoO), 

‚Gebrauch der Herkunftssprache‘ (sowohl aktuell als auch in der Kindheit), und ‚Sprach-

stand‘ (phonologische und lexikalische Proficiency) für den CLI untersucht. 

Die Dissertation besteht aus vier thematisch verwandten, empirischen Untersu-

chungen. Studie I beschäftigt sich mit dem ‚globalen Akzent’ im Italienischen und im 

Deutschen von 19 HS des Italienischen, die in Deutschland mit einem oder zwei italie-

nischsprachigen Elternteil/en aufgewachsen sind. Die Sprachproben der HS sowie dieje-

nigen zweier Kontrollgruppen pro Sprache (monolinguale L1 Kontrollsprecher und 

                                                 

47 Der Ausdruck ‘Bilingual’ impliziert sowohl ‘frühe Bilinguale’ als auch ‘späte Bilinguale’. In dieser Ar-

beit bezieht sich der Ausdruck aber auf die bilingualen Teilnehmer und Teilnehmerinnen, die alle frühe 

Bilinguale sind. 
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Fremdsprachenlerner – auch ‚L2-Lerner’ genannt – beider Sprachen) werden von 47 Ra-

tern in zwei Experimenten bewertet. Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass die Bilingualen und die 

L1 Deutsch Kontrollgruppe vergleichbar oft für ‘muttersprachlich’ im Deutschen gehal-

ten worden sind (kein statistischer Unterschied zwischen den Gruppen). Im Italienischen 

dagegen werden die Bilingualen im Durchschnitt in der Hälfte (50.8%) der Ratings für 

‘muttersprachlich’ gehalten, aber mit großen Unterschieden von Sprecher zu Sprecher. 

Die Ergebnisse einer Regressionsanalyse zeigen, dass der Gebrauch der italienischen 

Sprache (IUS) signifikant mit einem muttersprachlichen Akzent im Italienischen korre-

liert. Das Alter des Erwerbsbeginns im Deutschen (Age of Onset, oder ‘AoO’ genannt, in 

dieser Studie zwischen 0 und 6 Jahren) hatte dagegen keinen Einfluss auf den Akzent im 

Deutschen und im Italienischen. Zusammengefasst hat der Gebrauch der Herkuftssprache 

positive Folgen für den Akzent in der Herkuftssprache selber und keine negativen Folgen 

für die Mehrheitssprache. 

Studie II beschäftigt sich mit dem Akzent der Italienisch-Deutsch Bilingualen in 

der L3 Englisch. Neben der Frage, aus welcher der beiden Hintergrundsprachen die Spre-

cher transferieren, wird untersucht, ob eine hohe phonologische Proficiency und/oder ein 

höher Gebrauch der Herkunftssprache zu vermehrtem Einfluss aus dem Italienischen füh-

ren. In einer zweiten Akzentstudie werden die englischsprachigen Sprachproben der bi-

lingualen Sprecher sowie diejenigen dreier Kontrollgruppen (L1 Englischsprecher, L2 

Englischsprecher mit L1 Italienisch, und L2 Englischsprecher mit L1 Deutsch) von 32 

Ratern nach zwei Kriterien bewertet, nämlich einmal nach ‚Akzentstärke‘ und einmal 

nach ‚Herkunft des Akzents‘. Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass die Herkunftssprecher von der 

Akzentstärke her vergleichbar mit der L1 Deutsch Kontrollgruppe abgeschnitten haben, 

doch wurde deren Akzent für signifikant schwächer empfunden als der Akzent der L1 

Italienisch Kontrollgruppe. Bezüglich der vermuteten Herkunft des Akzents wurde ge-

zeigt, dass die Bilingualen zum größten Teil für L1 Sprecher des Deutschen gehalten 

worden sind, dass aber gleichzeitig ein Drittel der bilingualen Sprecher häufig als ‚italie-

nischklingend‘ geratet wurden. Die Ergebnisse eines Regressionsmodells zeigten, dass 

ein italienischklingender Akzent signifikant mit dem Gebrauch des Italienischen zusam-

menhing, nicht aber mit der phonologischen Kompetenz im Italienischen. 
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Die dritte Untersuchung (Studie III) befasst sich mit dem syntaktischen Transfer 

aus den Hintergrundsprachen Deutsch und Italienisch in die L3 English. Der syntaktische 

Transfer wird anhand einer Grammatikalitätsaufgabe (AJT) getestet, der 36 eingebettete 

Fragesätze beinhaltet. Das Phänomen der eingebetteten Fragesätze wurde gewählt, weil 

– im Gegensatz zu den nicht-eingebetteten (direkten) Fragen – stellt die Wortreihenfolge 

der eingebetteten Sätze eine Asymmetrie zwischen den drei zu untersuchenden Sprachen 

dar. Das Deutsche und das Englisch unterscheiden sich durch die Position des Objekts im 

Nebensatz (VO im Englischen und OV im Deutschen). Das Italienische unterscheidet 

sich von beiden Sprachen dadurch, dass das Subjekt hinter dem Verb (= Inversion) im 

Nebensatz steht, was im Deutschen und im Englischen zur Ungrammatikalität führt. 

Dadurch konnte eine Grammatikalitätsaufgabe im L3 Englischen konstruiert werden, die 

Sätze nach allen 3 Sprachentypen beinhaltete. Die Ergebnisse zeigten eine geringe aber 

dennoch bedeutsame Akzepttanz der Sätze des italienischen Satztyps, wobei sich die Bi-

lingualen und die L1 Italienisch Kontrollsprecher nicht unterschieden (8% Akzeptanz in 

beiden Gruppen). Dadurch, dass Sätze nach dem italienischen Satzbau fast nie von den 

L1 Deutsch Kontrollsprecher akzeptiert wurden (< 1%), wird dieses Ergebnis als Indiz 

für den Transfer aus dem Italienischen interpretiert. Transfer aus dem Deutschen wurde 

ebenfalls vermutet, wobei einige Stimuli des deutschen Satztyps auch von der italienisch-

sprachigen Kontrollgruppe akzeptiert wurden und deshalb die Ergebnisse nicht verläss-

lich zu interpretieren sind. Anders als beim Akzent wurde der CLI aus dem Italienischen 

nicht durch die Hintergrundvariable ‚HL Use‘ beeinflusst. Es wird für einen selektiven, 

strukturbasierten Transfer argumentiert im Sinne des Linguistic Proximity Models (Wes-

tergaard et al., 2017) argumentiert. 

Die vierte Studie (Studie IV) untersucht die Produktion von lexikalischer und 

morphologischer Komplexität in zwei Gruppen mit Türkisch als Herkunftssprache und in 

Deutschland mit einem oder zwei türkischsprachigen Elternteil/en aufgewachsen sind. 

Das Ziel der Untersuchung war es, anhand von zwei bestehenden Datensätzen (ein Da-

tensatz mit erwachsenen und ein Datensatz mit jugendlichen HS des Türkischen), die 

Korrelationen zwischen Teilaspekten der ‚Turkish Use Score‘ und der grammatikalischen 

Kompetenz zu untersuchen, um einmal dadurch besser die Bedeutung verschiedener In-
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putstypen zu verstehen und dazu noch die Input-Effekte über beide Altersgruppen zu ver-

gleichen. Die Ergebnisse zeigten, dass bei den Jugendlichen der Sprachenhintergrund der 

Eltern am wichtigsten war, sowohl für das Lexikon als auch für die morphosyntaktische 

Produktion, wohingegen für die Erwachsenen ebenfalls der ‚aktuelle Sprachgebrauch‘ für 

das Lexikon wichtig war und die Morphosyntax sich dagegen nicht mit ‚Turkish Use‘ in 

Verbindung setzten ließ.  

Zusammengefasst zeigen die vier Studien folgende Tendenzen auf: 1) die Bilin-

gualen sprechen Deutsch, ihre dominante Sprache, ohne Akzent, unabhängig vom Er-

werbsalter (zwischen 0 und 6 Jahren) und unabhängig davon, wie oft sie ihre Herkunfts-

sprache nutzen; 2) im Italienischen haben die meisten Bilingualen einen (leichten) Ak-

zent, der aber mit zunehmendem Gebrauch des Italienischen signifikant schwächer wird; 

3) in der L3 English klingen die meisten Bilingualen wie L1 Deutsch Sprecher, doch wird 

bei denjenigen Sprechern, die viel Italienisch nutzen, ein eher italienischklingender Ak-

zent festgestellt; 4) In der Beurteilung von (nicht)grammatikalischen Sätzen im L3 Eng-

lischen mit der italienischen und deutschen Syntax kommt selten aber doch bei fast allen 

Sprechern ein Transfer aus beiden Sprachen vor; 5) Die Aspekte, die für die grammati-

kalischen Kompetenzen in der Herkunftssprache wichtig sind, unterscheiden sich je nach 

Altersgruppe und je nach Phänomen: Der Input der Eltern macht sich bei den jugendli-

chen Sprechern in der Morphosyntax noch bemerkbar, wohingegen für die Erwachsenen 

auch zunehmend wichtiger zu werden scheint. 

Die Ergebnisse der Studien I und IV sind relevant für Theorien des Herkunfts-

spracherwerbs, denn sie zeigen, dass sprachlicher Input und Gebrauch für alle untersuch-

ten Domänen (Akzent, Lexikon und Morphosyntax) eine Rolle für die Kenntnisse der 

Herkunftssprache spielt. Darüber hinaus scheint der Gebrauch der Herkunftssprache 

keine negativen Folgen für die Mehrheitssprache Deutsch zu haben, zumindest für den 

Akzent im Erwachsenenalter. 

Die Ergebnisse der Studien II und III haben Implikationen für die aktuellen The-

orien des L3 Spracherwerbs, weil sie zeigen, dass sowohl der phonologische als auch der 

syntaktische Transfer nicht nur aus der dominanten und typologisch ähnlicheren Sprache 
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stammt (wie zum Beispiel von dem Typological Proximity Model (Rothman, 2011, 2015) 

vorhergesagt), sondern gleichzeitig aus der Herkunftssprache. Obwohl der Akzent im 

Englischen signifikant durch den Gebrauch der Herkunftssprache geprägt wird, hat dieser 

Gebrauch keinen Einfluss auf den syntaktischen Transfer. Aufgrund dessen wird der Ak-

zent einer dynamischen, eher vom Umfeld bedingten Rolle zugeschrieben, wogegen der 

syntaktische Transfer eher unabhängig von solchen Prozessen geschieht und eher durch 

strukturelle Ähnlichkeiten getriggert wird. 
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APPENDIX A – CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE AUTHORS 

 

Table A.1  Contributions of the authors to each study 

 

Notes: The table reflects the author contributions to the papers as they are presented herein, which may 

differ from publication. The order of mention reflects the size of the contribution. 

Abbreviations: ALS = Anika Lloyd-Smith, FB = Fatih Bayram, HG = Henrik Gyllstad, ME = Marieke 

Einfeldt, TK = Tanja Kupisch, SQ = Stefano Quaglia 

 

Conception & 

design Data collection Data analysis Writing 

I Lloyd-Smith, Einfeldt & 

Kupisch

TK, ALS ALS, ME ALS ALS, TK, ME

II Lloyd-Smith ALS, TK ALS ALS ALS

III Lloyd-Smith, Gyllstad, 

Quaglia & Kupisch

TK, SQ, ALS ALS HG, ALS ALS, SQ, HG

IV Lloyd-Smith, Iverson & 

Bayram

ALS, FB ALS, FB ALS ALS, FB

Study
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APPENDIX B – BACKGROUND QUESTIONNAIRE 

Fragebogen zur Sprachhistorie  

A. Allgemeine Informationen 

Name: ___________________________ Geburtsdatum:_______________________  

Geschlecht: F [   ]     M [   ] 

Alter: ________________ Geburtsort: _______________________________________ 

E-Mail: _______________________________  Tel.: ___________________________ 

Studienfach/Berufszweig: _____________________________________________________ 

Haben Sie Hör- oder Sehstörungen, die Ihre Kommunikationsfähigkeit beeinträchtigen? 

Als Kind:______________________________ 

Heute:________________________________  

 

B. Allgemeine Sprachkenntnisse 

Muttersprache(n) und Dialekt(e): ___________________________________________ 

Sprache der Mutter: ___________________________Herkunft der Mutter:_________________ 

Sprache des Vaters: ___________________________Herkunft des Vaters: 

_________________ 

Sprache(n) zu Hause bis zum 6. Lebensjahr:______________________________ 

Sprache(n) zu Hause seit Einschulung:__________________________________ 

Unterrichtssprachen (Sprachen, in denen der Unterricht stattfand):   

 Deutsches System  Italienisches  System 

Grundschule 

 (1.-4.Klasse) 

 Scuola primaria  

 (Classe 1.-5.): I-V elementare 

 

Mittelstufe 

 (5.-10.Klasse) 

 Scuola secondaria di I grado 
(Classe 6.-8.): I-III media 

 

Oberstufe  

(11.-13.Klasse) 

 Scuola secondaria di II grado  

 (Classe 9.-13): I-V superiore 

 

 

Haben Sie außerhalb der Schule Italienisch gelernt? 

Ja [   ]   Nein [   ] 

Wo?_______________________________________________________ 

Wie lange? ___________________ Wie häufig?____________________ 
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Sprachen, die Sie gelernt haben und Niveau (1= Anfänger, 9=muttersprachlich) 

 

       Reading         Listening            Writing      Speaking 

Deutsch 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Italienisch 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Englisch 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

__________ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

__________ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

 

Verhältnis zwischen dem Gebrauch der beiden Sprachen:  

 

   Deutsch    Italienisch 

[   ]        [   ]  [   ]       [   ]        [   ] 

 

 

 

 

 

a. Welche Sprache(n) benutzen Sie bei der Arbeit? ________________________________ 

b. Welche Ihrer beiden Muttersprachen sprechen Sie lie-

ber?__________________________ Wa-

rum?______________________________________ 

Mit wem sprechen Sie? (Zutreffendes bitte ankreuzen) 

 Deutsch Italienisch Dialekt Nicht zutref-

fend 

Bruder o o o o 

Schwester o o o o 

Mutter o o o o 

Vater o o o o 

Großmutter o o o o 

Großvater o o o o 

Freund(in)/Lebenspartner/ Ehepartner o o o o 

Andere Familienmitglieder o o o o 
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C. Kenntnisse und Gebrauch des Deutschen 

Beim ersten intensiven Kontakt mit Deutsch war ich ___________ Jahre alt. 

Kontext des ersten Kontakts:  

a. Schule [    ]  b. privater Bereich [    ] c. Beides [    ]  d. Sonstiges [   ] 

 

Es gab einmal eine längere Pause im Gebrauch des Deutschen: 

Ja [   ]  Nein [   ] 

Grund:______________________________________________________________ 

Dauer/Wann?:________________________________________________________ 

 

Welche Arten von Kontakt haben Sie mit dem Deutschen? (Zutreffendes bitte ankreuzen) 

[    ] sprechen (z.B. Telefonate/persönliche Treffen mit Freunden, Familie)   

[    ] lesen (z.B. Bücher o. Zeitschriften, Internet)    

[    ] schreiben (z.B. Freunde, denen ich E-Mails schreibe)  

[    ] hören/sehen (z.B. deutsches Kino, Fernsehen, Musik)   

 

D. Kenntnisse und Gebrauch des Italienischen 

Beim ersten intensiven Kontakt mit Italienisch war ich ___________ Jahre alt. 

Kontext des ersten Kontakts:  

a. Schule [    ]  b. privater Bereich [    ] c. Beides [    ]  d. Sonstiges [   ] 

Insgesamt habe ich Italienisch _____  Jahre lang gelernt. 

Ich nehme zurzeit an einem Italienisch-Sprachkurs teil:  ja [     ]  nein [    ] 

Wie viele haben Sie bislang an der Universität besucht? 

    [   ] 1-3  [   ] 4-6  [   ] 7-9 

Es gab einmal eine längere Pause im Gebrauch des Italienischen: 

Ja [   ]  Nein [   ] 

Grund:______________________________________________________________ 

Dauer/Wann?:________________________________________________________ 

 

E. Aufenthalte in Italien 

Ich war im Alter von _______ Jahren erstmals dort. 

Mein längster Aufenthalt (am Stück) war mit _________ Jahren. 

Dauer:____________________________________________________________ 

Region:___________________________________________________________ 

Grund:____________________________________________________________ 

Wie häufig/regelmäßig waren Sie in den letzten 5 Jahren dort? 
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Ca. _____________ (pro Jahr).  

Gründe für längere Aufenthalte: 

Freunde/Familie besuchen (bitte Region angeben): 

_______________________________ 

Urlaub: _____________________________ Sprach-

kurs:__________________________ 

Studium:____________________________ Sons-

tige:____________________________ 

 

Welche Arten von Kontakt haben Sie mit dem Italienischen? (Zutreffendes bitte ankreuzen) 

[    ] sprechen (z.B. Telefonate/persönliche Treffen mit Freunden, Familie)   

[    ] lesen (z.B. Bücher o. Zeitschriften, Internet)    

[    ] schreiben (z.B. Freunde, denen ich E-Mails schreibe)  

[    ] hören/sehen (z.B. deutsches Kino, Fernsehen, Musik)   

 

Wie schätzen Sie das Verhältnis Ihrer Deutsch- und Italienischkenntnisse ein? 

(Zutreffendes bitte ankreuzen) 

Sprechen: [   ]in beiden Sprachen etwa gleich 

  [   ]meine Kenntnisse sind in ____________besser als in ________________ 

Lesen:  [   ]in beiden Sprachen etwa gleich 

  [   ]meine Kenntnisse sind in ____________besser als in ________________ 

Schreiben: [   ]in beiden Sprachen etwa gleich 

  [   ]meine Kenntnisse sind in ____________besser als in ________________ 

Hören/sehen: [   ]in beiden Sprachen etwa gleich 

  [   ]meine Kenntnisse sind in ____________besser als in ________________ 

 

F. Kenntnisse und Gebrauch des Englischen 

Mit welchem Alter haben Sie angefangen Englisch zu lernen? ___________________________ 

Wie haben Sie Englisch gelernt? (Zutreffendes bitte ankreuzen) 

o Ausland o Schule o Freunden o Uni o Reisen o Medien 

In welchen Kontexten gebrauchen Sie Englisch? (Zutreffendes bitte ankreuzen) 

o Ausland o Schule o Freunden o Uni o Reisen o Medien 
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APPENDIX C – ITEMS FOR VOCABULARY TESTS 

 

ENGLISH ITALIAN GERMAN

Real words Non-words Real words Non-words Real words Non-words

1 abolish to futt 1 sigillare nesare 1 schwören vereinlichen

2 address to bourble 2 bendare sortare 2 abkratzen seitern

3 administer to preyout 3 piastrellare appincare 3 zurücksteckenschuttern

4 announce to savedown 4 anticipare bunire 4 erdulden schildieren

5 authorise to decite 5 partorire pelere 5 festlegen sträubern

6 box to megalize 6 escogitare lifare 6 umstellen aggressieren

7 campaign to markle 7 ritrovare meletare 7 halbieren bemollen

8 celebrate to outlate 8 ordinare milettare 8 bauen verhutzeln

9 colour to fabulation 9 vacillare fostare 9 kleben herauspasten

10 commission to driggle 10 danneggiare spalionire 10 probieren eindräuen

11 compile to prinkle 11 abbattere nuntare 11 bremsen erklellen

12 complement to pronate 12 moralizzare vutare 12 glasieren einpfauen

13 complicate to keepsick 13 nevicare bocare 13 stillen vertrenken

14 conceive to chariover 14 ristagnare prulpare 14 hineinbekommenschweiken

15 congratulate to strang 15 tardare influentare 15 fliehen schlopfen

16 demolish to oldenate 16 localizzare milere 16 zermalmen ausblintern

17 distinguish to skey 17 ricordare bettere 17 schmieren umhaupten

18 emerge to honch 18 captare burcare 18 einarbeiten plaschen

19 encompass to digame 19 ponderare vividare 19 zerdrücken entklupfern

20 erode to numbelate 20 sloggiare pientare 20 verfeinern entlaben

21 fear to wordle 21 addirsi liscotare 21 wählen gemaunen

22 hesitate to mayto 22 raddoppiare guntare 22 hochjagen verballen

23 inherit to eaude 23 bastare crecolere 23 herstellen abstitzen

24 join to kinnear 24 curare curintare 24 binden dreien

25 judge to monadate 25 pattuire avocatare 25 herausfinden pöhlen

26 mention 26 poltrire 26 verderben

27 motivate 27 superare 27 krönen

28 name 28 pentirsi 28 erinnern

29 organize 29 disfare 29 leisten

30 permit 30 alterare 30 geschehen

31 promise 31 mescolare 31 entfremden

32 quote 32 morsicare 32 orientieren

33 reform 33 armonizzare 33 chiffrieren

34 repair 34 continuare 34 lecken

35 review 35 vivacchiare 35 mögen

36 root 36 bestemmiare 36 steuern

37 settle 37 persistere 37 leihen

38 sink 38 pietrificare 38 heraufsetzen

39 squeeze 39 nobilitare 39 hinstürzen

40 stay 40 lodare 40 beherrschen

41 struggle 41 coagulare 41 hineinstopfen

42 study 42 oltraggiare 42 zählen

43 trace 43 vomitare 43 umrahmen

44 type 44 addottrinare 44 gemaunen

45 unleash 45 registrare 45 mindern

46 violate 46 occasionare 46 vergessen

47 wait 47 monetare 47 hinhauen

48 waste 48 acciambellare 48 ansprechen

49 witness 49 tenzonare 49 fordern

50 yell 50 inzeppare 50 niederkämpfen
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APPENDIX D – PICTURE SEQUENCE  

German version 

 

 

Italian version 
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English version 
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APPENDIX E – STIMULI FOR AJT 

 

English experiment 

 

Context Target Type

i. Mark went to the supermarket. Mark some eggs bought. practice

ii. John and Mary are friends. John likes Mary. practice

iii. Sarah is looking for her car keys. Sarah her keys can’t find. practice

1 I found out something surprising. Maria doesn't know who is John. EuGuIg

2 Mark is preparing a surprise dinner for Lucy. Lucy doesn't know what has cooked Mark. EuGuIg

3 Lucy left this morning without telling anyone where she was going. Julia doesn't know where has gone Lucy. EuGuIg

4 The police officers asked Sarah when her husband left in the morning, but Sarah doesn't know when left Chris. EuGuIg

5 What are you thinking about? I'm wondering whom has talked John to. EuGuIg

6 Luke had a football match yesterday, but Steffi doesn't know how played Luke. EuGuIg

7 I found out something suprising. Maria doesn't know who John is. EgGgIu

8 Mark prepared a surprise dinner for Lucy. Lucy doesn't know what Mark cooked. EgGgIu

9 Lucy left this morning without telling anyone where she was going, but Julia doesn't know where Lucy went. EgGgIu

10 The police asked Sarah when her husband left in the morning, but Sarah doesn't know when Carl left. EgGgIu

11 What are you thinking about? I'm wondering who John has talked to. EgGgIu

12 Luke had a football match yesterday, but Steffi doesn't know how Luke played. EgGgIu

13 Today Albert is in London, yesterday he was in New York. I don't know where Albert last week was. EuGgIu

14 Carla is envious of John's excellent fish soup. Carla wonders where John the fish buys. EuGgIu

15 Lisa is very suspicious of Paul. Lisa asks herself where Paul every day goes. EuGgIu

16 Do you know what time Stevan wants dinner? No, I don't know when Stevan usually home gets. EuGgIu

17 What makes you think Clara has lost her memory? She doesn't remember where John last year lived. EuGgIu

18 Maria is curious about George's performance at the concert last night. Maria doesn't know how George yesterday sang. EuGgIu

19 There's no need to ask Mary. Mary doesn't know why John is absent. EgGuIg

20 Most people think Luke is a great guy. I ask myself why Peter hates Luke. EgGuIg

21 Thomas usually goes hiking in the mountains, Fred asks himself why Thomas went to the seaside. EgGuIg

22 John is always on time. I don't know why John arrived late. EgGuIg

23 What do your friends want? They're asking us why John is talking politics. EgGuIg

24 What are you thinking about? I'm wondering why Georgia is singing in French. EgGuIg

25 I suspect Janine cannot swim. Has Janine ever been to the sea? EgGuIu

26 Paula is looking for the car key. Has Paula found the key? EgGuIu

27 I didn't see Robert this morning. Has Robert gone to the seaside? EgGuIu

28 The copy room is locked. Has Peter returned the key? EgGuIu

29 We need a new coffee machine. Has Alexia spoken to the boss? EgGuIu

30 George likes singing with his friends. Has George sung with Steven? EgGuIu

31 The children drink warm milk each night. What eat the children? EuGgIg

32 Simone keeps looking over her shoulder. What sees Simone? EuGgIg

33 Tina often leaves work early. Where goes Tina? EuGgIg

34 Everyone has gone on summer vacation. When leaves George? EuGgIg

35 Everyone lives in the city centre. Where lives Jeff? EuGgIg

36 We're looking for a new singer for our band. How sings Susanna? EuGgIg

37 Here's the guestlist. Who is Antonio? EgGgIg

38 We have fresh food for breakfast every day. Who buys the bread? EgGgIg

39 Josie prefers running. Josie doesn't know why Jeff swims. EgGgIg

40 The ship sinks at the end of the film The Titanic. I don't know why the ship sinks. EgGgIg

41 The film has such a sad ending. I don't understand why the dog dies. EgGgIg

42 Every weekend Laura is alone. I wonder why Laura cries. EgGgIg

43 Here's a postcard from Alex. Who Alex is? EuGuIu

44 Lucy has a secret lover. We don't know Lucy who loves. EuGuIu

45 Chris knows Lara sneaks out every morning. He asks himself Lara where goes. EuGuIu

46 Angela's friend calls to speak to her, but John doesn't know Angela when gets home. EuGuIu

47 Can you give Kate's address to James? James doesn't know Kate where lives. EuGuIu

48 Sammy is a great guitar player. I wonder Sammy how sings. EuGuIu
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German experiment 

 

 

Context Target Type

ii. Anna ist zum Bäcker gegangen Anna Brot hat gekauft. practice

i. Lara und Max sind Freunde Lara fragt sich, ob Max sie heiraten würde practice

iii. Michael hat den ganzen Tag seinen Schlüssel gesucht Abends er hat ihn gefunden im Mülleimer practice

1 Stell dir vor, was ich heute erfahren habe! Maria weiß nicht, wer ist Johannes. EuGuIg

2 Mario plant ein Überraschungsessen für Lisa. Lisa weiß nicht, was hat gekocht Mario. EuGuIg

3 Lukas ist heute morgen abgehauen, ohne Julia etwas zu sagen. Julia weiß nicht, wo ist hingegangen Lukas. EuGuIg

4 Die Polizei fragt Claudia, wann ihr Ehemann morgens das Haus verlassen hat. Claudia weiß nicht, wann ist losgefahren Karl. EuGuIg

5 Hans erzählt in letzter Zeit nur Unsinn. Ich frage mich, mit wem hat gesprochen Hans. EuGuIg

6 Walter hatte heute ein Fußballspiel, aber: Stefanie weiß nicht, wie hat gespielt Walter. EuGuIg

7 Stell dir vor, was ich heute erfahren habe! Maria weiß nicht, wer Johannes ist. EgGgIu

8 Mario plant ein Überraschungsessen für Lisa. Lisa weiß nicht, was Mario gekocht hat. EgGgIu

9 Lukas ist heute morgen abgehauen, ohne Julia etwas zu sagen. Julia weiß nicht, wohin Lukas gegangen ist. EgGgIu

10 Die Polizei fragt Claudia, wann ihr Ehemann morgens das Haus verlassen hat. Claudia weiß nicht, wann Karl abgefahren ist. EgGgIu

11 Hans erzählt in letzter Zeit nur Unsinn. Ich frage mich, mit wem Hans gesprochen hat. EgGgIu

12 Walter hatte heute ein Fußballspiel, aber: Stefanie weiß nicht, wie Walter gespielt hat. EgGgIu

13 Albert ist viel unterwegs. Wir wissen nicht, wo Albert letzte Woche war. EuGgIu

14 Bei Jan gibt es immer besonders guten Fisch zu essen. Karla fragt sich, wo Jan den Fisch kauft. EuGgIu

15 Lisa vermutet, dass Paul ein Geheimnis hat. Lisa fragt sich, wohin Paul jeden Tag geht. EuGgIu

16 Wann will Stefan zu abend essen? Ich weiß nicht, wann Stefan normalerweise heim kommt.EuGgIu

17 Wieso denkst du, dass Klara ihr Gedächtnis verloren hat? Sie erinnert sich nicht, wo Dominik letztes Jahr wohnte.EuGgIu

18

Maras Freunde fragen sich, wie sich Thomas beim Karaokeabend gemacht 

hat. Mara weiß nicht, wie Thomas gestern sang. EuGgIu

19 Maria brauchen wir erst gar nicht zu fragen. Maria weiß nicht, warum Jan ist abwesend. EgGuIg

20 Die meisten denken, dass Lukas ein cooler Typ ist. Ich frage mich, wieso Peter hasst Lukas. EgGuIg

21 Thomas fährt doch sonst immer in die Berge. Franziska fragt sich, warum Thomas ist gefahren ans Meer.EgGuIg

22 Er ist doch sonst immer pünktlich. Ich weiß nicht, wieso Markus ist angekommen spät. EgGuIg

23 Was wollen deine Freunde? Sie fragen uns, warum Matthias spricht über Politik. EgGuIg

24 Johanna kann doch gar keine Fremdsprachen. Ich frage mich, wieso Johanna singt auf Französisch. EgGuIg

25 Ich vermute, dass Jenny nicht schwimmen kann. Ist Jenny gewesen jemals am Meer? EgGuIu

26 Der Keller ist immer noch abgeschlossen. Hat Paula gefunden den Schlüssel? EgGuIu

27 Es ist so still im Haus. Ist Robert gefahren in die Berge? EgGuIu

28 Der Kopierraum ist abgeschlossen. Hat Karsten zurückgebracht den Schlüssel? EgGuIu

29 Wir brauchen eine neue Kaffeemaschine. Hat Anke gesprochen mit dem Chef? EgGuIu

30 Klingt, als wäre es ein gutes Konzert gewesen. Hat Michael gesungen mit Julian? EgGuIu

31 Du wolltest doch Babysitten und die Kinder brauchen etwas zu essen. Was essen die Kinder? EuGgIg

32 Simone schaut die ganze Zeit aus dem Fenster. Was sieht Simone? EuGgIg

33 Anna geht oft früher. Wohin geht Anna? EuGgIg

34 Ich möchte endlich allein sein. Wann geht Kevin? EuGgIg

35 Die Meisten wohnen im Stadtzentrum. Wo wohnt Justus? EuGgIg

36 Wir sind auf der Suche nach einer neuen Sängerin. Wie singt Susanne? EuGgIg

37 Hier ist die Gästeliste. Wer ist Anton? EgGgIg

38 Morgen treffen wir uns zum Frühstück. Wer kauft das Brot? EgGgIg

39 Das Wasser ist doch noch gar nicht so tief. Bettina fragt sich, warum Max schwimmt. EgGgIg

40 Am Ende des Films sinkt die Titanic. Ich weiß nicht, wieso das Schiff untergeht. EgGgIg

41 Warum macht er so ein Gesicht? Ich frage mich, warum Michael weint. EgGgIg

42 Laura hat ein Geschenk bekommen. Ich verstehe nicht, wieso Laura weint. EgGgIg

43 Hier ist eine Postkarte von einem Alex. Wer Alex ist? EuGuIu

44 Ist es Lisa oder doch Theresa? Wir wissen nicht, Manuel wen liebt. EuGuIu

45 Christian weiß, dass Lara sich jeden Morgen aus dem Staub macht. Er fragt sich, Lara wohin geht. EuGuIu

46 Wir sind auf der Suche nach Angela. Fabian weiß nicht, Angela wann zurückkommt. EuGuIu

47 Kannst du Fabian Sarahs Adresse geben? Fabian weiß nicht, Sarah wo wohnt. EuGuIu

48 Sandra ist eine geniale Gitarristin. Ich frage mich, Sandra wie singt. EuGuIu
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Italian experiment 

 

Context 1 Context 2 Target Type

i. Potresti passarmi il pepe? Lo non trovo. practice

ii.

A: Ho appena visto un film veramente bello: si intitola ‘‘Sette note 

in nero’’. B: Ah sì?
Non ne ho mai sentito parlare.

practice

iii.

A: Mi hanno appena chiamato dall’ufficio. Vogliono che domani 

cominciamo alle 7 invece che alle 8. B: È incredibile: Continuano a si approfittare dei giovani. practice

1 A: Perché mi hai chiamato? Cosa mi volevi dire? B: Ho saputo una cosa strana: Maria non sa chi è Giovanni. EuGuIg

2 A: Lucia sa già che stasera mangerà il suo piatto preferito? B: No, è una sorpresa: Lucia non sa cosa ha cucinato Mario. EuGuIg

3 A: La mamma ha parlato con Giulia? B: Sì, l'ha appena chiamata, ma Giulia non sa dove è andato Luca. EuGuIg

4 A: La polizia vuole interrogare Claudia di nuovo. B: Ma è inutile: Claudia non sa quando è partito Carlo. EuGuIg

5 A: Perché sei così pensierosa? Mi chiedo con chi ha parlato Gianni. EuGuIg

6

A: Mi hanno detto che Stefania se l’è presa con l’allenatore, gli ha 

detto che è troppo severo. B: Sì, sarà anche vero, ma Stefania non sa come ha giocato Walter. EuGuIg

7 A: Perché mi hai chiamato? Cosa mi volevi dire? B: Ho saputo una cosa strana: Maria non sa chi Giovanni è. EgGgIu

8 A: Lucia sa già che stasera mangerà il suo piatto preferito? B: No, è una sorpresa: Lucia non sa cosa Mario ha cucinato. EgGgIu

9 A: La mamma ha parlato con Giulia? B: Sì, l'ha appena chiamata, ma Giulia non sa dove Luca è andato. EgGgIu

10 A: La polizia vuole interrogare Claudia di nuovo. B: Ma è inutile: Claudia non sa quando Carlo è partito. EgGgIu

11 A: Perché sei così pensierosa? Mi chiedo con chi Gianni ha parlato. EgGgIu

12

A: Mi hanno detto che Stefania se l’è presa con l’allenatore, gli ha 

detto che è troppo severo. B: Sì, sarà anche vero, ma Stefania non sa come Walter ha giocato. EgGgIu

13 A: Avete qualcosa da chiedermi? B: Sì:

non sappiamo dove Alberto dieci minuti fa 

era. EuGgIu

14

A: Questo pesce è veramente buono! Carla ti ha detto da che 

mercato arriva? B: No, Carla non sa dove Gianni il pesce compra. EuGgIu

15 A: Pensi che qualcuno stia cominciando ad avere dei sospetti? B: Forse sì: Lisa si chiede dove Paolo ogni giorno va. EuGgIu

16 A: Ti hanno detto per che ora devo preparare la cena? B: A dire il vero, no: non so quando Stefano la sera torna. EuGgIu

17 A: Pensi davvero che Chiara stia perdendo la memoria? B: Mi sembra proprio di sì:

non si ricorda dove Gianluca un mese fa 

abitava. EuGgIu

18 A: Mara continua a dire che il gruppo di ieri l'ha proprio delusa. 

B: Ognuno può pensare quello che vuole, 

ma

Mara non sa come Giorgio dieci anni fa 

cantava. EuGgIu

19 A: Forse ci può dire qualcosa Maria! B: No: Maria non sa perché Gianni è assente. EgGuIg

20 A: Non ho più voglia di stare qui, ci sono troppi litigi… B: Hai ragione. Ma soprattutto, mi domando come mai Piero odia Luca. EgGuIg

21 A: Vi vedo pensierosi. Cos'avete? 

B: Nulla. Io non capisco come mai se ne 

sono andati tutti, e 

Federica si chiede perché Thomas è andato al 

mare. EgGuIg

22

A: Dimmi com'è possibile che a casa nostra non si riesca a cenare 

prima delle nove di sera! B: Non chiederlo a me...

Non so come mai Gianluca è arrivato in 

ritardo. EgGuIg

23 A: Cosa dicono i tuoi amici? Non capisco nulla di tedesco… B: Niente, ci chiedono perché Gianni parla di politica. EgGuIg

24 A: Non trovi che questa serata sia un po' surreale? B: Sì, assolutamente...In particolare,

mi chiedo come mai Giorgia canta in 

francese. EgGuIg

25 A: Mi volevi chiedere qualcosa? B: Sì: è Gianna stata al mare? EgGuIu

26 A: Mi pare che sia tutto pronto per la partenza… B: No, aspetta: la cosa più importante: ha Paola trovato le chiavi? EgGuIu

27 A: Sei passata da casa mia? B: Sì, ma non ho trovato nessuno. È Roberto andato in montagna? EgGuIu

28

A: Questa sera, per fortuna, non abbiamo cenato tardi come al 

solito… B: Ah sì? È Pino tornato prima di cena? EgGuIu

29 A: Per oggi, basta lavoro. Non ce la faccio più. B: Un'ultima cosa, poi ti lascio andare: ha Alessia parlato col direttore? EgGuIu

30

A: Come pensavo, ieri sera la nostra cena di classe si è trasformata 

in un karaoke B: Bello, dai... Ha Luigi cantato insieme a Giuliano? EgGuIu

31 A: Se è d'accordo, da oggi La assumiamo come cuoca di casa!

B: Certo: accetto con piacere! Una cosa 

importante: cosa mangiano i bambini? EuGgIg

32

A: Dalla mia posizione, non riesco a vedere nessun movimento 

strano. B: Ok. Cosa vede Simona? EuGgIg

33

A: Mi sa proprio che da domani, in ufficio non ci sarà più nessuno 

per due settimane. B: Hmmm...Aspetta: tu vai in vacanza, ma dove va Tina? EuGgIg

34

A: Prima di sera, dobbiamo mettere tutto a posto: qui c'è un gran 

casino! B: Hai ragione. Quando torna Giorgio? EuGgIg

35 A: Abbiamo finito di scrivere le cartoline, no? B: Sì. Anzi no, aspetta: dove abita Gino? EuGgIg

36 A: Ieri sono stato al concerto dei miei amici. B: Ah sì? Come canta Susanna? EuGgIg

37 A: Ecco la lista degli invitati. B: Ok, grazie. Chi è Antonio? EgGgIg

38 A: Come prima cosa, potremmo fare colazione. B: Buona idea. Chi compra il pane? EgGgIg

39

A: Forse potremmo chiedere a Giusy di spiegarci questa fuga 

improvvisa. B: Ma è inutile: Giusy non sa perché Gianni scappa. EgGgIg

40 A: Non hai mai visto il film Titanic? Ma com’è possibile?! B: No, non l’ho mai visto. Tra l'altro, non so come mai la nave affonda. EgGgIg

41 A: Perché fai quella faccia? Mi chiedo perché Michele ride. EgGgIg

42 A: Alla fine, la situazione non è così brutta come sembra… B: Appunto! Non capisco come mai Loredana piange. EgGgIg

43 A: Mi hai detto che è arrivata una cartolina. B: Sì, da Bali. Ed è per te, guarda. Chi Alessandra è? EuGuIu

44 A: Questo telefilm è noioso e in più non capisco la storia... 

B: Ma come!? L'ultima scena di questa 

puntata è chiarissima: Filippo non sa Ludovica ama chi. EuGuIu

45 A: Vedo che il tuo amico è sempre preoccupato. Come mai? 

B: Chi? Piero? Per forza: la sera si trova 

sempre a casa da solo e quindi si chiede Lara va dove. EuGuIu

46 A: Hai avuto altre notizie? B: Macché. Fabio non sa Angela torna quando. EuGuIu

47

A: Ok, ci manca solo questo biglietto di auguri. Lo facciamo 

scrivere a Fabio? B: No, facciamolo noi. Fabio non sa Francesca abita dove. EuGuIu

48 A: Ieri sera al bar c'è stato il karaoke: è stato troppo divertente! B: Peccato che non ci sia potuta andare: mi domando Samuela canta come. EuGuIu
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APPENDIX F – ACCENT RATING  

L3 English experimental design (Sosci Survey) 
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APPENDIX G – STATISTICAL MODELS 

Study IV  

1) For Hamburg group (adults) 

Model I Summary of the multiple regression model TTR ~ LangQual + UseHome + 

CurrentUse + TimeTurkey 

 β SE t Pr (>|z) 

Intercept  0.427933    0.037248 11.489 7.82e-09 *** 

Language Quality -0.009579    0.007220   -1.327   0.20447     

Tu use at home 0.015583    0.005532    2.817   0.01301 *   

Current Tu use 0.017614    0.005478    3.215   0.00578 ** 

Time in Turkey -0.013427    0.009502   -1.413   0.17805     

R2 = .704, adjusted = .626, F-statistic: 8.918 on 4 and 15 DF, p = .00068 

Model II Summary of the multiple regression model VocD ~ LangQual + UseHome + 

CurrentUse + TimeTurkey 

 β SE t Pr (>|z) 

Intercept  85.037      35.361    2.405    0.0295* 

Language Quality -10.398       6.854   -1.517    0.1501   

Tu use at home 11.795       5.252    2.246    0.0402* 

Current Tu use 12.865       5.200    2.474    0.0258* 

Time in Turkey -3.781 9.021  -0.419    0.6811   

R2 = .583 (adjusted = .472), F-statistic: 5.254 on 3 and 15 DF, p = .007541 

Model III Summary of the multiple regression model MSC ~ LangQual + UseHome + 

CurrentUse + TimeTurkey 

 β SE t Pr (>|z) 

Intercept 30.840    46.520 0.663    0.517 

Language Quality 0.878        9.017    0.097     0.924 

Tu use at home -1.559       6.909   -0.226     0.825 

Current Tu use 7.694       6.841    1.125     0.278 

Time in Turkey 1.608      11.867    0.136     0.894 

R2 = .168 (adjusted = .053), F-statistic: 0.7607 on 4 and 15 DF, p = .566 
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2) For Munich group (adolescents) 

Model IV Summary of the multiple regression model TTR ~ AoK + LitLevel + Parents 

 β SE t Pr (>|z) 

Intercept 40.90216       4.66934    8.760 2.79e-08 *** 

Age of Kindergarten -0.09327     1.75980   -0.053    0.9583     

Literacy level 0.30139     1.13144     -0.266    0.7927     

Parents‘ L background 1.88623     0.89356    2.111    0.0476 *   

R2 = .182 (adjusted = .059), F-statistic: 1.488 on 3 and 20 DF, p = .248 

 

 

Model V Summary of the multiple regression model VocD ~ AoK + LitLevel + Parents 

 β SE t Pr (>|z) 

Intercept 31.2465     14.5952    2.141    0.0448* 

Age of Kindergarten 0.2443      5.5007    0.044    0.9650   

Literacy level -1.7064      3.5366   -0.483    0.6347   

Parents‘ L background 4.9654      2.7931    1.778    0.0907. 

R2 = .138 (adjusted = .0009), F-statistic: 1.071 on 3 and 20 DF, p = .282 

 

 

Model VI Summary of the multiple regression model MSC ~ AoK + LitLevel + Parents 

 β SE t Pr (>|z) 

Intercept 0.9935     1.8293   0.543  0.59306 

 

Age of Kindergarten -1.1963      0.6894   -1.735   0.09808 . 

Literacy level -0.3387      0.4433   -0.764   0.45372    

Parents‘ L background 1.1941      0.3501    3.411   0.00277 ** 

R2 = .415 (adjusted = .327), F-statistic: 4.736 on 3 and 20 DF, p = .011 

 

 



 

 

 




